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Introduction

Philosophers and philologists should be concerned in the first place with
poetic metaphysics;

that is.

the science that looks for proof not in the external

WOfId, but in the very modifications of the mind that medItates on it.
Smce the world of nations IS made by men, it is inside their minds that its
principles should be sought.

-Giambattista Vicc, Principles of a New Science, 1759
Why do we have a mmd If not to get our way?

- Fyedor Dostoyevski

MANIFESTO

How to write a manifesto-on a form of urbanism for what remains of
the 20th century - in an age disgusted with them? The fatal weakness of
manifestos is their inherent lack of evidence.
Manhattan's problem is the opposite: it is a mountain range of evidence
without manifesto.
This book was conceived at the intersection of these two observations: it
is a retroactive manifesto for Manhattan.
Manhattan is the 20th century's Rosetta Stone.
Not only are large parts of its surface occupied by architectural mutations
(Central Park, the Skyscraper), utopian fragments (Rockefeller Center,
the UN Building) and Irrational phenomena (Radio City Music Hall), but in
addition each block is covered with several layers of phantom architecture
in the form of past occupancies, aborted projects and popular fantasies
that provide alternative images to the New York that exists.
Especially between 1890 and 1940 a new culture (the Machine Age?)
selected Manhattan as laboratory: a mythical island where the invention

,

and testing of a metropolitan lifestyle and its attendant architecture could
be pursued as a collective experiment in which the entire city became
a factory of man·made experience, where the real and the natural ceased
to exist.
This book is an interpretation of that Manhattan which gives its
seemingly discontinuous - even irreconcilable - episodes a degree of
consistency and coherence, an interpretation that Intends to establish
Manhattan as the product of an unformulated theory, Manhattanism.
whose program - to exist in a world totally fabricated by man, i.e., to live
inside fantasy-was so ambitious that to be realized, it could never be

openly stated.

ECSTASY
If Manhattan IS stIli in search of a theory, then this theory, once identified,
should yield a formula for an architecture that is at once ambitious and
popular.
Manhattan has generated a shameless architecture that has been loved In
direct proportion to its defiant lack of self-hatred, respected exactly to the
degree that it went too far.
Manhattan has consistently inspired in its beholders ecstasy about
architecture.

In spite - or perhaps because - of this, its performance and implications
have been consistently ignored and even suppressed by the architectural
profession.
DENSITY

Manhattanism is the one urbanistic ideology that has fed, from its
conception, on the splendors and miseries of the metropolitan conditionhyper·density-without once losing faith In it as the basis for a desirable
modern culture. Manhattan's architecture is a paradigm for the exploitation of
congestion.

The retroactive formulation of Manhattan's program is a polemical
operation.
It reveals a number of strategies, theorems and breakthroughs that
not only give logic and pattern to the city's past performance, but
whose continuing validity is itself an argument for a second coming of
Manhattanlsm, this time as an expliCit doctrine that can transcend the
island of Its originS to claim its place among contemporary urban isms.
With Manhattan as example, this book is a blueprint for a "Culture of
Congestlon.~

10

BLUEPRINT

A blueprint does not predict the cracks that will develop

In

the future; it

describes an ideal state that can only be approximated. In the same way
this book describes a theoretical Manhattan, a Manhattan as conjecture,
of which the present city is the compromised and imperfect realization.
From all the episodes of Manhattan's urbanism this book isolates only
those moments where the blueprint is most visible and most convincing.
It should, and inevitably will, be read against the torrent of negative
analyses that emanates from Manhattan about Manhattan and that has
firmly established Manhattan as the Capital of Perpetual Crisis.
Only through the speculative reconstruction of a perfect Manhattan can
its monumental successes and failures be read.
BLOCKS
In terms of structure, this book is a Simulacrum of Manhattan's Grid:
a collection of blocks whose proximity and juxtaposition reinforce their
separate meanings.
The first four blocks - "Coney Island," ~The Skyscraper," "Rockefeller
Center~

and "Europeans" - chronicle the permutations of Manhattanism

as an implied rather than expliCit doctrine.
They show the progression (and subsequent decline) of Manhattan's
determination to remove ItS territory as far from the natural as humanly
possible.
The fifth block - the Appendix - is a sequence of architectural projects
that solidifies Manhattanism into an explicit doctrine and negotiates
the transition from Manhattanism's unconscious architectural production
to a conscious phase.
GHOSTWRITER
Movie stars who have led adventure· packed lives are often too egocentric
to discover patterns, too inarticulate to express intentions, too restless to
record or remember events. Ghostwriters do it for them.
in the same way I was Manhattan's ghostwriter.
(With the added complication that my source and subject passed into
premature senility before Its ;'life" was completed. That is why I had to
provide my own ending.)

•
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Manhatlllll: a theater of progress
(small appendage near entrance to
New York Harbor ¥fOllater develop
IOto Coney Islancl).

Prehistory

PROGRAM

"What race first peopled the Island of Manhatta?
'ICe to

,,",p

~They

were, but are not.

"Sixteen centuries of the Christian era rolled away, and no trace of
civilization was left on the spot where now stands a city renowned for
commerce, intelligence and wealth.
~The

wild children of nature, unmolested by the white man, roamed

through its forests. and impelled their light canoes along its tranquil
waters. But the time was near at hand when these domains of the savage
were to be invaded by strangers who would lay the humble foundations
of a mighty state, and scatter everywhere in their path exterminating
principles which, with constantly augmenting force, would never cease
to act until the whole aboriginal race should be extirpated and their
memory ... be almost blotted out from under heaven. Civilization, origi·
nating in the east, had reached the western confines of the old world.
It was now to cross the barrier that had arrested its progress, and pene·
trate the forest of a continent that had just appeared to the astonished
gaze of the millions of Christendom.
"North American barbarism was to give place to European refinement.'"
In the middle of the 19th century - more than 200 years Into the
expenment which is Manhattan - a sudden self·consciousness about its
uniqueness erupts. The need to mythologize its past and -rewrite a
history that can serve its future becomes urgent.
The quotation above - from 1848 - describes Manhattan's program with
disregard for the facts, but precisely identifies its intentions. Manhattan
is a theater of progress.
Its protagonists are the "exterminating principles which, with constantly
13
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Jollain, "tllrd's·eye view ot New Amsterdam." 1672.
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augmenting force, would never cease to act." Its plot IS: barbarism giving
way to refinement.
From these givens, its future can be extrapolated forever: since the
exterminating principles never cease to act, it follows that what is refine·
ment one moment will be barbarism the next.
Therefore, the performance can never end or even progress in the conventional sense of dramatic plottmg; it can only be the cyclic restatement
of a single theme: creation and destruction irrevocably interlocked,
endlessly reenacted.
The only suspense in the spectacle comes from the constantly escalating
intensity of the performance.
PROJECT
"To many people in Europe. of course, facts about New Amsterdam were
of no importance. A completely fictitious vIew would do, if it matched
theIr idea of what a city was... .~l
In 1672 a French engraver, JollalO, sends into the world a bird's-eye view
of New Amsterdam_
It ;s completely false; none of the mformatlon It communicates is based
on reality_ Yet It is a depiction - perhaps accidental - of the project
Manhattan: an urban science fiction.
At the center of the image appears a distinctly European walled City,
whose reason for being, like that of the original Amsterdam, seems to be
a linear port along the length of the city that allows direct access.
A church, a stock market, a city hall, a palace of justice, a prison and,
outside the wall, a hospital complete the apparatus of the mother civilization. Only the large number of facilities for the treatment and storage
of animal skins In the Ctty testifies to its location in the New World.
Outside the walls on the left is an extension that seems to promiseafter barely 50 years of existence - a new beginning, in the form of a
structured system of more or less identical blocks that can extend, if
the need arises, allover the island, their rhythm interrupted by a
Broadway-like diagonal.
The island's landscape ranges from the flat to the mountaino.us, from
the wild to the placid; the climate seems to alternate between
Mediterranean summers (outside the walls is a sugarcane field) and
severe (pelt-producing) winters.
All the components of the map are European; but, kidnapped from their
context and transplanted to a mythical island, they are reassembled
into an unrecognizable - yet ultimately accurate - new whole: a utopian
15

Blrd'seye vIew 01 New Amsterdam
as bl,lIlt - "North American barbarism"
gives way to "European refinement."

Phantom sale of Manhattan, 1626,
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Europe, the product of compression and density. Already, adds the
engraver, "the city is famous for its enormous number of inhabitants... ."
The city is a catalogue of models and precedents: all the desirable
elements that exist scattered through the Old World finally assembled
in a single place.

COLONY
, Amsterdam
!rlCan barbartsm"
n refnement."

Apart from the Indians, who have always been there - Weckquaesgecks
in the south, Reckgawawacks in the north, both part of the Mohican
tribe- Manhattan is discovered in 1609 by Henry Hudson in his search
for "a new route to the Indies by way of the north" on behalf of the
Dutch East India Company.
Four years later, Manhattan accommodates four houses (i.e., recognizable
as such to Western eyes) among the Indian huts.
In 1623 30 families sad from Holland to Manhattan to plant a colony.
With them is Cryn Fredericksz, an engineer, who carries written
Instructions on how the town should be laid out.
Since their whole country IS man·made, there are no "accidents" for the
Dutch. They plan the settlement of Manhattan as if it is part of their
fabricated motherland.
The core of the new city is to be a pentagonal fort. Fredericksz is "to
survey a ditch 24 feet wide and 4 feet deep enclosing a rectangle
extending back 1,600 feet from the water and 2,000 feet wide ....
"The outside of the surrounding ditch having been staked out as above,
200 feet shall be staked out at the inside along all three sides A, B, C,
for the purpose of locating therein the dwellings of the farmers and their
gardens, and what is left shall remain vacant for the erection of more
houses in the future ... .")
Outside the fort, on the other side of the ditch, there are to be 12 farms
laid out

In

a system of rectangular plots separated by ditches.

But "thiS neat symmetrical pattern, conceived in the security and comfort
of the company's offices in Amsterdam, proved unsuitable to the site on
the tip of Manhattan ...."
A smaller fort is built; the rest of the town laid out in a relatively
disorderly manner.
Only once more does the Dutch instinct for order assert itself: when
the settlers carve, out of the bedrock, a canal that runs to the center of
the city. On either side is a collection of traditional Dutch houses with
gabled roofs that maintains the illusion that the transplantation of
Amsterdam into the New World has been a success.
17
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In 1626 Peter Minult buys the island Manhattan for 24 dollars from
"the Indians." But the transaction is a falsehood; the sellers do not own
the property. They do not even live there. They are just visiting.
PREDICTION

In 1807 Simeon deWitt, Gouverneur Morris and John Rutherford are
commissioned to design the model that will regulate the "final and con.
c1usive" occupancy of Manhattan. Four years later they proposeabove the demarcation that separates the known from the unknowable
part of the city-12 avenues running north·south and 155 streets
running east-west.
With that simple action they describe a city of 13 x 156 = 2,028 blocks
(excluding topographical accidents): a matrix that captures, at the
same time, all remaining territory and all future activity on the island.
The Manhattan Grid.
Advocated by its authors as facilitating the "buying, selling and
improving of real estate," this "Apotheosis of the gridiron" - "with its
simple appeal to unsophisticated minds"4- ls , 150 years after its super.
imposition on the Island, still a negative symbol of the shortsightedness
of commercial Interests.
In fact, It is the most courageous act of prediction in Western ciVilization:

,.

CommIssIoners' proposaJ
lor Manhattan Gild. 1811"the land II divides.
unoccupIed: the population
II descrIbes, conjectural:
the bUlldmgs it locates.
phantoms: the actIVItIes II
frames. nonexistent:

\

1lSslOIlers' proposal
anhatlan Grid. 18ll _

arld It divides.
:upled; the population
crlbes. conjectural;
Jddlngs It locales,
oms; the acllVlltes II
s. nonexIstent·

..
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the land it divides, unoccupied; the population it describes, conjectural;
the buildings it locates, phantoms; the activities It frames, nonexistent.
REPORT

The argumentation of the Commissioners' report introduces what
will become the key strategy of Manhattan's performance: the drastic
disconnechon between actual and stated intentions, the formula
that creates the critical no·man's·land where Manhattanism can exercise
its ambitions.
"One of the first objects that claimed their attention was the form and
manner in which business should be conducted; that is to say, whether
they should confine themselves to rectilinear streets or whether they
should adopt some of these supposed improvements, by circles, ovals
and stars, which certainly embellish a plan, whatever may be thw effects
as to convenience and utility. In considering that subject. they could
not but bear in mind that a city is composed principally of the habitations
of men, and that strait sided, and right angled houses are the most
cheap to build, and the most convenient to live in. The effect of these
plain and simple reflections was decisive....~
Manhattan is a utilitarian polemic.
~It may, to many, be a matter of surprise, that so few vacant spaces have

"

been left, and those so small, for the benefit of fresh air, and conse.
quent observation of health. Certainly, if the city of New York were destined
to stand on the side of a small stream such as the Seine or Thames, a
great number of ample spaces might be needful; but those large arms of
the sea which embrace Manhattan island, render Its situation, in regard
to health and pleasure, as well as to convenience and commerce,
peculiarly felicitous; when, therefore, from the same causes the price of
land IS so uncommonly great, it seemed proper to admit the principles
of economy of greater influence than might, under circumstances of
a different kind, have consisted with the dictates of prudence and the
sense of duty....~
Manhattan is a counter· Paris, an anti·London.
~To some it may be a matter of surprise, that the whole Island has not

been laid out as a city; to others, it may be a subject of merriment that the
Commissioners have provIded space for a greater population than IS
collected at any spot this side of China. They have been governed in this
respect by the shape of the ground .... To have come short of the extent
laid out might have defeated just expectation and to have gone further
might have furnished materials to the pernicious spirit of speculation ....~5
The Grid is, above all, a conceptual speculation.
In spite of Its apparent neutrality, it implies an intellectual program for
the island: in its indifference to topography, to what exists, it claims the
superiority of mental construction over reaJily.
The plotting of its streets and blocks announces that the subjugation, if
not obliteration, of nature is ItS true ambition.

All blocks are the same; their equivalence invalidates, at once, all the
systems of articulation and differentiation that have guided the design
of traditional cities. lhe Grid makes the history of architecture and all

.

,

-

previous lessons of urbanism irrelevant. It forces Manhattan's builders to
.
e..evelop a new system of formal values, to invent strategies for th,e
distinction of one block from another.
~

The Grid's two·dimensional disci

undreamt·of freedom

. Imenslonal anarchy. The Gnd defines a new balance
between control and de·control in which the city can be at the same
time ordered and fluid, a metropolis of rigid chaos.
~jQ.imposition, Manhattan is forever immunized agaiAst-BnY...(.further),

totalitarian intervention. In the single block-the largest possible area
that can fall under architectural control
urbanislic Ego....

it deve 0

3Xlml;:lA" IInit of

S"nce there is no hope that larger parts of the island can ever be domi.
20

nated by a single client or architect, each intention - each architectural
ideology

has to be realized full

itb-n

1m

ns 0

~R':

Since Manhattan is rnlte and the number of its blocks forever fixed, the
city cannot grow in any conventional manner.
Its planning therefore can never describe a specific built configuration
that is to remarn static through the ages: it can only predict that what·
ever happens, it will have to happen somewhere within the 2,028 blocks
of the Grid.
It follows that one form of human occupancy can only be established

-

at the expense of another. The city becomes a mosaic of episodes, each
~

with its own particular life span, that contest each other through the
medium of the Grid.
IDOL

In 1845 a model of the city

IS

exhibited, flrst in the city itself, then as a

traveling object to substantiate Manhattan's growing self-idolatry.
The "'counterpart to the great

Metropolis~

is "a perfect lac·simile of

New York, representing every street, land, building, shed, park, fence,
tree, and every other object in the city.... Over the model is a canopy of
carved ornamental woodwork in Gothic architecture representing

10

the

frnest oil-painting the leading business establishments of the city... :'6
The icons of religion are replaced by those of building.
Architecture is Manhattan's new religion.
CARPET

By 1850, the pOSSibility that New York's exploding population could engulf
the remaining space in the Grid like a freak wave seems real. Urgent
plans are made to reserve sites that are still available for parks, but
"while we are discussing the subject the advancing population of the city
is sweeping over them and covering them for our reach.,.

,"7

In 1853 this danger is averted with the appointment of the Commis·
sioners of Estimate and Assessment, who are to acquire and survey land
for a park in a designated area between Fifth and Eighth avenues and
59th and 104th (later llOth) streets.
Central Park is not only the major recreational facility of Manhattan but
also the record of its progress: a taxidermic preservation of nature
that exhibits forever the drama of culture outdistancing nature. like the
Grid, it is a colossal leap of faith; the contrast it describes - between
the buill and the unbuilt - hardly exists at the time of its creation.
"The time will come when New York Will be bUilt up, when all the grading
21
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Manipulation of nature
"Tree moving Machine ... large.
trees could be transplanted
and the lag between planting
and finished app<l3'i!nCe

reduced ... ."

Central Park. synthetiC Arcadian Carpel graft·
ed onto the Gnd (plan c. 1870).
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and filling will be done, and the picturesquely-varied, rocky formation of
the island will have been converted into formations of rows and rows
of monotonous straight streets, and piles of erect buildings. There will be
no suggestion left of its present vaned surface, with the exception of a
few acres contained in the park.
~Then

the pnceless value of the present picturesque outlines of the

ground will be distinctly perceived, and its adaptability for its purpose
more fully recognized. It therefore seems desirable to interfere with its
easy, undulating outlines, and picturesque, rocky scenery as little as
possible, and, on the other hand, to endeavor rapidly, and by every
legitimate means, to Increase and judiciously develop these particularly
Individual and characteristic sources of landscape effects ...."a
'To interfere as little as possible, • but on the other hand ·to mcrease

.,

•

and develop landscape effects·; If Central Park can be read as an opera·

tion of preservation, It is, even more, a senes of manipulations and
transformatIons performed on the nature "saved" by its designers. Its
lakes are artificial, its trees (trans)planted, its accidents engineered,
its incidents supported by an inVISible Infrastructure that controls their
assembly. A catalogue of natural elements IS taken from its original
context, reconstituted and compressed into

if

system of nature that

makes the rectilineanty of the Mall no more formal than the planned
informality of the Ramble.
Central Park is a synthetic Arcadian Carpet.
01 nature

t Machone ... larger

:Ie

transplanted

::>elween plantong
appearance

TOWER
The inspiring example of London's International Exhibition, held In 1851
in the Crystal Palace. triggers Manhattan's ambition. Two years later,
it has organized its own fair, staking a claim for its supenority, in almost
every respect, over all other American cities. At this time, the city
hardly extends north of 42nd Street - apart from the omnipresent Grid.
Except near Wall Street it looks almost rural: single houses scattered on
the grass-covered blocks. The fair, implanted on what Will become Bryant
Park, is marked by two colossal structures that completely overwhelm
their surroundings, introdUCing a new scale into the island's skyline,
which they dominate easily. The first is a version of London's Crystal
Palace; but since the division into blocks precludes structures beyond a
certain length, it is a cruciform whose intersection is topped by an
enormous dome: "Its slender nbs seem inadequate to sustain its vast
size and it presents the appearance of a balloon expanded and Impatient
for a flight into the far·off sky... :'9
23

latltng Observatory

Elisha Ot,s presents the elevator - anticlimax as
denouement,

"

The second, complementary structure is a tower on the other side
of 42nd Street: the latting Observatory, 350 feet high. "If we except the
Tower of Babel, this may perhaps be called the World's first

Skyscraper...."10
It is built of Iron-braced timber. and Its base accommodates shops. A
steam elevator gives access to the first- and second· floor landings, where
telescopes are installed.
For the first time, Manhattan's inhabitants can inspect their domain. To
have a sense of the Island as a whole 1$ also to be aware of its limitations,
the irrevocability of its containment.
If this new consciousness limits the field of their ambition. it can only
increase its intenSity.
Such inspections from above become a recurrent theme under
Manhattanism; the geographical self.consclousness they generate is
translated into spurts of collective energy, shared megalomaniac goals.

SPHERE
Manhattan's Crystal Palace contains, like all early Exhibitions, an
Implausible juxtaposition of the demented production of useless Victorian
items celebrating (now that machines can mimic the techniques of
uniqueness) the democratization of the object; at the same time It is a
Pandora's box of genuinely new and revolutionary techniques and
inventions, all of which e....entually will be turned loose on the island e....en
though they are strictly incompatible.
For new modes of mass transportation alone, there are proposals for
underground, on-grade and elevated systems, which -though in
themselves rational-would, if applied simultaneously, utterly destroy
each other's logic.
As yet contained in the colossal cage of the dome, they will turn
Manhattan into a Galapagos Island of new technologies, where a new
chapter

In

the survival of the fittest, this time a battle among species of

machines, is Imminent.
Among the exhibits in the sphere is one invention that above all others
Will change the face of Manhattan (and, to a lesser degree, of the world):
the elevator.

It is presented to the public as a theatrical spectacle.
Elisha Otis, the inventor, mounts a platform that ascends - the major
part, it seems, of the demonstration. But when it has reached its highest
level, an assistant presents Otis with a dagger on a velvet cushion.
The inventor takes the knife, seemingly to attack the crUCial element of
25
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Crystal Palace arn:l Lattmg Obsentatory at
first New York World's Fair. 1853. Double
Image appeanng m background: Trylon
and Pensphere. theme exhlbtt of 1939
WorId's FaIr. At the beginning and fhe ern:l
of Manhattanlsm: needle and globe.

his own invention: the cable that has hoisted the platform upward and
that now prevents its fall. Otis cuts the cable; it snaps.
Nothing happens, to platform or inventor.
Invisible safety catches - the essence of Otis' brilliance - prevent the
platform from rejoining the surface of the earth.
Thus otis introduces an invention in urban theatricality: the anticlimax as
denouement. the non· event as triumph.
Like the elevator, each technological invention is pregnant with a double
image: contained in Its success IS the specter of ItS possible failure.
The means of averting that phantom disaster are almost as important as
the original invention itself.
Otis has introduced a theme that will be a leitmotiv of the island's future
development: Manhattan is an accumulation of possible disasters that
never happen.

CONTRAST
The Lattmg Observatory and the dome of the Crystal Palace introduce an
t1Lflg

Observatory at

; Fa... 1853 Double
ilCkgroond- Trylon
e exhibrt of 1939
,ginnIng and the end
odie and globe_

archetypal contrast that will appear and reappear throughout Manhattan's
history in ever·new incarnations.
The needle and the globe represent the two extremes of Manhattan's for·
mal vocabulary and describe the outer limits of ItS architectural choices.
The needle IS the thinnest, least voluminous structure to mark a location
within the Grid.
It combines maximum physical impact with a negligible consumption of
ground. It is, essentially, a building without an mterior.
The globe is, mathematically, the form that encloses the maximum
interior volume with the least external skin. It has a promiscuous
capacity to absorb objects, people, iconographies, symbolisms; it relates
them through the mere fact of their coexistence in its interior. In many
ways, the history of Manhattanism as a separate, identifiable architec·
ture is a dialectic between these two forms, with the needle wanting to
become a globe and the globe trying, from time to time, to turn into
a needle - a cross-fertilization that results in a series of successful
hybrids in which the needle's capacity for attracting attention and its
territorial modesty are matched with the consummate receptivity
of the sphere.
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ATlANTIC OCEAN
Locat'on of Coney Island vis J VIS Manhattan.
Toward the end of the 19th century, Manhattan's
ne..... brodlles and modern transportation technol
08,es made Coney Island accessible to the
masses. V,sIble on Coney: on the left. Sandy

Hook. refuge tor the Criminal element of the
Greater New York area: at right. the Synthetic
Arcadia of the Grand Holels. between them.
the "middle zone" of the three great parksan embryonic Manhattan.

Coney Island:
The Technology of the
Fantastic

The glare is everywhere, and nowhere a shadow.

- Maxim Gorky, "Boredom"
What a sight the poor make in the moonlight.

- James Huneker. The New Cosmopolis
Hell is very badly done.
- Maxim Gorky, uBoredom"

MODEl

"Now, where the waste was ... rise to the sky a thousand glittering towers
and minarets, graceful, stately and imposing. The morning sun looks
down on these as it might upon the magically realized dream of a poet
or painter.

"At night. the radiance of the millions of electric lights which glow
at every point and line and curve of the great play city's outlines lights
up the sky and welcomes the home coming marmer thirty miles from
the shore."!

Or:

"With the advent of night a fantastic city of fire suddenly rises from the
ocean into the sky. Thousands of ruddy sparks glimmer in the darkness,
limning in fine, sensitive outline on the black background of the sky
shapely towers of miraculous castles, palaces and temples.
"Golden gossamer threads tremble in the air. They intertwine in trans·
parent flaming patterns, which flutter and melt away, in love with their
own beauty mirrored in the waters.
~Fabulous

beyond conceiving, ineffably beautiful, is this fiery

scintillation.~2

Coney Island around 1905: it is no coincidence that the countless
"impressions of Coney Island" - products of a hopelessly obstinate
desire to record and preserve a mirage - can all be substituted not only
for each other but also for the flood of later descriptions of Manhattan.
At the junction of the 19th and 20th centuries, Coney Island is the
incubator for Manhattan's incipient themes and infant mythology. The
strategies and mechanisms that later shape Manhattan are tested
in the laboratory of Coney Island before they finally leap toward the
larger island.
Coney Island IS a fetal Manhattan.
STRIP

Coney Island IS discovered one day before Manhattan - In 1609, by
Hudson - a clitoral appendage at the mouth of New York's natural harbor,
a ~strip of ghstenlng sand, with the blue waves curhng over ItS
outer edge and the marsh creeks lazily lying at its back, tufted m sum.
mer by green sedge grass, frosted in wmter by the pure white snow....~
The CanarSle Indians, the original inhabitants of the peninsula, have
named it Namoch - "Place Without Shadows" - an early recognition that
It is to be a stage for certain unnatural phenomena.
In 1654 the Indian Guilaouch trades the peninsula, which he claims IS
his, for guns, gunpowder and beads in a scaled·down version of the
"sale" of Manhattan. It then assumes a long sequence of names, none of
which stick until it becomes famous for the unexplained density of
kOnlJnen (Dutch for "rabbits").
Between 1600 and 1800 the actual physical shape of Coney Island
changes under the combined impact of human use and shifting sands,
turning it, as if by design. into a miniature Manhattan.
In 1750 a canal cutting the peninsula loose from the mainland is "the
last touch in fashioning what is now Coney Island ...."
CONNECTION

In 1823 the Coney Island Bndge Company constructs "the first artificial
connection between the mainland and the island,") allowing it to can·
summate its relationship with Manhattan, where humans have by now
congregated

In

densities as unprecedented as that of Coney's rabbits.

Coney is the logical choice lor Manhattan's resort: the nearest zone of
virgin nature that can counteract the enervations of urban civilization.
A resort Implies the presence, not too far away, of a reservoIr of people
existing under conditions that require them to escape occasionally
30
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Coney Isl~nd a clitor~1 appendage at the
entrance to New York Harbor.
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to recover their equilibrium.
Access must be carefully calculated: the channels from reservoir to
resort must be wide enough to feed the resort with a continuous flow
of visitors, yet narrow enough to keep a majority of urban inmates in
place. Otherwise the reservoir will engulf the resort. Coney Island can be
reached by an increasing number of artificial connections, but not too
easily; at least two consecutive modes of transport are required.
Between 1823 and around 1860, as Manhattan changes from a city into
a metropolis, the need for escape becomes more urgent. The cosmo.
polites who love Coney's scenery and its isolation construct, on its east.
ern end - the part furthest from Manhattan - a civilized Arcadia of
large resort hotels full of brand-new 19th·century comforts, planted on
unspoiled grounds that restore them to their senses.
At the opposite end of the island, that same isolation attracts another
community of fugitives: criminals, misfits, corrupt pohticlans, united by
their common dislike for law and order. For them the Island IS unspoiled
by the law.
These two partIes are now locked in an unspoken battle for the islandthe threat of more corruption emanating from the western end competes
with the puritanism of good taste in the east.

TRACKS
The battle becomes critical when the first railroad reaches the middle of
the island in 1865, its tracks stopping dead at the surf line. The trams
put the oceanfront finally within the reach of the new metropolitan masses;
the beach becomes the finish line for a weekly exodus that has the
urgency of a jailbreak.
like an army, the new visitors bring a parasitic infrastructure in their
wake: bath houses (where the largest number can change in the smallest
possible space in the shortest possible time), food supplies (1871:
the hot dog is invented on Coney Island) and primitive accommodation
(Peter Tilyou builds Surf House, a tavern/hot dog stand, next to the
railroad's abrupt terminus).
But the need for pleasure dominates; the middle zone develops its
own magnetism. attracting a range of special facilities to provide enter.
tainment on a scale commensurate with the demand of the masses.
In a laughmg mirror· Image of the seriousness with which the rest of the
world is obsessed with Progress, Coney Island attacks the problem of
Pleasure, often with the same technological means.
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TOWER
The campaign to step up the production of pleasure generates its own
instruments.

In 1876 a 300·foot tower-centerpiece of the Centennial Celebration in

Philadelphia - is dismantled

In

anticipation of re-erection elsewhere.

Sites allover the Stales are considered and rejected: suddenly, after two

years of disassembly, it stands reassembled in the middle zone of Coney.
From its top the whole island is visible and telescopes can be focused
on Manhattan. Like the Lattlng Observatory, the Centennial Tower IS an
architectural devIce that provokes self.consciousness, offerrng that
bird's-eye inspection of a common domain that can tngger a sudden
spurt of collective energy and ambition.

It also offers an additional direction of escape: mass ascension.
FlOTSAM

The journey of the vagrant tower from Philadelphia to Coney Island
establishes a precedent for the subsequent journeys to Coney of other
remnants of Exhibitions and World's FaIrs.
The island becomes the final resting place of futuristic fragments,
mechanical flotsam and technological litter whose migration across the
United States toward Coney cOincides with the trek of tribes from Africa,
Asia and MicroneSia to the same destination. They too have been on
display at the fairs, as a new form of educational entertainment.
ThiS totemiC machinery, a small army of midgets and other freaks who
retire to Coney after a life of hectic traveling, some reSidual Red Indians
who have nowhere else to go and the foreign tnbes constltute the per·
manent population of this narrow beach.
BRIDGE
In 1883 the BrOOklyn Bridge removes the last obstacle that has kept the
new masses on Manhattan: on summer Sundays Coney Island's beach
becomes the most densely occupied place in the world.
ThiS invasion finally invalidates whatever remains of the original formula
for Coney Island's performance as a resort, the provIsion of Nature to the
citizens of the Artificial.
"To survive as a resort - a place offering contrast - Coney Island is forced
to mutate: it must turn itself into the total opposite of Nature, It has
no choice but to counteract the artificiality of the new metropolis with its
own Super·Natural.
- Instead of suspension of urban pressure, it offers intenSIfication.
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TRAJECTORY
The reconstituted Centennial Tower is the first manifestation 01 an
obsession that will eventually turn the entire island into a launching pad
of the proletariat.
In 1883 the antigravltatlonal theme it has initialed is elaborated in the
loop· the· Loop, a railroad that loops around itself so thai a small vehicle

will cling to an upslde·down surface, provided it travels at a certain speed.
As a piece of research, It is costly; It claims several lives each season.
Only four customers at a time can expenence the momentary weightlessness II affords, and only a limited number of vehicles can complete the
Inverted trajectory

In

an hour. These constraints alone doom the Loop·

the·Loop as an Instrument of mass exhilaration. Its offspring is the Roller
Coaster, patented and built the very next season, 1884: its track parodies
the curves, hills and valleys of a regular railway trajectory. Whole train·
loads of people tear up and down ItS slope With such violence that they
undergo the magic sensation of liftoff at the peaks; It easily supplants
the Loop·the-Loop. The Wriggly tracks multiply on their shaky supports,
Within a few seasons turning the entire middle zone Into a Vibrating
mountain range of steel.
In 1895 Captain Boyton, a professional diver and pioneer of under·
water liVing, introduces a crypto-Freudian complication into the battle
against gravity With his Shoot·the·Chutes, a toboggan hoisted mech·
anically to the top of a tower from which a diagonal slide descends
toward a body of water. AnXiety as to whether the board will stay on
top of the water or slip under the surface provides the suspense
as the rider slides downward.
A steady flow of visitors climbs the tower for the descent toward
the muddy water. which is otherwise inhabited by 40 sea lions. By 1890
"the thing that is furthest from reason, that laughs loudest at the
laws of gravitation, is the thing that takes With the Coney Island crowd.
Even before the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge, one venture has in·
dlcated the future direction of the island's pursuit of irrational ends by
entirely rational means: the first "natural" element to be conquered
and appropriated in the quest for the New Pleasure is an elephant "as
big as a church" that is also a hotel.
"Its legs were 60 feet in Circumference. In one front leg was a cigar
store, in the other a diorama; patrons walked up circular steps

In

one

hind leg and down the other:'5 Rooms can be had in thigh, shoulder,
hip or trunk. Searchlights flash erratically from Its eyes, illuminating
anyone within range who has decided to spend the night on the beach.

".

A second annexation of nature is achieved with the creation of the
Inexhaustible Cow, a machine constructed to satisfy the insatiable thirst
of the visitors, then disguised as a cow.
Its milk is superior to the natural product In the regularity and predict·
ability of its flow, its hygienic quality and its controllable temperature.
ELECTRICITY
Similar adaptations follow at a constantly accelerating rate.
The inordinate number of people assembling on the Inadequate acreage,
ostensibly seeking confrontation with the reality of the elements (sun,
wind, sand, water) demands the systematic conversion of nature into a
technical service.
Since the total surface area of the beach and the total length of surf hne
are finite, It follows with mathematical certainty that the hundreds of
thousands of VIsitors Will not each find a place to spread out on the sand,
let alone reach the water, within a single day.
Toward 1890, the introduction of electricity makes it possible to create
a second daytime. Bright lights are placed at regular Intervals along
the surf line, so that now the sea can be enjoyed on a truly metropolitan
shift-system, giVing those unable to reach the water in the daytime a
man-made, 12-hour extension.
What is unique in Coney Island-and thiS syndrome of the Irresistible
Synthetic prefigures later events in Manhattan - is that this false
daytime is not regarded as second·rate.
Its very artificiality becomes an attraction: "Electric Bathing."

CYLINDERS
Even the most intimate aspects of human nature are subjected to experi·
ment. If life in the metropolis creates loneliness and alienation, Coney
Island counterattacks with the Barrels of Love. Two hOrIZontal cylindersmounted in line - revolve slowly in opposite directions. At either end a
small staircase leads up to an entrance.
One feeds men into the machine, the other women.
It is impossible to remain standing.
Men and women fall on top of each other.
The unrelenting rotation of the machine fabricates synthetic intimacy
between people who would never otherwise have met.
This intimacy can be further processed in the Tunnels of Love, an
artificial mountain constructed next to the Barrels of Love. Outside the
mountain the newly formed couples board a small boat that disappears
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Metropolitan shl1tsystems (I); Electne Bathmgthe SynthetIC becomes Irreslstlble_

Barrels of Love-antlallem'ltlon apparatus_

Metropolitan shift systems (2): Steeplechase
horsemen riding through the night

3.

inside a dark tunnel leading to an interior lake. Inside the tunnel com·
plete obscunty ensures at least ....isual privacy; from the muffled noises it
is impossible to guess how many couples are crossing the lake at any
one time. The rocking of the small boats on the shallow water reinforces
the sensuality of the experience.
HORSES
The favorite activity of the cosmopolites who enjoyed the island In its
virgin state was horseback nding. But the ability to ride a horse is a form
of sophistication not available to the people who ha....e replaced the
onginal ....Isitors. And real horses can never coexist in adequate numbers
on the same Island with the new vISitors.
In the mid-nineties George Tilyou - son of Peter Tilyou, the Surf House
pioneer -lays out a mechanized track that extends over a large part
of the island. a course that leads through a number of natural landscapes.
along the oceanfront, and crosses a series of man-made obstacles.
Over thiS track mo....es a herd of mechanical horses that can be ridden
with instant confidence by anyone. The Steeplechase is an "automatic
racetrack with gravitation as Its motive power"; its "horses resemble

In

size and model the track racer. Staunchly built, they are to a certain
extent under the control of the nder, who can accelerate the speed by
the manner in which he utilizes his weight and the position on the
descending and ascending grades, making each contest an actual race."&
The horses operate 24 hours a day and are an unprecedented success.
Financial investment in the track is recouped after three weeks of operation.
Inspired by the Midway Plaisance, which connected the two halves of the
Chicago World's Fair in 1893, Tityou collects additional facilltles-Includ·
ing a Ferns wheel from the same fair - along and around the mechanical
course, gradually staking out a discrete amusement area that is formal·
ized when in 1897 he erects a wall around it and channels his Visitors
through entrances marked by triumphal arches of plaster accumulations
of the iconography of laughter - clowns. pierrots, masks. With the act of
enclosure, Tilyou has established an aggressive oPPOSitIOn between
what he names Steeplechase Park and the rest of the island.

FORMULA
Coney Island's reputation has plummeted even as its popularity has
risen. The formula of innocent pleasures inside ....ersus corruption
outside - implied by Tilyou's enclave -IS a first step toward possible
rehabilitation. Such a compact oasIs can be the planning module
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for a gradual reclamation of the island's otherWise lost territory. It would
clearly be counterproductive for the various intramural facilities to
compete by offering identical or incompatible pleasures. A process origi·
nates within the walls that generates a spectrum of coord mated facilities.
The concept of the park is the architectural equIvalent of an empty
canvas. Tiryou's wall defmes a territory that can - theoretically - be
shaped and controlled by a single mdividual and IS thereby invested with
a thematic potential; but he fails to exploit fully his breakthrough. He
limits his activities to extending the tracks, perfecting the realism of his
horses and adding such obstacles as the "water jump," inventing only
one more device to alienate further his park from the reality of the
island: his entrances now lead directly to the Earthquake floor, where the
natural skin of the earth is replaced by a hidden mechanical graft that
shakes. The randomness and violence of the tremors demand surrender.
To earn the right to enter Steeplechase, the visitor must participate
in an involuntary ballet.
Exhausted by his inventions, Tilyou writes poetry and captures in a
moment of lucid euphOria the significance of what he has helped
create: ·If Paris IS France, Coney Island, between June and September, IS
the World. ."
ASTRONAUTS

In 1903, the year the new Wrlhamsburg Bridge IOjects even more visitors
into Coney Island's already overtaxed system, Frederic Thompson and
Elmer Dundy open a second park - Luna.
Dundy is a finanCial genius and an entertainment professional; he has
experience with fairs, attractions and concessions. Thompson is Coney's
first Important outsider: he has no previous experience with any form

ot amusement. At 26, he has dropped out of architectural school, frus·
trated by the irrelevance of the Beaux·Arts system to the new age.

He is the first professional designer active on the island.
Borrowing Tilyou's park·enclave model, Thompson invests it with
systematic intellectual rigor and a degree of deliberation that puts its
planning once and for all on a conscious and architectural basis.
Steeplechase isolated Itself from its surrounding mess on the most literal
level: with a wall.
Thompson doubles the isolation of Luna Park by Imposing a theme that
embraces the entIre sIte
surface is to be

~not

In

a system of metaphoflcal meaning: its

of thIS earth" but part of the Moon. On enteflng,

Luna Park's masses are turned into astronauts 10 a conceptual airlock

3.

through which they all have to pass:
"The Trip to the Moon on the airship Luna IV ... Once on board of
the great airship, her huge wings rise and fall, the trip is really begun
and the ship is soon 100 feet in the air. A wonderful, widespread
panorama of the surrounding sea, Manhattan and Long Island seems
to be receding as the ship mounts upward.
QHouses recede from view until the earth fades from sight, while the
Moon grows larger and larger. Passing over the Lunar satellite the barren
and desolate nature of its surface is seen.
"The airship gently settles, the landing made, and the passengers enter
the cool caverns of the Moon ...."s
In one gesture, the whole structure of mutually reinforCing realities on
earth - its laws, expectations, inhIbitions - is suspended to create
a moral weightlessness that complements the literal weightlessness that
has been generated on the trip to the Moon.

THEORY
The center of Luna Park is a large lake, an echo of the lagoon at the
Chicago Fair. At one end of it stands the Shoot·the·Chutes; in this formal
position it more strongly Invites descent into the regions of collective
unconSCIOUS.
The lake is lined by a forest of needlelike structures, specimens of Moon
architecture. Thompson's own comments indicate the acuteness of his
private rebellion against Beaux·Arts repression.
Traced by a reporter "in the midst of this planetary upheaval ... the
arch-plotter of this embryonic paradise ... [was} seated over an extinct
volcano of his own making and conjuring airy shapes out of the formless
void around him."
For Thompson, Luna Park is a manifesto:
"You see, I have built Luna Park on a definite architectural plan. As it is a
place of amusement, I have eliminated all classical conventional forms
from its structure and taken a sort of free renaissance and Oriental type
for my model, using spires and minarets wherever I could, In order to
get the restive, joyous effect to be derived always from the graceful lines
given in this style of architecture.
"It is marvelous what you can do In the way of arousing human emollons
by the use you can make architecturally. of simple lines. Luna Park is
built on that theory-and the result has proven that theory's worth:'
This is 1903.
Thompson's pride IS Luna's skyline. "an ensemble of snow-white
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pinnacles and towers limned against the blue firmament [that] is wonder·
fully pleasing to thousands of eyes heartily tired of the brick, mortar
and stone of the Great City."
Before Thompson, single towers have often acted at fairs as lone
climaxes of elaborate Beaux·Arts complexes, exclamation marks within
carefully coordinated overall designs, deriving their dignity and Impact
from their singleness.
Thompson's genius is to let these needles proliferate at random, to
create an architectural spectacle out of the drama of their frenZied
scramble for individuality and to identify this battle of the spires as the
definitive sign of otherworldllness, the mark of another condition.
This forest of towers, Instead of Coney's vIrgin nature, now provides
an antidote to the grimness of the city.
Season after season Thompson adds towers to his park. After three years
he boasts: '"Then, for our skyline we have Just 1,221 towers, minarets
and domes - a great Increase over what we had last year." The growth of
this architectural plantation becomes the compulsive measure of Luna's
vitality:
~A

~You

see, this being the Moon, It IS always changing.

stationary Luna Park would be an

anomaly.~g

Even if on the Moon, Thompson has created the first City of Towers:
functionless, except to overstimulate the Imagination and keep any recognizable earthly realities at a distance. Now he uses electricitythe essential Ingredient of the new paraphernalia of illusion - as an
architectural duplicator.
In broad daylight Luna's small towers have a pathetic dimension, an
aura of cheapness, but by superimposing over Its skyline a network of
wires and light bulbs, Thompson deSCribes a second, illusory skyline,
even more impressive than the first. a separate city of night.
"In the wilderness of the sky and ocean rises the magic picture of
a flaming city:' and "with the advent of night a fantastic city all of fire
suddenly rises from the ocean into the sky.... Fabul0us beyond
conceiving, ineffably beautiful, is this fiery scintillation."
For the price of one, Thompson has created two distinct cities, each with
its own character, its own life, Its own inhabitants. Now the city itself is
to be lived in shifts; the electric city, phantom offspring of the "real" City,
is an even more powerful Instrument for the fulfillment of fantasy.
INFRASTRUCTURE

To perform this miracle In three years. Thompson has compacted on the
38 acres of his park an infrastructure that makes it square inch for
41

square inch the most modern fragment of the world. Luna's infrastruc·
ture and communications network are more complex, elaborate,
sophisticated and energy·consuming than those of most contemporary
American cities.
"A few brief facts and figures will give an idea of the immensity of Luna.
1,700 persons are employed during the summer season. It has its own
telegraph office, cable office, wireless office and local and long distance
telephone service. 1,300,000 electric lights are used for illumination.
Throughout its acreage ... are sUitable accommodations for 500 head of
animals.... The Towers, spires and minarets number 1,326 [1907]. ...
The admissions at the front gates since the opening of Old luna Park
have totalled over 60,000,000...."'0
If this infrastructure supports a largely cardboard reality, that is exactly
the point. luna Park is the first manifestation of a curse that is to
haunt the architectural profession for the rest of its life, the formula:
technology + cardboard (or any other flimsy material) = reality.

APPEARANCE
Thompson has designed and built the appearance, the extenor, of a magic
city. But mosl of his needles are too narrow to have an interior, not
hollow enough to accommodate function. like Tilyou he is finally unable
or unwilling to use hiS private realm, with all its metaphorical potential,
for the design of culture. He is still an architectural Frankenstein whose
talent for creating the new far exceeds his ability to control its contents.
luna's astronauts may be stranded on another planet, in a magic city,
but they discover in the skyscraper forest the over·familiar instruments of
pleasure - the Bunny Hug, the Burros, the Circus, the German Village,
the Fall of Port Arthur, the Gates of Hell, the Great Train Robbery, the
Whirl·the·Whirl.
luna Park suffers from the self·defeating laws that govern entertainment:
it can only skirt the surface of myth, only hint at the anxieties accumu·
lated in the collective unconscious.
If there is a development beyond Steeplechase, it is in the explicit
ambition of the new devices to turn the provincialism of the masses into
cosmopolitanism.
In the Tango, for instance: "The prinCiple of the famous dances that
have monopolized society has been utilized in the more modern rides.
One need not be adept in the terpsichorean arts to be up·to·date.
Convenient cars in which one comfortably reclines go through the
motions of the dance.

"

"They also wind through the wilds of South America, where the Tango
originated .... This ride is a feast and a cure for all digestive ills ... :'11
From the mere imitation of a single experience such as horseback riding,
the Irresistible Synthetic has progressed to the fusion of previously
separate categones. The Tango combines technical emancipationa machine performing cultivated rituals; an educational experiencea Journey through lhe tropical jungle; and a medical benefit.
In the Fishing Pond, "live and mechanlcal~ fish cohabit in a new round of
Darwinian evolution.
For the 1906 season, Thompson Injects the myth of Babylon's Hanging
Gardens almost casually Into Manhattan's bloodstream, growing
160,000 plants on the roofs of his enclave. This green carpet Intra·
duces a strategy of "layering" Luna, of Improving its performance
by superimposing an artificial plane on Its original surface: "By the erection of an extremely ingenious and pIcturesque roof garden that will

be known as the Babylonian Hanging Gardens, the capacity of Luna Park
has been increased seventy thousand, while at the same time these
gardens Will afford protection for an even greater number of people In
case of rain.~12
ROOF

Tilyou, upstaged by Luna Park, retaliates with a gesture that anticipates
the dilemmas of Modernism; if he encloses all hiS facilities in a single
glass shed not unlike the Crystal Palace and advertises it as "the largest
fireproof Amusement Building in the World," the utilitarian iconography
of the glass box clashes with the entertainment Inside.
The single roof drastically reduces the opportunities for individual facili·
ties to display their own characters; now that they do not have to
develop their own skins, they blur together like many molluscs in one
gigantiC shell

In

which the public is lost.

Outside, the naked facades repress all Signs of pleasure; only one of the
mechanical horses jumps through the frigid membrane of this early
curtain wall to escape the fun factory.
LEAP
After two years of staggering success, Thompson finally zeroes in on
his real larget: Manhattan.
The isolation of luna Park within Coney makes it an ideal architectural
testing ground, but also Insulates the results of any tests from direct
confrontation with reality.
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In 1904 Thompson buys part of a Manhattan block on Sixth Avenue
between 43rd and 44th streets so that he can apply his multiple talents
to a more critical test of his theories.

DESK
As Thompson plans the conquest of Manhattan from the confinement
of his lunar Reich on Coney, Sen. William H. Reynolds plots the park to end
all parks from behind his desk on the top floor of Manhattan's brand·new

Flatiron Building. It IS to be the conclusion of a sequence that has begun
With Steeplechase and luna.
Reynolds IS a former Republican state senator and real·estate promoter,
"always promoting himself Into

trouble~;u

~Wonderland~

after rejecting

as

too Inexact, he chooses the name "Dreamland" for his venture.
The triad of personalities and professions that Tilyou, Thompson and
Reynolds represent - amusement expert/professional architect/developer·
politiCian - is reflected In the character of the three parks:
Steeplechase, where the park format IS Invented almost by accident under

the pressure of a hysterical demand for entertainment;
Luna, where thiS format is invested with thematiC and architectural coher·

ence; and finally
Dreamland, where the preceding breakthroughs are elevated to an

ideological plane by a professional politician.
Reynolds realizes that to succeed, Dreamland must transcend its compro·
mlsed origins and become a post·proletarian park,

~the

first time in the

History of Coney Island Amusement that an effort has been made to pro·
vide a place of Amusement that appeals to all classes.""
Reynolds lifts many of Dreamland's components from the typology of
pleasure established by its predecessors but arranges them in a single
programmatic composition in which the presence of each attraction is
indispensable to the impact of the others.
Dreamland is located on the sea. Instead of the shapeless pond or would·
be lagoon that is the center of Luna, Dreamland is planned around an
actual inlet of the Atlantic, a genuine reservoir· of the Oceanic with its well·
tested catalytic potential to trigger fantasies. Where luna insists on its
otherworld Ii ness by claiming an outrageous alien location, Dreamland
relies on a more subliminal and plaUSible diSSOCiation: its entrance porch·
es are underneath gigantic plaster·of·paris ships under full sail, so that
metaphorically the surface of the entire park IS "underwater:' an Atlantis
found before It has ever been lost.
This is only one of the strategies Senator Reynolds employs to exclude
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reality from his state. In a flash·forward to the formal policies of
Modernism, he chooses to identify his terrain by the absence of color.
In contrast to the garishness of the two other parks, the whole of
Dreamland is painted snow white, thus laundering whatever concepts It
has borrowed through a graphic process of pUrification.

CARTOGRAPHY
Accordmg to an intuitive cartography of the subconscious. Reynolds
arranges 15 facilities around hiS lagoon

In

a Beaux·Arts horseshoe and

connects them with a completely even supersurface that flows from one
facilIty to the next without a Single step, threshold or other articulationan architectural approximation of the stream of conSCIousness.
"All the walks are level, or inclined. The park bemg so laid out that there
IS no possibIlity of congestion of the crowds. 250,000 people can see
everythIng and move around without fear of congestion."
Scattered across this Wonderpavement are small boys seIling popcorn
and peanuts, dressed as Mephistopheles to stress the Faustian nature
of Dreamland's bargain. They constitute a proto·Dadaist army: every
morning their superVisor, Marie Dressler, the famous Broadway actress,
instructs them in "nonsense" - meaningless, enigmatic Jokes and slo·
gans that will sow uncertainty in the crowds throughout the day.
There is no plan left of Dreamland; what follows IS a reconstruction
based on the best available evidence.
1. Dreamland's steel pier, projecting half a mile into the ocean, IS two
stories high, with broad walks for 60,000 people. An excursion steamer
leaves Manhattan's Battery every hour, so that Dreamland can be visited
without setting foot on Coney.
2. The final manifestation of the Shoot·the·Chutes: "The largest ever
built

Two boats will descend side by side, and a moving staircase will

take

7,000 people an hour to the top ....""

located for the first time on the main aXIs of a park, the Chutes
reinforce Dreamland's underwater metaphor; Its toboggans are the
perfect vehicles for descent into a world below the world.
3. Straddling the arrival pier is

~the

largest ballroom ;n the

World~

(25,000 square feet), a space so enormous that the intimate patterns
of traditional ballroom dancing become meaningless.
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Plan of Dreamland.
1. Steel Pier
2. Shoot/he-Chutes lead,ng

,nto Lagoon
3. Ballroom

4. lilhput'l!
5. Fall of PompeII
6. Ride In a Submanne
7. Incubator BUilding
8. End ot the WOl1d

9. Circus
10. Creation
11. Flight Over Manhattan

12. Canals of Venice
13. Coasting Through SWitzerland
14. F,ghlmg the Flames

15. Japanese Teahouse .....,th
Sanlos Oumont Airship No.9

16. leap Fro!,: Railway
17. Beacon Tower
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VIew olldhpoha _ parllamenl.n background.
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"Aristocratic· midgets in deceptive pose:
the institutIonalIzation of misbehavior
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In the technological frenzy of the time, the natural movement of the
human body appears slow and clumsy. Roller skates are introduced into
the delicate formal textures of the ballroom. Their speed and curvi·
linear trajectories strain the original conventions beyond the breaking
point. atomize the dancers and create fresh and random rhythms
of coupling and uncoupling between the sexes.
Tracing its own abstract course through this pandemonium, oblivious
to the movements of the dancers, is an independent architectural
satellite, "a novel contrivance consisting of a motor propelled platform
[that] is run out on the floor with the [orchestra and] singers on it
so that the entertamment can be enjoyed by everyone."16 This platform
is the harbinger of a truly mobile architecture, a generation of self·
propelled tectonic satellites that can be summoned to any location on
the globe to perform their particular functions.
4. Lilliputia, the MIdget City: .f Dreamland is a laboratory for
Manhattan. Midget City is a laboratory for Dreamland. Three hundred
midgets who had been scattered across the continent as attractions at
World's Fairs are offered a permanent experimental community here, "a
bit of old Nuremberg m the fifteenth

century.~

Since the scale of Midget City is half the scale of the real world, the
cost of building this cardboard utopia is, at least theoretically, quar·
tered, so that extravagant architectural effects can be tested cheaply.
The midgets of Dreamland have their own parliament, their own beach
complete with midget lifeguard and "a miniature Midget City Fire
Department responding [every hour] to a false alarm n -effective
reminder of man's existential futility.
But the true spectacle of Midget City is social experimentation.
Within the walls of the midget capital, the laws of conventional morality
are systematically ignored, a fact advertised to attract visitors.
Promiscuity, homosexuality, nymphomania and so on are encouraged
and flaunted: marriages collapse almost as soon as they are cele·
brated; 80 percent of newborn babies are illegitimate. To increase
the frisson induced by this organized anarchy, the midgets are show·
ered with aristocratic titles, highlighting the gap between implied
and actual behavior.
Midget City represents Reynolds' institutionalization of misbehavior, a
continuing vicarious experience for a society preparing to shed the
remnants of Victorianism.

'9

Fall 01 Pompeii - "new In~ePlt,ons which have
Jllst been put Into practICal effect"

·Preemres" In IOcubator -the creatIOn 01 11

pflvale ract!.
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5. The Fall of PompeII IS the perfectionist culmination of a series of
Simulated disasters that have apparently become a psychological
addictIOn for the metropolitan public. In a single day on Coney Island it
IS possible to

"experlence~ the

San FrancIsco earthquake, the burnings

of Rome and Moscow, various naval battles, episodes from the Boer
War, the Galveston Flood and (inside a Classical Greek temple decorated
with a fresco of a dormant volcano) the eruption of Vesuvius, realized
"with scenic and mechanical eqUipment coupled with a most extraordi·
nary electric display, .. new inventions which have just been put into
practical effect:':?

Each nightmare exorcised In Dreamland IS a disaster averted in
Manhattan.
6. Simulated ride In a submarine - and confrontation with

~the

inhabitants of the deep."
7. The Incubator Building: here most of the premature babies of the
Greater New York area are collected and nursed to health In incubator
facilities superior to those of any hospital at the time, in a benevolent
variation of the Frankenstein theme. To soften the radicalism of an
enterprise that deals openly with the issue of life and death, the exterior
of the bUilding IS disguised as "an old German
~a

stork overlooking a nest of

cherubs~ -

Farmhouse,~

on ItS roof

old mythology sanctioning

new technology.
Inside is an ultra·modern hospital divided Into two parts, "a large clean
room where almost mollonless prematures doze In Incubators"18 and a
nursery for the Ulncubator graduates" who have survived the first CritICal
weeks of eXistence.
"As a scientific demonstration for the nurture of feeble infantile life. It
is ... a practical, educational life·saving station ... :'l~
Martin Arthur Couney, the first pediatriCian in Paris, tries to establish
hiS incubator institute there in the 1890s, but tHat project is aborted
by medical conservatism. Convinced that hiS invention IS an essential
contrlbutton to Progress, he exhibits hiS Kinderbrut-Anstalt
HatChing

Apparatus~)

(~Baby·

at the International Exhibition In Berlin

In

1896.

Follows the familiar odyssey of a progressIve idea/exhibIt across the
globe - to RIO de Janeiro. then Moscow - With Manhattan as ItS lnevI·
table destination.
Only In the New Metropolis can Couney find and explOit the conffuence
of proper conditions: a limitless supply of "preemies". a passion for

Cre;ltl(ll'1.
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technology and, especially in Coney Island's middle zone - premature
Manhattan - ideological sympathy.
Couney's installation gives the Irresistible Synthetic a new dimension, in
which it directly affects the fate of human beings.
In the preemies Dreamland nurtures a private race whose graduates
celebrate their survival in a yearly Dreamland reunion sponsored by
Reynolds.
8, 9, 10. By the turn of the century it IS evident that creatIOn and destruction are the poles defining the field of Manhattan's abrasive
culture; three separate spectacles show thiS awareness.
10. The Blue Dome of Creation, ~largest Dome in the World," represents
the universe.

~The

Visitor to this illusion glides backwards through sixty

centuries In a grotesque craft along a y.tater canal encircling the dome for
a distance of one thousand feet. A moving panorama of the centuries
is passed until the grand spectacular and dramatic climax, the portrayal
of the actual Creation, IS reached .... The waters part, the earth arises,
Inanimate and human life appear."lO
8. Creation's mirror·lmage IS the "End of the World - according to
the Dream of Dante." In Dreamland, only 150 feet separate Beginning
and End.
9. The Circus, featuring the "greatest aggregation of educated animals
on earth," acts as a buffer In between.
The three spectacles unfold Simultaneously

In

apparent independence,

but their stages are connected by underground passages so that
the casts, human and animal, can shuttle freely between them. An eXit
from one performance allows reappearance seconds later in another,
and so on.
The three theaters - architecturally separate on the surface - form,
through inVISible connections, one histrionic cluster, prototype of a
multiple play with a single cast. The subterranean traffic introduces a
new model of theatrical economy where an infinite number of simultaneous performances can be given by a single rotating cast, each play
both isolated from and intertwined with all the others.
Reynolds' triple arena IS thus a precise metaphor of life in the Metropolis,
whose inhabitants are a single cast performing an infinite number of
plays.
11. A simulated flight over Manhattan, before the first airplane has ever
flown.
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Can<lls 01 Venice

Canals 01 VenIce,
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12. The Canals of Venice is a gigantic model of Venice inside a reduced
version of the Ducal Palace, the largest building in Dreamland. Inside it is
night, "with the soft moonlight typical of the city of 'Water Streets' ...
accomplished by a newly invented electrical device."
"Real gondolas carry the visitors through a Grand Canal reproduced
with faithful regard for detail." The miniature palace is an architectural
compression chamber: "all the most famous buildings are here reproduced ... on 54,000 square feet of canvas" mounted in receding planes
'<Inals 01

Venice

on both sides of the Grand Canal.
Life in Venice is Simulated too. "All along the Ime of progress [of the
gondolas] are the natives of the city engaged in their vanous occupations,
coming and going just as the traveler would find them in a real city. _.

_~21

The Shoot-the-Chutes. the Tunnels of love, the Submarine, the Creation
have aU rehed on water-based locomotIon. The persistence of this
mode of travel apparently reflects a deep-seated need of metropolitan
Inhabitants; the Canals of Vemce is Its apotheosis, but only provisionally.
Dreamland IS a laboratory and Reynolds an urbanist: this interior Venice,
wrapped in its cocoon of many layers of canvas, IS an urban model that
will reappear in tater incarnations.
13_ Coasting Through Switzerland IS a machine designed by Reynolds to
correct flaws in Manhattan's topography and climate. It is the first entirely
mechanical resort, a compressed replica of Switzerland.
"$welterers in Manhattan's summer sun direct their steps to Dreamland's ...
confines, and find relief in a VISit to the cooling ice·tipped mountains of
'Switzerland.'" On the facade of the otherwise hermetic box is "a picture
of snowy peaks rthat] indicates the pleasure to

come~

as the visitor

mounts "a little Red Sleigh."
like Manhattan, thiS Switzerland is a compound of anxiety and exhilaration. "The first feature to meet the eye is a scene familiar to all who have
visited the Alps .... Roped climbers in their dangerous ascent to the
mountain have met ... with the snapping of a guide-rope and the climbers
seem to be falling through space:' But as the little Red Sleigh passes
through a valley "teeming with Swiss life," the impact of the opening drama
is "lost in the openmg vista of the famous Mt.

Blanc.~

Now the sleigh penetrates a tunnel 500 feet long to enter Reynolds'
Alps_ "A notable feature IS the cooling apparatus which diffuses iced air
throughout the whole structure.
"Deftly concealed pipes With

openmg~

m the various snowbanks emit the

air from the cooling apparatus, while suction ventilators in the roof make
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a draught that keeps this artificial 'Switzerland' as cold and as full

of sweet pure air as can be found among the picturesque SWISS
.
moun t 3ms ....
,,~

Through his manipulations in Switzerland Reynolds fully realizes the
potential of technology for the support and production of fantasy, of
technology as an instrument and extension of the human Imagination.
Coney

IS

the laboratory of this Technology of the Fantastic.

14. Where Switzerland shows Reynolds taming technology. Fighting the
Flames constitutes his most convincing eXposition of, and commentary
on, the metropolitan condition itself.
It

1$

a

building without a roof, 250 feet long, 100 feet deep. Each column

on the facade IS surmounted by a figure of a fIreman; the roofhne IS an
intncate motif of flre hoses, helmets and axes.
The classical extenor gives no indicatlon of the drama Inside, where
Min the vast expanse of ground a square of a city has been bUilt, showing
houses and streets with a hotel in the foreground." Four thousand
firemen inhabit, permanently, this metropolitan

';set~;

they are Mrecruits

from the fire departments of this and nearby cities [who] know their
business thoroughly:' Waiting in the wings of the synthetic block is a
flotilla of disaster prevention: ';The fire apparatus will include four
engines and hose wagons, an extension ladder truck, a water tower,
an ambulance and a battalion chief's wagon."
Bul the main protagonist on the urban stage is the city block itself:
Fighting the Flames introduces the block as actor. "An alarm rings; the
men will leap from their beds and slide down the brass poles .... The hotel
in the foreground is on fire and there are people inside it. The flames,
discovered on the first floor of the hotel. cut off their escape. People
throng the square, shouting and gesticulating: the engines arrive, then
the water tower, hose wagons. extension ladder truck, the battalion
chief and" -once more establishing the connection between rescue and
loss - "an ambulance, which runs over a man in its race of relief.
"The flames creep up to the next story.... The inmates at the Windows
are driven from story to story by fire and smoke.
~When

they reach the top floor an explosion is heard, and the roof of the

building falls in ...."2J
Yet the hysterical guests are saved, the fire put oul and the city block
prepared for its next performance.
The entire spectacle defines the dark side of Metropolis as an astro·
nomical increase

In

the potential for disaster only just exceeded by an

Blrd's·eye View of Coney Island at night, wIth
regulated Apocalypse of Fightlllg the Flames:
"the dark side of MetrOpoliS - an astronormcal
Increase In the potential tor disaster only Just
ucee<led by an equally astronormcal Increase III
the ability to avert it."

Santos DUlnont Airship No 9

Leap Frog Railway - exhilarating
aCCident witnessed Irom piuallel track.

sa

equally astronomical increase

In

the ability to avert it.

Manhattan IS the outcome of that perpetual neck·and·neck race.
15. The Japanese Teahouse IS converted, after one year and minimal
modification, into the Airship Building. Inside a two· story Japanese
temple IS displayed, from 1905, the Santos Dumont Airship No.9.
"A cigar-shaped balloon ... 60 feet long of oilskin from which is suspended
a framework 35 feet long. A three·horse·power gasoline motor operates
a two-blade propeller... ."'.
Earlier in 1905 Santos Dumont has performed maneuvers with this
vehicle for the French president and war department: only months later
Reynolds is

In

a position to schedule u a daily flight over Coney Island:'

To substantiate Dreamland's claims as an autonomous state - with ItS
own Intelligentsia - he Introduces the aeronaut·inventor Santos Dumontnow his employee - as the "noted Brazilian
does,

In

Scientlst~;

the small aircraft

fact, perform scientific experiments from Its base

In

the back·

yard of the Japanese temple.
Simultaneously with this dally flight over Coney, Dreamland still accom·
modates, in apparent conflict, the hourly simulated flight over Manhattan.
Reality now supersedes dream, reinforcing the suggestion implicit

In

Dreamland that the Future is gaining on fantasy, and that Dreamland will
be the territory where the actual overtaking occurs.

-exhdarat,ng
lrom parallel track_

16. The Leap Frog Railway is a special pier with a track leading nowhere,
on which Reynolds stages the ImpossIble: two bullethke trains move
toward each other at full speed on the same track, to meet an absurdlst
challenge once posed by Mark Twain as Uthe only thing that Yankee
Ingenuity had not yet accomplished ... the successful passing of two car·
loads on a single line of tracks."

The leap Frog cars rely on a technical invention that mimics animal
copulation. They carry a pair of bent rails on their backs that allow them
to glide over and under each other. (On the return trip the cars change
position.) uThe passengers in breathless excitement momentarily antlci·
pating disaster, realizing that their lives are in jeopardy, clinging to one
another for safety, closIng their eyes to the impendIng danger....
The cars crash into one another, 32 people are hurled over the heads of
32 others.... They are suddenly awakened to a realization of the fact
that they have actually collided with another car and yet they find them·
selves safe and sound ... proceeding in the same direction in which
they started ...."'"

"

Beacon Tower al nIght.
(Senata< Reynolds would laler
promote the Chrysler BuddIng.)
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Ostensibly the Leap Frog Railway is a prototype "to reduce the mortality
rate due to collisions on railways;' but in this apotheosis of the tradition
of barely averted disaster Reynolds has blended the mechanics of sex
with the imminence of death in a single respectable experience.
17. The Beacon Tower, smallest in plan, is perhaps Dreamland's most
important structure.
It ~rises 375 feet above a spacious park and IS the dominating note
around which the general scheme is centered .... The most striking and
conspicuous structure for miles around ... When illuminated by over
100,000 electric lights it can be seen for a distance of over 30 miles.
The Tower contains two elevators and from the top is obtained a
magnificent sea view ... and a bird's·eye view of the Island."2f>
For a year it leads a relatively bland existence as "the finest Tower ever
buile Then Reynolds makes it the definitive instrument in the systematic
short·circuiting of the external world that IS Dreamland's true mission.
He equips it with the most powerful searchlight on the eastern seaboard.
The US Department of Lighthouses IS forced to "crack down on the
park in 1906.... Didn't the park realize that the alternating red and white
beam was identical With that of the Norton's Point light"Z'- which marks
the official entrance to New York's harbor? ThiS surreal competition
with reality is Reynolds' masterstroke: the searchlight is to lure
ships off course, add real wrecks to the inventory of Dreamland's disas·
ters, confuse and discredit the world outside Dreamland's borders.
(Twenty· five years later Reynolds, as the developer of the Chrysler
Building, will insist on its silver crown over the objections of his
architect.)
SHORTAGE

Dreamland opens only seven years after Steeplechase. Ostensibly
seeking to provide unlimited entertainment and pleasure, Tilyou,
Thompson and Reynolds have in fact alienated a part of the earth's
surface further from nature than architecture has ever succeeded
in doing before, and turned it into a magic carpet that can:

reproduce experience and fabricate almost any sensation; sustain any
number of ritualistic performances that exorcise the apocalyptic
penalties of the metropolitan condition (announced in the Bible and
deeply ingrained since in the antiurban American sensibility); and

survive the onslaught of over a million visitors a day.
In less than a decade they have invented and established an urbanism
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based on the new Technology of the Fantastic: a permanent conspiracy
against the realities of the external world. It defines completely new
relationships between site, program, form and technology. The site has
now become a mmlature state: the program Its Ideology; and architecture
the arrangement of the technological apparatus that compensates for
the loss of real physicality.
The frenZIed pace with which this psycho·mechanical urbanism has
extended Its tentacles across Coney Island testifies to the eXistence of
a vacuum that had to be filled at all costs.
Just as a given meadow can only support a certain number of cows
without bemg grazed bald, the reality of nature IS progressively
consumed under the Simultaneous escalation of culture and density
In

the same spot.

The Metropolis leads to Reality Shortage: Coney's multtple synthetiC
realities offer a replacement.

OUTPOSTS
Coney's new urbanism of Fantastic Technology generates spm·ofts all
across the United States. even on sites that do not nearly approach an
urban denSity. Outposts of Manhattanism, they serve as advertisements
for the metropolitan condition itself.
Steeplechase, Luna and Dreamland are reproduced faithfully: Roller
Coaster, Collapsing Alphabet and Fightmg the Flames are transplanted
to the middle of nowhere. Smoke and flames can be seen for miles
on otherwise mnocent horizons.
Their effect is stunning: rural Americans who have never been to cities
visit the parks. The first high-rise building they ever see IS a burning
block, their first sculpture IS an alphabet about to collapse.

REVOLUTION
Now that the masses have solved the problem of Pleasure, they present
the elite elsewhere on the island with the problem of the Masses.
Between the comparatively salubrious islands of Steeplechase and Luna
Park is an ever·deterlorating community. "There IS scarcely any variety of
human flotsam and jetsam that IS not represented m its permanent
population .... Every defaulting cashier, every elopmg couple, every man
or woman harboring suicidal mtent ... comes flockmg to It from every
part of the

land~

to be exposed to "a concentrated sublimation of all the

mean, petty, degradmg swindles which depraved ingenUity has ever
deVised to prey upon humanity...."28
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Bird'seye voew of Coney Island's middle zone,
c, 1906- a Metropolis 01 the IrratlOOal:
Steeplechase (Iar lell). luna Park (rear center,
north 01 Surf Avenue), Dreamland (Iront nght).
The IIlClplent Urbanism of Ihe fantastIC was
e~tremely unslable~facllitles were modified
and replaced continuously to respond to new
demands and lalesl technologICal developments; all curves are compellng roller coaslers.
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Plan of Coney Island's middle zone, 1907:
Steeplechase (lower left), Luna Park (upper
right) and Dreamland (lower right). Each
rectangle repo'esents a different pleasuregenerating umt; entlfe system of mass
Irralionahty IS structured by island's grid.
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Metropolitan outposts III the prOY'rlCe$:
Park WIth Burning Block on Lake OntarIO.

..

The beach Itself has become a last resort for the most hopeless victims
of metropolitan life, who buy tickets to Coney wIth their last few cents
and huddle together with the wreckage of their families to walt for the
end ... staring out over the impassive ocean to the sound of waves
crashing on the sand.
~What

a sight the poor make In the moonlighe2') whispers with an

aesthetic shiver the chronicler of the mutant lifestyle of the Metropolis,
faced with this terminal front line; each morning Coney's police collect
the corpses.
But however outrageous. the situation of the wretched poor is not the
real threat to the peace of mind of the reformers now Isolated on the
east end of the Island. forced to retreat Inside the still,clvilized bastions
of the resort hotels by the proliferation of the middle zone.
The gay battlefield of the Reality Shortage, the entertainment generated
in Steeplechase, luna and Dreamland, inspires loathing. Machines going
through the motions of the Tango, a lighthouse that lures Innocent
ships. the masses racing on steel tracks in the moonhght, electric phan·
tom cities more beautiful than anything seen before on earth, all seem
to announce the imminent usurpation of a civilization that has taken
thousands of years to mature.
They are the symptoms of revolution.
The east pamcs and becomes the headquarters of a belated campaign to
rescue the rest of the island, a last·ditch effort at preservation that
Intensifies In direct proportron to the success of the Parks.
The issues, tactics and proposed solutions anticipate -

In

naked form-

the tortured misunderstandings between official and popular culture,
between elitist taste and popular imagination, that are to agonize the
coming century. The debate is a dress rehearsal of the arguments
respectable culture will mobilize to denigrate its probable replacement:
the potentially sublime IS critiCized for being cheap and unreal.

FIASCO
In 1906, two years after the opening of luna, MaXim Gorky VISits the
USA as a Socialist reporter.
H,s visit IS a fiasco, especially after Manhattan's newspapers organize a
mass protest

In

front of the Times Square Hotel where Gorky, "the Bitter

One," is stay mg. To cheer him up, friends take the Russian to Coney
Island. In the essay "Boredom." he articulates hiS hOrrified reactions to
Coney and Its freak culture.
~The

City, magic and fantastic from afar, now appears an absurd jungle
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of straight hnes of wood, a cheap, hastily constructed toyhouse for the
amusement of children.
"Dozens of white buildings, monstrously diverse, not one with even the
suggestion of beauty. They are built of wood, and smeared over with
peeling white paint which gives them the appearance of suffering from
the same skin disease....
"Everything is stripped naked by the dispassionate glare. The glare is
everywhere, and nowhere a shadow.... The visitor is stunned; his
consciousness

IS

withered by the Intense gleam; hIs thoughts are routed

from his mind; he becomes a particle in the crowd ....~
Gorky's disgust represents the modern intellectual's dilemma: confronted
with the masses. whom he admires theoretically, in the flesh, he suffers
from an acute distaste. He cannot admit to this disgust; he sublimates
it by Identifying external exploitation and corruption as the reason for the
masses' aberrations.
"The people huddled together in this City actually number hundreds of
thousands. They swarm into the cages like black flies. Children walk
about, silent, with gaping mouths and dazzled eyes. They look around
with such intensity, such senousness that the sight of them feeding
their little souls upon this hideousness, which they mistake for beauty,
Inspires a pained sense of pity... ,
"They are filled with contented ennui, their nerves are racked by an
intricate maze of motIon and dazzllOg fire. Bnght eyes grow still brighter,
as if the brain pales and lost blood in the strange turmoil of the white,
glittering wood. The ennui, which issues from under the pressure of self·
disgust, seems to turn into a slow circle of agony. It drags tens of
thousands of people IOtO its somber dance, and sweeps them into a will·
less heap, as the wind sweeps the rubbish of the streets ...."JO
INDICTMENT

Gorky's Indictment of Fantastic Technology and of the middle zone's
arsenal against the Reality Shortage as essentially mediocre and
fraudulent

IS

only the most sophisticated display of the compound of

prejudice and contempt that feeds the hotel zone's phobias. This
fundamental misjudgment and a subsequent series of similar mis·
readings guarantees the taste·maklOg establishment's early disquali·
fication for further partICipation in the experiment Manhattan.
Thelf sensibIlities offended by the

~peeling

white paint," pitying the

manipulated masses, disparaging the events in the middle zone as
compared to their own unreal well· preserved Arcadia, they look
68

MetroPOlitan densities affive at Coney tstand.
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behind Coney's facade and therefore see nothmg.
Based on a false analysIs, their solution is doomed to be Irrelevant:

In

the public interest, the island is to be turned into a park.

In what will become a standard remedy against the spontaneous
urbanism of the masses ~ exorcism of the demon of mass irratlonalltythey propose to raze the City of Towers. to root Qut every trace of
the mfamous infrastructure as if it were a pOisonous weed and to restore
the surface of the earth to Its "natural~ state, a thm layer of grass.

BARRACKS
But as early as 1899 the patronizing puritanism of the Urbanism of
Good IntentIons IS exposed by more acute observers, who perceive the
genius of Coney's phantasmagoflc transformation.
"The places of Amusement [on Coney] ... are liberally patronized by
those who constitute what we call 'the masses,' meaning thereby
persons whom the humanItarians and reformers would like to house In
whitewashed barracks. and who possess a sense of the picturesque
that' commend to the careful consideration of their would·be
benefactors ....
~ Just now a good many of these reformists and humanitarians and
representatives of what they themselves usually term the 'better
element' are crylOg aloud to have the most picturesque and popular
summer resort on the continent turned IOta a public park ....
~The

enthusiasm with which this proposition has been seconded and

approved by everybody who does not know anything about the subject
whatever, leads me to fear that our mUnicipal authorities, who are
notOriously prone to lend an ear to the clamor of ignorance, may
succeed in establishing this park on a site where nothing higher than
a currant bush will grow... ,
"The masses love Coney Island as it is, and although they will probably
bear with dumb resignatIOn any attempt to transform It into a region of
asphalt walks and patches of scorched 'keep off the grass' sward, they
Will certamly turn their backs upon it
summer recreation elsewhere ...

In

its new form and seek their

:'31

The debate about the park is a confrontation between the reformist
urbanism of healthy activities and the hedOnistiC urbanism of pleasure.
It is also a rehearsal of the later showdowns between Modern Archl'
tecture and the architecture of Manhattanlsm.
For the commg century, the battle lines are drawn.
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BLOB
Oblivious to the contest for the middle, literally rising above the conflict
between mechanical and natural surfaces, is the circular silhouette of a
phantom structure that proves - if nothing else - Coney's continumg
fertility as a breed 109 ground for revolutionary architectural prototypes.
Early in 1906 advertisements appear in New York papers announcing a
ground floor chance to share profits" 10 "the largest steel structure ever
U

erected ... the greatest amusement enterprise 10 the whole world ...
the best real estate venture,~J:> the Globe Tower. It will cost $1,500,000
to erect. The public is urged to mvest. The stock will pay 100 percent
interest annually.
The most voluminous bUlldmg ever proposed 10 the history of mankmd,
it combines in a smgle gestalt the opposites - needle and sphere - that
have been the extremes of Manhattan's formal vocabulary ever since
the Latting Observatory and the balloon of the Crystal Palace were
juxtaposed 10 1853.
It is impossible for a globe to be a tower.
A sketch illustratmg the ad - of a skylme dominated by a blob - reveals
the Globe Tower's concept the sphere is to be so colossal that simply
by resting on the earth It can claim-through the height of its enormous
diameter - also to be a tower, for It is at least "three times as high as
the Flatiron building, the present marvel of New York.~

SPHERE
The sphere appears throughout Western architectural history, generally
coinciding with revolutionary moments. To the European Enlightenment it
was a simulacrum of the world, a secular counterpart to the cathedral:
typically, it was a monument and, in its entirety, hollow.
It is the American genius of Samuel Friede, Inventor of the Globe Tower,
to explOit the Platonic solid in a series of strictly pragmatic steps.
For him the globe, ruthlessly subdivided into floors, is simply a source of
unlimited square footage. The larger it is, the more immense these
interior planes; since the Globe itself will need only a Single, negligible
point of contact with the earth, the smallest possible site will support the
largest reclaimable territory. As revealed to investors, the tower's
blueprints show a gigantic steel planet that has crashed onto a replica
of the Eiffel Tower, the whole "designed to be 700 feet high, the largest
building In the world with enormous elevators carrying visitors to the
different floors:'.lJ
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Appearance of the Globe Tower. advertisement
,n the New Yo1k Herald, May 6, 1906

Globt! Tower, second

vers,on, with exploded exterior.

From the top: Roof Gardens: layer of thealers:
revolving restaurant; ballroom; c!lamb'es separoos;
AlroC8, one of the continent/circuses; lobbies;
entrances; etc, Special gravity elevator connects
mtenor with underground metropolitan artenes.
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SOCLES
A total of eight socles will support the Globe Tower. Otherwise the
hovering monument will not directly interfere with life on earth. except
where its specially designed gravity elevators penetrate the earth's crust
to connect the interior of the sphere with the interior of the earth.
Underground will be a multilevel Interchange of various modes of trans·
port: a combination of parking garage, subway and railway station with a
branch going out to the sea as a pier for boats. As a program, the Globe
Tower is an agglomeration of Steeplechase, Luna Park and Dreamland, all
swallowed up

In

a single interior volume, stacked on consecutive floors,

the whole parked on a small corner of Steeplechase that Friede has

leased from Tilyou.
STATIONS
The capacity of the Globe Tower IS 50,000 people at one time. Every 50
feet of its height IS a station conslshng of a main attraction embedded
In subSIdiary amusement facilities.

150 feet above the ground:

~a

Pedestal Roof Garden with popular price

restaurant, continuous vaudeville theater, roller skating rink, bowling alley,
sial machines, elc."

250 feet above the ground: "Ihe Aerial Hippodrome, seating 5,000
people ... largest Hippodrome in the world, with four large circus rings
and four Immense animal cages" - incarcerating a vast number of
species of wild animals - "giVing continuous performances." Each ring
represents a continent: a world inside the world. The circus is ringed
by "automatic telescopes, automatic opera glasses, slot machines, a
miniature railroad ...."
300 feet above the ground: in the globe's equatorial zone are concen.
trated "the Main Hall, the Largest Ballroom 10 the world, and a moving
restaurant enclosed in glass ... ." A revolving strip 25 feet wide carries
"tables, kitchens and patrons around the outer edge of the Tower to
give the effect of eating in an airborne dining car" with "a continuous
panoramic view of Coney Island, the Ocean, the Countryside and
Greater New York."
To stimulate continuous (24·hour) use of the Globe Tower by its
50,000 temporary inhabItants, the middle zone also contains a hotel
floor, with small, lUXUriously equipped, padded sUites, rooms and
cubicles.
Connecting the faCIlities of the main station are a "circular exhibition
hall, candy devices, slot machines, toy devices, shows of various kinds,
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goods manufactured where spectators can see the operation and purchase
the goods as souvenirs:'
350 feet above the ground: Aerial Palm Garden.
Implicit m Friede's horizontal arrangement is a social stratification;
ascent in the Globe coincides with mcreased refinement and elegance
of the facilities.
"Higher up there will be a more expensive restaurant with tables scat·
tered m a palm garden with cascades of runnmg water screened from
each other by shrubbery artistically arranged on the Italian Garden
plan.~

Friede hmts at his ambition to collect a specimen of every plant

known to man: the restaurant as Eden.
500 feet above the ground: Observatory Platform,

~contalning automatic

telescopes, souvenir stand and various small conceSSIons, highest
platform in Greater New York."

600 feet above the ground: Umted States Weather Observation Bureau
and WIreless Telegraph Station,

~hjghest

observation platform

In

the

United States, equIpped With modern weather recordmg devices, wireless
telegraph, etc., surmounted with the largest revolving searchlight m
the world.
"Thousands of electric lights make the building a gigantiC tower of fire
at night:'
DISCREPANCY
Because it sImply is not of this world, the Globe Tower can do without its
predecessors' metaphorical stratagems of discontinuity. The first single

building to claim the status of resort - "the most popular resort m the
whole world" - it has severed all connections with nature; the immensity
of its interior precludes any reference to external reality.
The full theoretical ramifications of Friede's quantum leap can best be
illustrated mathematically:
1. assuming that the Globe Tower's diameter is 500 feet,
2. assuming further that its floors are spaced 15 feet apart,
then the formula of its total square footage,

(h = IS' height, n = number of floors + 1),

gIves a tolal of 5,000,000 square feet.
Assuming a total of 1,000 square feet as the surface consumed by the
eight socles. then the proportion.
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artificial surface

5,000,000

area of site

1,000

The Globe Tower can reproduce that part of the world It occupies

5,000 times.
In light of this colossal discrepancy, the Globe Tower must be seen as the
essence of the Idea of Skyscraper; the most extreme and explicit manifestation of the Skyscraper's potential to reproduce the earth and to create other worlds.

FOUNDATION
The first advertisements mention that "work on the foundations of the
Friede Globe Tower has been started by the Raymond Concrete Pile Co.
of Chicago. and Will be completed 10 90 days according to contract when
the steel structural work will be rushed to completion."
As the future landing POlOtS of the as yet free· floating planet, the socles
are invested with a speCial mystique.
On May 26, 1906. ~the cornerstone laying will be the event of the day at
the Island, and Will be celebrated with band concerts, fireworks and
oratory.... In years to come It Will be slated With pride that 'I was there
when the cornerstone was laid.'"
There is a rush of investors at Ihe Globe Tower Co. office built next 10 the
first socle.
Al the end of the 1906 season the foundations are stili Incomplete.
Investors become anxIous. Another cornerstone ceremony marks the
beginning of the 1907 season; another socle is completed "and a few
steel girders ... raised on [the socles] as preliminary work on the Tower."
By 1908 It is clear that the most impressive architectural project ever
conceived IS a fraud.
Tilyou IS stuck with the abortive supports that now obstruct the expansion
of Steeplechase. "On account of the sandy formation at Coney ... long
concrete splles were sunk to a depth of 35 feet. Eight of these spiles were
grouped together and a solid concrete piece about 3 feet thick was placed
on top to hold them together.... About 30 of these ~ases were sunk on
the property., .. These concrete foundations are massive and it is believed
that they can be removed only by liberal use of dynamjte.~.J.O
FIRE

At the end of hiS proto·sociallst·reallst diatribe, Gorky unveils an
alternative solution to Coney that IS more Imaginative than the artificial
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resurrection of nature advocated by the "better element." "The soul is
seized with a desire for a living, beautiful flre, a sublime fire, which
should free the people from the slavery of a varied boredom."l5
In May 1911 the lighting system in the devils that decorate the facade of
Dreamland's End of the World short·Clrcuits. Sparks start a fire that is
fanned by a strong sea wmd.
Only weeks before a superior fire·fightmg apparatus has been iOstalled;
the ground has been dug up once more, to add new water mains and
hydrants. But somehow the new ducts have not been connected with the
Atlantic, mexhaustible fire extinguisher. In shock, the fire fighters of
Fighting the Flames are fIrst to desert their dormitOries and the confmes
of Dreamland,
As real fire fighters arnve on the scene, they fmd no more pressure In
the system than "in a garden hose.~
Fireboats are kept at a distance by the heat. Only lllhputla's midget fire
fighters _ confronted with the real thmg after 12.500 false alarms - put
up a real fight agamst the holocaust; they save a small piece of their
Nuremberg - the fire station - but otherwise their actions are hopeless.
The most pathetic vICtims of the disaster are the "educated" animals
that now become victims of their unlearning of instmct; walt 109 for their
teachers' permission, they escape too late, if at all. Elephants, hippos,
horses, gonllas run amok, "enveloped in flames." lions roam the streets
in murderous panic, finally free to kill each other on their way to safety:
"Sultan .. , roared along Surf Avenue, eyes bloodshot, flanks torn and
bleeding, mane afire ....":If> For many years after the holocaust, survivmg
•

animals are sighted on Coney, deep 10 Brooklyn even, still performing
their former tncks ....
In three hours Dreamland burns to the ground.

END
In the end, Dreamland has succeeded so well in cutting itself loose
from the world that Manhattan's newspapers refuse to believe in the
authenticity of the fmal disaster even as their editors see its flames and
smoke from their office windows.
They suspect It is one more catastrophe staged by Reynolds to attract
attention: the news is printed only after a 24·hour delay.
In an objective postmortem Reynolds admits that the burning of
Dreamland is only the formalization of its earlier decline. "The promoters
of Dreamland sought to appeal to a highly developed sense of the
artistic ... but It did not take long for them to discover thaI Coney Island
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Dreamlartd

burns_

was scarcely the place for that sort of thing... ' Architectural beauty
was virtually lost upon the great majority of viSitors .... From year to
year Dreamland was popularized, its original design abandoned."
The disaster concludes Reynolds' preoccupation With Manhattan's
prototype. He surrenders the gay battlefield of the Reality Shortage
to the Urbanism of Good Intentions -

~the

City should take the

land and turn It into a Public Park"J7 - and shilts his energies to
Manhattan Itself.
JOY

Follows a penod of unsettlement.
In 1914 Luna Park too goes up In flames.
Dreamland becomes a parking lot.
Steeplechase surVives, its attractions more debased With every new
season.
Manhattan Itself has become the theater of architectural invention.
Only With the Palace of Joy (1919) does Coney generate another
breakthrough, resolVing the apparent irreconcilability of density and
dignity that has so upset ItS enemies. The palace shifts the emphaSIS
In solVing the Problem of Pleasure away from the compulSive
production of passive entertainment to constructive arrangements of
human activity.
The Palace of Joy IS a pier, modified to become a condenser of social
Intercourse: two parallel walls contain an endless number of rooms and
other private accommodations that define a linear public realm.
"The Palace of Joy ... will contain the largest enclosed swimming pool in
the world; will contain salt water from the Atlantic Ocean and will be
open year round.
"A mammoth Dance Hall and Skating Rink .. , operated in connection
with the Swimming Pool" are planned for the end of the pier.
"The equipment Will include RUSSian, Turkish and Salt Water Baths;
there will be 2,000 Private Bath Houses and 500 Private Rooms with
2,000 lockers to accommodate those who Wish to stay overnlghl."Ja
Ballroom inSide the locker room: an American Versailles for the People.
The Public at the core of the Private - a theoretical Inversion that will
make Manhattan's Inhabitants a population of houseguests.
But the Palace of Joy fails to materialize.
The beach reverts to Its earliest condition: overcrowded arena of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, ~monstrous safety valve of the world's
most highly charged
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metropolis.~l'.l

CONQUEST
The final conquest and definitive eradication of Coney's original urbanism
are assured

In

1938 when Commissioner Robert Moses brings beach

and boardwalk under the JUrisdiction of the Parks Department, ultimate
vehicle of the Urbanism of Good Intentions. For Moses, the anti-Reynolds,
Coney becomes - again - a testing ground for strategies intended

ultimately for Manhatlan.
~Engrossed In

dreams of lawn· flanked parkways and trim tenniS courts,~OO

he considers the thin stnp of oceanfront under his control as merely the
base for an offensive that will gradually replace Coney's street grid with
innocuous vegetation. The first block to fall

IS

the site of Dreamland,

where he establishes the new New York Aquarium in 1957.

It is a modern structure, an incarnation of the

~whltewashed barracks,"

painfully cheerful In the upward sweep of its concrete roofhne, Implanted
In a vast lawn.
"Its lines are trim and

clean.~·l

The aquarium is a Modernist revenge of the conSCIOus upon the
unconSCIOUS: its fIsh - "Inhabitants of the

deep~ -

are forced to spend

the rest of their lIves in a sanatorium.
When he is finished, Moses has turned 50 percent of Coney's surface
Into parks.
Mother island to the bitter end, Coney Island has become the model for
a modern Manhattan of Grass .
•

19

•

M<ldelon Vriesendorp,

Apres ,'"mev'

The Double Life of Utopia:
The Skyscraper

There is no easy way (rom the earth to the stars....

- Text on Medahsts' Society Medal, 1933
And finally.

In

the very last episode. fhe Tower of Babel suddenly appears and

some strongmen actually fInish It under a song of new hope, and as they
complete the top, the Ruler (of the Olympus, probably) runs off making a fool
of himself while Mankind. suddenly understanding everything, fmally takes

its rightful place and right away begins its new life with new insights into
everything....

- Fyodor Dostoyevskl, The Demons
We take from you what we need and we hurl back in your face what we
do not need.
•

S/one by stone we shall remove the Alhambra, the Kremlin and the Louvre
and build them anew on the banks of the Hudson.

- Benjamin de Casseres, Mirrors of New York
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The Frontier in the Sky
The Manhattan Skyscraper is born in installments between 1900 and 1910.
It represents the fortuitous meeting of three distinct urbamstic break·
throughs that, after relatively independent lives, converge to form a

single mechanism:
L the reproduction of the World;

2. the annexation of the Tower;
3. the block alone.
To understand the promise and potential of the New York Skyscraper (as
dlstmct from the reality of Its now common performance), It is necessary

to define these three architectural mutations separately, before they were
integrated Into a "glOriOUS whole~ by the builders of Manhattan.

1. THE REPRODUCTION

or THE

WORLD

In the era of the staircase all floors above the second were considered unfit
for commercial purposes, and all those above the fifth, unmhabltable.
Smce the 1870s in Manhattan, the elevator has been the great eman·
clpator of all horizontal surfaces above the ground floor.
OtiS' apparatus recovers the uncounted planes that have been floating
m the thin air of speculation and reveals their supenonty in a metro·
polltan paradox: the greater the distance from the earth, the closer the
communication with what remains of nature (i.e" light and air).
Tbe elevator is the ultimate self-fulfilling prophecy: the further It goes up,
the more undesirable the circumstances it leaves behmd.
It also establishes a direct relationship between repetition and architec·
tural quality: the greater the number of floors stacked around the shaft,
the more spontaneously they congeal into a single form. The elevator
generates the first aesthetic based on the absence of articulation.
In the early 1880s the elevator meets the steel frame. able to support
the newly discovered territories Without itself taking up space.
Through the mutual reinforcement of these two breakthroughs, any given
site can now be multiplied ad infmitum to produce the proliferation of
floor space called Skyscraper.
THEOREM
By 1909 the promised rebirth of the world, as announced by the Globe

Tower, reaches Manhattan in the form of a cartoon that is actually a
theorem that descnbes the ideal performance of the Skyscraper:

a slender steel structure supports 84 horizontal planes, all the size
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1909 theorem: the Skyscraper as utopIan dc",ee
for the production of unllm'ted numbers ot
virgin sites on a single metropolitan location,
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•

-THE COSMOPOLIS OF THE FUTURE. A weird
thought Of the frenzIed hearl of the wood in
later tunes. Incessantly crowding the possiblli·
t,es of aeroalllnd onter terrestrial constructIon,
wher! the wonders of 1908". will be far out·
done, <HId tile 1.000 tool structure ,eillized;
now nearly a mlll,OI) people do business here
each day; by 1930 it is eslim,lled the number
will Oe doubled, necessitat,ng tiers of s'dewalks, with elevated lines and new creations
to supplement SUbway and surface cars, with
bridges belween ihe structural heights.
Airships, too. may connect us w,th all the
world. What 0'1,11 postent)' develop?' (published
by Moses King. rendered by Harry M. Petit.)

SA

of the original plot.
Each of these artificial levels is treated as a virgin site, as if the others
did

not exist, to establish a strictly private realm around a single country

house and its attendant facilities, stable, servants' cottages. etc.
Villas on the 84 platforms display a range of social aspiration from the
rustiC to the palatial; emphatic permutations of their architectural
styles, variations

In

gardens, gazebos, and so on, create at each elevator

stop a different lifestyle and thus an Implied Ideology, all supported
with complete neutrality by the rack.
The "life inside the bUilding IS correspondingly fractured: on level 82
a donkey shrinks back from the VOId, on 81 a cosmopolitan couple hails
an airplane. Incidents on the floors are so brutally diSjointed that they
cannot conceivably be part of a single scenario. The disconnectedness
of the aerial plots seemingly conflicts with the fact that, together, they
add up to a single building. The diagram strongly suggests even that the
structure is a whole exactly to the extent that the indiViduality of the
platforms is preserved and exploited, that ItS success should be measured
by the degree to which the structure frames their coexistence without
interfering with their destinies. The bUilding becomes a stack of individual privacies. Only five of the 84 platforms are visible; lower in the
clouds other activities occupy remaining plots; the use of each platform
can never be known in advance of ItS construction. Villas may go up
•

and collapse, other faCilities may replace them, but that will not affect
the framework.
In terms of urbanism, this indeterminacy means that a particular site
can no longer be matched with any single predetermined purpose.
From now on each metropolitan lot accommodates - in theory at leastan unforeseeable and unstable combination of simultaneous activities,
which makes architecture less an act of foresight than before and
planning an act of only limited prediction.
It has become impossible to "plot" culture.
The fact that the 1909 "project" is published in the old Life,' a popular
magazine, and drawn by a cartoonist - while the architectural magazines
of the time are still devoted to Beaux·Arts - suggests that early in the
century ';the people" intuit the promise of the Skyscraper more pro·
foundly than Manhattan's architects, that there eXists a subterranean
collective dialogue about the new form from which the official architect
IS excluded.
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Flatiron (Fuller) BUIlding. 1902. 22
stones (Damel Burnham. archllect).

eencnson (City Investing) Building,
1908 (FranCIs H, K,mball, architect),
Irregular plot extruded to a height of
480 feet. "13 acres 01 lloor space,
and room for 6.000 tenanls. "

World Tower Buildlllg. 1915. 30 stones
(Edward West. -buIlder and owner").

Equitable Building, 1915, 39 stones
"straight up,
rile most valuable
Olf;ce BuildLng on the Wond - up until
1931.,,:' (E R. Graham, architect,)

ALIBIS
The skeleton of the 1909 theorem postulates the Manhattan Skyscraper
as a utopian formula for the unlimited creation of virgin sites on a single
urban location.
Since each of these sites is to meet its own particular programmatic

destiny ~ beyond the architect's control- the Skyscraper is the instrument of a new form of unknowable urbanism. In spite of its physical
solidity, the Skyscraper is the great metropolitan deslabllizer: it promises
perpetual programmatic Instability.
The subversiveness of the Skyscraper's true nature - the ultimate
unpredictability of its performance -

1$

inadmissible to its own makers;

their campaign to Implant the new gIants within the Grid therefore pro·

ceeds

In

a climate of diSSimulation, if not self· Imposed unconsciousness.

From the supposedly Insatiable demands of

~business" and

from the

fact that Manhattan is an Island, the builders construct the twin alibis
that lend the Skyscraper the legItImacy of being inevitable,
"The situation of LManhattan's) financial district with rivers on either
side forbidding lateral expansion has encouraged architectural and
engineering skill to find room aloft for the vast interests that demand
office space in the heart of the New World."l In other words: Manhattan
has no choice but the skyward extrusion of the Grid itself; only the
Skyscraper offers business the wide·open spaces of a man·made Wild
West, a frontier in the sky.
•

CAMOUFLAGE
To support the alibi of

~business,"

the incipient tradition of Fantastic

Technology is disguised as pragmatic technology. The paraphernalia of
illusion that have Just subverted Coney Island's nature into an artificial
paradise - electricity, air-conditioning, tubes, telegraphs, tracks and
elevators - reappear in Manhattan as paraphernalia of efficiency to
convert raw space into office suites. Suppressing their irrational potential,
they now become merely the agents of banal changes such as improving
illumination levels, temperature, humidity, communications, etc., all
to facilitate the processes of business. But as a spectral alternative, the
diversity of the 84 platforms of the 1909 Skyscraper holds out the
promise that all this business is only a phase, a provisional occupation
that anticipates the Skyscraper's conquest by other forms of culture,
floor by floor if necessary. Then the man· made territOries of the frontier
In

the sky could be settled by the Irresistible SynthetiC to establish

alternative realities on any level.

"

"1 am business.
"I am Profit and Loss.
"I am Beauty come mto the Hell of the Practical."J
Such IS the lament of the Skyscraper in its pragmatic camouflage.
TRIUMPH
In this branch of utopian real estate, architecture is no longer the art of
design 109 build lOgS so much as the brutal skyward extrusion of whatever
Site the developer has managed to assemble.
• In 1902 the Flatiron Building IS a model of such sheer multlplicatlon300 feet of upward extrusion - nothing more than 22 times its triangular
site, made accessible by six elevators. Only its photogenic razor· blade
elevation reveals It as the mutation it IS: the earth reproducing Itself. For
seven years Mthe most famous building in the world,~ it IS the first Icon
of the double life of utopIa.
• At 40 West 40th Street the World Tower BUild 109 repeats ItS site 30
times, Mone of the highest buildings on so small a pIOt."4 As an Image. it
is eVidence of the revolutionary quality of the architecture of sheer
tern tonal multiplication: it looks impossible, but It exists.
• The builders of the Benenson (City Investmg) BUilding multiply their
lot 34 times. The site they extrude is irregular in plan; the build 109 they
generate therefore even more arbitrary. This flawed shape IS campen·
•
sated for by the perfection of the interior: "The lobby ... is finished in
solid marble, 30 to 50 feet wide and 40 feet high [and] extends
[the] entire length of the Building, a full block ...."~
Through volume alone, life mside the Skyscraper is Involved in a hostile
relationship with life outside: the lobby competes with the street,
presenting a linear display of the building's pretensions and seductions,
marked by those frequent points of ascent - the elevators - that will
transport the visitor even further into the building's subjectivity.
• In 1915 the Equitable Building repeats its block 39 times, "straight up,"
as it boasts. Its lobby IS a sybaritic arcade lined with social facilities
such as shops. bars, etc. The surrounding streets are deserted.
The higher the Skyscraper goes, the harder it becomes to suppress its
latent revolutionary ambition; when the Equitable is completed its true
nature stuns even its builders. "For a while our 1,200,000 square feet of
rentable area seemed almost like a new continent, so vast and vacant
were Its many floors ... :'~
More than the sum of its floors, the EqUitable is promoted as a "City
10 Itself, housmg 16,000 souls:'7
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That is a prophetic claim that unleashes one of Manhattanism's most
insistent themes: from now on each new building of the mutant kind
strives to be

"<I

City within a City." This truculent ambition makes the

Metropolis a collection of architectural city· states, all potentially at
war with each other.

MODEL
By 1910 the process of terntonal multiplication has become inexorable.
The entire Wall Street area IS on Its way to a grotesque saturation point
of total extrusion where "eventually, the only space not occupied by
enormous buildings in Lower Manhattan would be the streets...." There IS
no manifesto, no architectural debate, no doctrine, no law, no planning,
no ideology, no theory; there IS only - Skyscraper.
By 1911 the Skyscraper reaches the conceptual barrier of the lOOth
floor; "when Real Estate brokers shall have found a suitable City Block ...
the men and the milhons WIll be ready...."s
A coalition of draftsmen, led by Theodore Starrett - member of the construction dynasty already responsible for half Manhattan's Skyscrapers
(and which intends to remain

In

the advance guard of territorial repro·

duction)-"is workmg out the plans for the 100·story bUlldmg...... Work

out is the right verb; there is no "design," only the extrapolation of
Manhattan's irrepressible tendenCies and themes; it is no accident that
.the team lacks architects.
Starrett too believes in metropolitan Manifest Destiny: "Our civilization
is progressing wonderfully. In New York - by that I mean Manhattan
Island-we must keep bUilding and we must bUild upward. Step by step
we have advanced from the wooden hut to the thirty story Skyscraper....
Now we must develop something different. something larger...."
As the conceptual stratosphere of the lOOth floor is approached, the
programmatic settlement of the platforms according to the 1909 theorem
imposes itself: filling the interior with business alone is inconceivable.
If the 39 floors of the Equitable constitute a "City in Itself," the 100-story
bUilding is a MetropoliS on its own, "a mammoth structure, towerrng
into the clouds and containing Within its walls the cultural, commercial
and industrial activities of a great city...." Its size alone will explode
the texture of normal lIfe. "In New York we travel heavenward as well as
on the surface," explams Starrell the futurist. "In the 100 story Building
we shall be shot upward with the rapidity that letters are sent across
the Brooklyn Bridge."
This ascent is interrupted every 20th floor by publIC plazas that
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articulate the demarcations between the different functional sectors:
Industry at the bottom, business in the second quarter, living
and a hater in the fourth.

In

the third

The 20th floor is a general market, the 40th a cluster of theaters, the
60th a "shopping district,~ the entire 80th floor a hotel and the lOOth an
"amusement park, roof garden and sWimming pool."
To make these programmatic enrichments possible, the implements of
efficiency reassume their original Identity as paraphernalia of illUSion:
"Another interesting feature IS the made to order climate we shall have,
When we shall have at last reached the Ideal construction, we shall
have perfect control of the atmosphere, so that there will be no need of
going to Florida In the winter or to Canada

In

the summer. We shall

have all varieties to order in our big bUIldings of Manhattan ....~
~Total Architecture~" That is Starrett's antihumanistic proposal as he

reveals the essence of hiS Manhattan proJect: a dIagram of "tempera.
ture and atmosphere regulating tubes" that are supposed to emerge
from the oak-paneled partitions - complete with fireplaces _ of hiS
structure.
The outlets of this psychosomatIc battery are keys to a scale of experi.
ences that range from the hedonistic to the medical.
The Irresistible Synthetic pervades every corner; each compartment is
equ1pped to pursue its pnvate eXistential journey: the building has
become a laboratory, the ultimate vehicle of emotional and intellectual
adventure.
Its occupants are at once the researchers and the researched,
~olution

ating

Such structures as Starrett's lOO·story building would be definitive; they
would mark the point where the index of Manhattan's Vitality _ "the

'lal otf,ce
an.

sound of New York tossing its traditions in the air and devouring its

ated
:ch,

own landmarks"'-would be silenced. In the absence of that roar, the
lOO-story bUilding needs a new index to measure Its achievement.
"What would become of the present skyscrapers?" asks the reporter
apprehensively. "Some of them would doubtless have to be torn down, but
no doubt many of them, on the corners of blocks, could be used in the
new structures:' reassures Starrett.
This IS not generosity; the lOO·story building needs an archaeology of
dwarfs to tie it down to earth, to remain convinced 01 its own scale.

2. THE ANNEXATION OF THE TOWER
• In 1853 the latting Observatory offers Manhattanites the first com.
prehensive inspection of their domain; It confronts them with the

Singer BUIlding. constructed In two stages:
lower 14 floors In 1899. Tower supenmposed
on block In 1908 (Ernest Flagg, architect).
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Metropohtan Life BUilding, conceived In two
separate OPerahons main ten story block In
1893, Metropohtan Tower In 1909
(Napoleon LeBrun & Sons, architect),

limitation of Manhattan's islandness, the excuse for all subsequent
developments.
• In 1876 the Centennial Tower in Philadelphia is the second needlelike
celebrant of Progress, hauled to Coney Island in 1878 to trigger its
stampede toward the controlled irrationality of Fantastic Technology.
• From 1904 Luna Park IS a breeding ground for Towers, discovering in
the clash of Towers the source of architectural drama.
• In 1905 Dreamland's Beacon Tower tries to lure innocent ships aground
to flaunt Reynolds' contempt for so·called Reality.
• In 1906 the Globe Tower reveals the potential of the Tower to beliterally - a world on Its own.
In 50 years the Tower has accumulated the meanings of: catalyst of consciousness, symbol of technological progress, marker of pleasure zones,
subversive short-circuiter of convention and finally self-contained universe.
Towers now indicate acute breaks

In

the homogeneous pattern of every·

day life, marking the scattered outposts of a new culture.
BUILDINGS
Manhattan's early tall buildings are often taller than many of these
Towers, but there IS nothing in their cubic outlines to remind anyone of
a Tower. They'are consistently called buildings, not Skyscrapers. Bul
in 1908 Ernest Flagg deSigns a Tower and places it on top of his eXisting
Singer Building, a 14·slory block built

In

1899. This architectural

afterthought alone makes it "from 1908 to 1913 America's most famous
building,~

"Thousands of travelers come to New York especially to see this Modern
Tower of Babel, gladly paying fifty cents to ride to the 'observation
balcony.''' In acknowledgment of the darker side of Metropolis It is also
the first "Suicide Pinnacle" - "it seems to have a strong appeal to
those who were soured on life."

,"10

The Metropolitan Life Building (1893) is an early "tall block" - ten times
its site - on Madison Square. After 1902 it is outflanked by the 22·story
wedge of the Flatiron. The management decides to expand, upward;
In

1909 they multiply a small adjoining plot 39 times. Because of the

small site, their structure copies Venice's campanile on San Marco,
its shaft activated for business, holes punctured all over to admit day·
light. At the top they perform a more modern annexation by installing
a searchlight and other apparatus lifted directly from the lighthouse
archetype. A ruby red nipple that caps the structure is supposed,
through prearranged signals, to communicate time and weather

"

conditions to imaginary mariners on the Atlantic.
In these steps, the process of sheer multiplication steals the meanings
the Tower has accumulated over the previous 50 years,
Building becomes Tower, landlocked lighthouse, ostensibly flashing its
beams out to sea, but

In

fact luring the metropolitan audience to Itself,

3. THE BLOCK ALONE

The Horse Show Association - "whose roster was the nucleus for the first
social register" - owns Madison Square Garden, on a block east of
Madison Avenue between 26th and 27th streets.
In 1890 it commiSSions a new building - a rectangular box 70 feet high
that occupies the entire block. The interior of the box IS hollow; ItS
auditorium, the largest In eXIstence, seats 8,000 and IS sandwiched
between a 1,200·seat theater and a 1,500·seat concert hall, so that the
entire surface of the block is a Single, articulated field of performance.
The arena is designed for the Association's hippodrome events, but
IS also rented out for Circuses, sports and other spectacles; an open·air
theater and restaurant are planned for the roof.
Firmly

In

the tradition of World's Fairs, Stanford White, ItS architect,

marks the box as a site of special interest by constructing a copy of a
Spanish Tower on the roof of the hall.

•

As one of the Garden's promoters he is also responsible for programming
the entertainment inside, even after the building IS finished, in a form of
never·ending architectural design.
But It IS difficult to ensure the financial viability of the colossal arena with
tasteful performances alone; its size is incompatible with the social strata
whose domain it is intended to be. "The Building was a financial lemon
from the day it opened."
To avert disaster White is forced to experiment, to invent and establish
"situations" with a wide popular appeal within the interior acreage.
"In 1893 he sets up a gigantic panorama of the Chicago Exposition, to
save New Yorkers the long triP West. ..." Later he turns the arena into
replicas of "the Globe Theatre, old Nuremberg, Dickens' London and the
city of Venice, the visitors floating ... from exhibit to exhibit in gondolas.""
White is caught in the crossfire of the battle between high and low
culture that has already flared up at Coney: his spectacles are so "taste·
less" that they keep the Social Register away, but they are stili not
intense enough to attract the masses.
In the difference between a real gondola and Dreamland's mechanical
gondola propelled along Its mechanical track lies White's dilemma: he
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is a man of taste who ought to have less. He has no time to resolve it:
In

1906 a madman shoots him on the roof of his own project.

TONGUE

In 1905 Thompson. bored with Luna, buys a block east of Sixth Avenue
between 43rd and 44th streets. For the first time Coney's Technology
of the Fantastic will be grafted onto the Grid.
In one year, Thompson builds his Hippodrome, another box, seating
5,200, topped by "the largest dome in the world after the Pantheon."
Two electric Towers, transplants from Luna's forest, identify the Sixth
Avenue entrance and mark thiS block as another miniature state where

an alternative reality is established.
The stage Itself is the core of Thompson's realm: It breaks oul of the
traditional proscenium to reach 60 feet Into the audIence like a gigantic
mechanical tongue. This

"apron~

IS capable of Instantaneous metamor·

phosis: among other transformations, "it IS poSSIble to turn this portion
of the stage into a creek, a lake or a running mountain stream ...."
Where Luna's ploy of displacement was the trip to the Moon, Thompson's
first Manhattan performance is called "a Yankee Circus on Mars; in an
ambitiOUS attempt to turn the surface of his entire block into a spacecraft.
"A stranded circus was to be sold at auction by the sheriff, but was saved
by a messenger from Mars who bought it for his king...." Once on Mars,
"the Martians ask [the performers] to remain permanently and to become
inhabitants of that far·away planet ...." Such is Thompson's plot, which
leaves the visitors to hiS theater Similarly marooned on another planet.
The climax of the circus' Martian performance is an eloquent abstract
choreography: 64 "diving girls" descend a staircase in squads of eight,
"as if they are one." The tongue becomes a lake, 17 feet deep. The
girls "walk down into the water until their heads are out of Sight," never
to return to the surface. (An inverted underwater receptacle that contains air is connected by corridors to the backstage area.)
It is a spectacle of such ineffable emotion that "men sit in the front row,
night after night. weeping silently...."11

CONTROL
In the tradition of economic free enterprise, control is exercised only at
the scale of the individual plot. With Madison Square Garden and
Thompson's Hippodrome, the area of such control coincides more and
more with the area of an entire block.
The block itself IS equipped with technological paraphernalia that

"

From Cooey Island to Manhattan FrederIC
ThompsOffs HIppodrome on Sldh Awmue (1905).

Scene Crom "A Yankee CIrCUS on Mars' - entire
cIty block dIsplaced to another planet
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mampulate and distort existing conditions beyond recognition, estab·
lishlOg private laws and even Ideology
blocks. The block becomes a "park"

10

10

competition WIth all the other

the tradition of Coney Island:

it offers an aggressive alternative reality, intent on discrediting and reo
placing all "natural" reality.
The area of these interior parks can never exceed the size of a block:
that IS the maximum increment of conquest by a Single "planner" or a
smgle "vision."
Smce all Manhattan's blocks are Identical and emphatically equivalent in
the unstated philosophy of the Grid, a mutatIOn in a single one affects
all others as a latent possibility: theoretically, each block can now turn
into a self· contained enclave of the Irresistible SynthetiC.
That potential also implies an essential isolation: no longer does the
city conSist of a more or less homogeneous texture - a mosaic of
complementary urban fragments - but each block IS now alone like an
island. fundamentally on ItS own.
Manhattan turns into a dry archipelago of blocks.

FREEZE· FRAME
A 1909 postcard presents a freeze· frame of architectural evolution - three
major breakthroughs coexisting on Madison Square: the multiplication of
the Flatiron, the lighthouse of the Metropolitan and the island of Madison
Square Garden.

At the time the postcard is produced -with its multiple vanishmg points it
is no simple photograph -the Square "was the center of Metropolitan Life
such as New York has never seen reproduced .... Fashion, Clubdom, Finance,

Sport, Pohtics and Retail Trade all met here at high tide .... It was said
that someone standing long enough on Fifth Avenue and 23 Street might
meet everybody

In

the world .... Viewing Madison Square from the 'old'

Flatiron junction, the scene was Parisian

In

Its kaleidoscopic aspect.. , ,"13

As Manhattan's social center, this tangle of intersections is the theater
where business is being repulsed and replaced by richer forms of activity.
That the Square is a front line accounts for Its urbanistic fertility

In

provoking new tendenCIes. But apart from documenting a muillple break·
through. the postcard IS also a picture of a triple impasse: on its own,
each of the three tendencies has no future.
The Flatiron's mere multiplication lacks meaning; the Metropolitan Life
Building has meaning, but it is compromised by the contradiction between
Its pretense of isolation and the reality of Its location on lust one of many
plots on the same block, each pOIsed to steal Its thunder; and Madison

Mulhple breakthrough bul also lnple Impasse
Ma<::l1SoOn Square In 1909. doctored photO(l:rapll.
From fight Flatiron Bu~dlng. Metropolitan
life BUilding. MadISOfl Square Garden -three
dtStlnct archlteclural mutalions before their
fusIOn to form the true Skyscraper.

"The Cathedral of Commerce": Woolworth
BUilding. 1913.60 floors (Cass Gilbert.
architect) - hrst bUilt amalgamahon of the
three mutations,
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Square Garden cannot make enough money to justify the extravagance of
its metaphors.
But when the three are put together, their weaknesses become strengths:
the Tower lends meaning to the multiplication, the multlplicatlon pays
for the metaphors on the ground floor, and the conquest of the block
assures the Tower isolation as sole occupant of Its Island.
The true Skyscraper is the product of this triple fusion.

CATHEDRAL
The first built amalgamation is the Woolworth BUilding-completed in 1913,
four years after the freeze-frame. Its lower 27 floors are a straightforward
extrusion supporting a 30·story tower; the graft occupies an entire block.
But this "GlOriOUS Whole, qUite beyond the control of human

imagination,~

is only a partial realization of the potential of the Skyscraper. It is a masterpiece merely of materialism; none of the programmatic promises of the new
type are exploIted. The Woolworth IS filled, from top to bottom, by buslOess.
The Tower is subdivided IOtO office suites with discrete decorative themesan Empire-style room next to a boardroom that mixes Flemish and Italian
Renaissance - while the lower floors accommodate modern admlOistrative
operations - files, telexes, IIckers, pneumatic tubes, typing pools.
If its Interior IS buslOess only, ItS exterior is pure spirituality.
~When

seen at nightfall bathed 10 electriC light as with a garment, or 10

the lucid air of a summer morn 109 piercing space like a battlement of the
paradise which Sl. John beheld. It inspires feelings too deep even for
tears .... The writer looked upon it and at once cried out 'The Cathedral
of Commerce.'''
The Woolworth does not actually contribute any radical modifications
or breaks to the life of the city, but it is supposed to work miracles
through the emanation of its physical presence; a larger mass than ever
constructed before, It is at the same time seen as disembodied. antigravitational: "Brute material has been robbed of its density and flung
into the sky to challenge its loveliness...."
The buildmg is activated electronically in April 1913. "when President
Wilson pressed a tiny button in the White House and 80,000 brilliant lights
instantly flashed throughout the Woolworth ...."
Through its sheer feat of eXisting, the Woolworth has a double occupancy,
one concrete - " 14,000 people - the Population of a City" - the second
intangible - "that spirit of man which, through means of change and
barter, binds alien people into unity and space, and reduces the hazards
of war and bloodshed ...."I~
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AUTOMONUMENT

Beyond a certain critical mass each structure becomes a monument, or
at least raises that expectation through Its size alone, even if the sum or
the nature of the individual activities It accommodates does not deserve
a monumental expression.
This category of monument presents a radical, morally traumatic break
with the conventions of symbolism: its physical mamfestation does not
represent an abstract Ideal, an institution of exceptional importance, a
three·dimensional, readable articulation of a social hierarchy, a memorial;
it merely

IS

Itself and through sheer volume cannot avoid being a symbol-

an empty one, available for meaning as a billboard

IS

for advertisement.

It is a solipsism, celebrating only the fact of its disproportionate existence,
the shamelessness of its own process of creation.
This monument of the 20th century is the AUiomonument, and its purest
manifestation is the Skyscraper.
To make the Automonument Skyscraper inhabitable, a series of subsid·
iary tactics is developed to satisfy the two conflicting demands to which
It is constantly exposed: that of being a monument-a condition that
suggests permanence, solidity and serenity - and at the same time, that
of accommodating, with maximum effiCiency, the

~change

which is

life,~

which is, by definition, antimonumental.
LOBOTOMY

Buildings have both an Interior and an exterior.
In Western architecture there has been the humanistic assumption that
it is desirable to establish a moral relationship between the two, whereby
the exterior makes certain revelations about the Intenor that the interior
corroborates. The "honest" facade speaks about the activities It conceals.
But mathematically, the interior volume of three·dimensional objects
increases in cubed leaps and the containing envelope only by squared
increments: less and less surface has to represent more and more interior
activity.
Beyond a certain critical mass the relationship IS stressed beyond the
breaking point; this

~break"

is the symptom of Automonumentality.

In the deliberate discrepancy between container and contained New
York's makers discover an area of unprecedented freedom. They exploit
and formalize It In the architectural eqUivalent of a lobotomy-the
surgical severance of the connection between the frontal lobes and the
rest of the brain to relieve some mental disorders by disconnecting
thought processes from emotrons.

'00

The architectural equivalent separates exterior and interior architecture.
In this way the Monolith spares the outside world the agonies of the
continuous changes raging inside it.
It hides everyday life.
EXPERIMENT

In 1908 one of the earliest and most clinical explorations of this new
artistic territory occurs at 228-32 West 42nd Street, which by now is
called ~Dreamstreee
The site of the experiment is the interior of an existing building. Officially,
its architect, Henri Erkins, describes his project, "Murray's Roman
as "the realistic reproduction, largely from the originals

In

Gardens,~

the form of

direct copies, casts, etc.... of the homes of one of the most lavishly luxu·
rious of the world's ancient peoples - the Romans of the Caesarean
period - the reconstruction of a Roman residence....":"
Inside, exact perception of space and objects is made impossible by
Erkins' consistent use of mirrors - "so large and artfully disposed that
no joint is apparent and it is indeed Impossible to discover where
the substantial form ceases and the reflection begins....~ The center of
Erkins'

"villa~

is

~an

open court With a colonnade on each side" - an

artificial open·air garden, realized through the most advanced technical
means: 'The ceiling is decorated to represent a blue sky in which electric
lights twinkle, while by an ingeniOUs arrangement of optical apparatus,
the effect of clouds sweeping over the Sky is produced ....~ An artificial
moon puts in an accelerated appearance, crossing the firmament several
times each evening. The mirrors not only disorient and dematerialize,
they also "duplicate, tnplicate and quadruple the interior exotics" to
make the resort a model of decorative economy: the electrified "Roman
Fountain" in the Atrium is only one·quarter real, the "barge" one-half.
Where there are no mirrors. projecting screens, complex illumination
•

effects and the sounds of a concealed orchestra suggest an infinity of
forbidden space beyond the accessible parts of the villa.
Murray's is to be "the storehouse for all that was beautiful in the World
that the Romans knew, conquered and plundered."
The collector collected is Erkins' formula for harvesting the past, for the

borrowing and manipulation of memory.
Overlooking the garden is a mezzanine that gives access to two separate
apartments where elaborate three·dimensional murals and a hyper·
density of converted objects and decorative motifs represent Egypt/Libya
and Greece: an obelisk has become a lamp, a sarcophagus an "electriC
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"Forbidden" space at Murray's: Terrace Room,
whose dImenSIons have been made unknowable
through arrangements oj screens, walls, IIghJs,
mIrrors, sounds, decoratIon. Smoke oj Vesuvius
hovers ommously over the Greco Roman idyll as
a metaphor for the explOSIve Quality of life in
the MetropolIS,

Murrafs Roman Gardens, forst autonomous
melropolJtan ,ntenor generated through arehileclural loboIomy: VIew of the "Atroum" Wllh
rellected barge, lountam, artIficial ~y. Furti'oef
escalallon of the IrreSIstIble Syntheh::: fabncaled hIStory for Manhattan's populatIOn "Take
away the SCIOllS of Ihe lour hundred 10 the r
gloomy evening alllfe, lookIng like so many
s.care<;fOWS or undertakers. and the sober·laced
attendants, equally sombre as to apparel. and
replace them w,th fIgures trICked out," tile
many hued ra,menl 01 anc,ent days.
SubstItute for the begoggled chauffeur, tile
Roman chilrlOleer. and for the blue-coated
guardIan 01 Ihe peace ... the mall clad Roman
legIonary, and but for such Improvements as
we owe to our mechanIcal progress, the visitor
to Murray's mlsht readIly Ilnagme himsell
'turned back' tWQ thousand years to the cIty
ot the Caesars al the Zenith of its wealth and
splendor..

Terrace Room.
nade unknowable
,ns, walls, hghts,
l10ke of VesuVIUS
Roman Idyll as
uahty 01 hie In

:0

car~

to transport dishes from one end of a table to the other.

This combination blurs the sense of time and space: periods that were
once sequential have become Simultaneous. In this three·dlmensional
Piranesl, iconographies that have remained pure Invade each other.
Figures from an Egyptian bas-relief play music in a Roman perspective,
Greeks emerge from Roman baths at the base of the Acropolis and
a "semi·nude female figure in a recumbent position [blows] iridescent
bubbles from a pipe. castles in the Air": antiquity is irwested with
modern sexuality,
The accumulated loot is customized to carry contemporary messages to
the metropolitan audience: Nero, for instance, is reinterpreted. "Although
he is reported to have been an indifferent spectator of the burning of
a considerable part of the Town [Rome], It is shrewdly suggested that he
was interested rather In the opportumty the conflagration offered for

t autonomous
j through archl'
"Atrium" with

ficlal sky. Further
ynthetoC: fabrl'
population, "Take
Jndred In their
like so many
Id the sober faced
; to apparel, and
ked out In the
I days..
chauffeur, the
I blue coated
I1'I.ad clad Roman

lptovements as
>gress, the VISitor
gme himself
ears to the City
)1 Its wealth and

improvement rather than in the loss it entailed ...."
For Erkins, thiS cross· fertilization represents a true modernity - the
creation of "situations" that have never existed before but are made to
look as if they have. It is as If history has been given an extension in
which each episode can be rewritten or redesigned in retrospect, all past
mistakes erased, imperfections corrected: "The latest evolution of the
art of past ages, applied to the creation of a veritable modern place of
recreation [is] modern, or modernized art.. ..~ Murray's Roman Gardens is
a second chance for the past, a retroactive utopia.

HOUSE
Perhaps most anginal about the tumult of frozen lust of Murray'S
decoration IS its consistent quasdhree·dimensionallty: a whole population
(the original Inhabitants of the Villa) is arranged along the walls to enliven
the social transactions in the rooms and apartments.
They make the "upper ten ... dressed in somewhat sombre colors" intruders
in the sanctity of their empire of the senses. The public are only guests.
Reinforcing the house metaphor, relationships generated in the over·
saturated downstairs can be consummated upstairs: "In the upper part
of the building are twenty· four luxurious bachelor apartments of parlor
and bedroom provided With every comfort and convenience, including
separate bath room accommodatlons", ,"
With the Gardens, Erkins and Murray have stretched the private format
of the house to absorb the public, Such IS the collective realm in
Manhattan: its scattered episodes can never be more than a series of
bloated private enclaves that admit "houseguests."
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PRIDE

After performing his architectural lobotomy Erkins' pride is that of a
successful surgeon.
~The

fact that all ingenuity of plan, the wealth of artistic elaboration

and the profusion of gorgeous ornamentation, revealed in this unique
establishment, have really been 'grafted' as It were onto a bUilding of
essentially plain and formal character, planned and erected orrglnally for
a purpose absolutely foreign to that for which it is today utilized, lends
additional interest to the results achieved and reflects the greater credit
of the author and originator of thiS superb exempltficatlon of Modern
taste and skill.
"Henry Erkins ... was constrained to adopt, as the basis for this beautiful
production, a building originally planned for use as a schoolhouse, but
which the magic wand of Mr. Erkins' genius has transformed so happily that
m its present arrangement, equipment, adornment and ornamentation, it
nowhere betrays the slightest trace of its original purpose in any way.... "

lobotomy satisfies the two incompatible demands imposed on the
Automonument by generating two separate architectures.
One

IS

the architecture of metropolitan exteriors whose responsibility is

to the city as sculptural experience.
The other is a mutant branch of interior design that. using the most modern
technologies, recycles, converts and fabricates memories and supportive
iconographies that register and manipulate shifts in metropolitan culture.
A system of Murray's is planned throughout Manhattan. An Italian Garden
on 34th Street and Murray's New Broadway -

~3

acres of floor space

devoted to Dining Room" - are planned to open in 1909.
From the beginning of the 20th century architectural Lobotomy permits
an urbanlstlC revolution

In

installments. Through the establishment of

enclaves such as the Roman Gardens - emotional shelters for the metro·
politan masses that represent Ideal worlds removed ;n time and space.
insulated against the corrosion of reality -the fantastic supplants the
utilitarian in Manhattan.
These subutopian fragments are all the more seductive for having no
tern tonal ambitions beyond fllhng their intenor allotments with a hyperdensity of private meanings. By leaVing intact the illusion of a traditional
urban landscape outside, this revolution ensures its acceptance through
Its inconspicuousness.
The Gnd is the neutralizrng agent that structures these epIsodes. W,thin
the network of Its rectllineanty, movement becomes Ideological navigation
between the conflicting claims and promises of each block.

,0<

CAVE
In 1908 a delegation of American businessmen visits Antonio Gaudi in
Barcelona and asks him to design a Grand Hotel

In

Manhattan. No site is

known for the proJect; the businessmen may merely want an initial sketch,
to raise money on and match later with a location. It IS unlikely that
Gaud! IS aware of the quantum leaps and breakthroughs Manhattanlsm
has produced; the businessmen themselves must have recognized the
affinity between Gaudi's hysteria and Manhattan's frenzy.
But in his European Isolation, Gaudi IS like the man in Plato's cave;
from the shadows of the businessmen's descriptions and reqUirements
he is forced to reconstruct a reality outside the cave, that of an ideal
Manhattan. He synthesizes a premomtlon of the true Skyscraper that

applies both the lobotomy and the mutant branch of Intenor design not
only on the ground floor but In layers throughout the interior.
His hotel is a sheaf of stalagmItes, combined to form a single conoid that
is, unmistakably, a Tower. It inhabits a podIum or Island, connected by
bndges to the other Islands. It stands aggressively alone. Hi
Gaudi's design IS a paradIgm of floor·by·floor conquest of the Skyscraper
by social activities. On the outer surface of the structure, low floors
provide individual accommodation, the hotel rooms; the public life of
the hotel is located at the core, on enormous in tenor planes that admit
no daylight.
This inner core of the Grand Hotel IS a sequence of SIX superimposed
restaurants. The first is decorated with a concentrate of European
mythologies that will be reinforced by the chOice of menu and European
music, played by a large symphony orchestra. Each of the other
restaurants, With ItS own hermetic Iconography. represents another
continent; the stack together represents the World.
A theater and exhibition hall are superimposed over the world of the
restaurants. The whole IS topped by a small observation sphere
that awaits the moment when the conquest of gravity will be no longer
metaphor but fact.
SCHISM

There is to be no seepage of symbolism between floors. In fact, the
schizoid arrangement of thematiC planes implies an architectural strategy
for planning the interior of the Skyscraper, which has become autonomous through the lobotomy: the Vertical Schism, a systematic exploitation
of the deliberate disconnection between stones.
By denying the dependence of one floor on any other, the Vertical Schism
lOS

,;,.

........-

•

r iliY'~~
RelatIve sIze of Gaud;'s Gland Holel compared
to Emplfe State Bu,kbng Chrysler BuildIng and
E,rfel Tower.

•

Gaudi's Grand Hotel, sect,on Through the
lobotomy, the ,ntenor of the hotel is dIsconnected from the reality outside by a skin of bed
rooms. As ,n the 1909 theorem, the central
t100rs are stacked on top of each other as selfconta,ned thematic planes In an essentially
random sequence, Through this vertICal discon
nectlon. local changes in Iconography, functIOn.
use can be etlected w,thout any Impact on
the structure as a whole

Gaudi's Grand Hotel, European restaurant on
the tilth 11001"_

•

allows their arbitrary distribution within a single bUilding. It is an
essential strategy for the development of the cultural potential of the
Skyscraper: It accepts the IOstablllty of a Skyscraper's deflnitive
composItion beyond a smgle floor, while at the same time counteracting
It by housing each known designation with maximum specificity, If not

overdetermination.

SHADOW
For a time "real" Skyscrapers like the Woolworth and versions of the older
type are erected simultaneously; in the latter the Simple operation of
extrusion takes more and more grotesque proportions. With the Equitable
Building (1915) the process of reproduction loses its credibility through
the gnm deterioration - both financial and environmental - it inflicts
~

Hotel compared
jYsJer Bu.ldlng ar

on its surroundings. Its shadow alone reduces rents

In

a vast area of

adjoining properties, while the vacuum of its intenor IS filled at the
expense of its neighbors. Its success is measured by the destruction of
Its context. The time has come to subject this form of architectural
aggression to regulation. "It became increasingly eVident that the large
project was a concern not only of an individual. but of the community,
and that some form of restriction must be adopted ... :,.7

LAW
The 1916 Zoning Law describes on each plot or block of Manhattan"s
surface an imaginary envelope that defines the outlines of the maximum
allowable construction.
The law takes the Woolworth as norm: the process of sheer multiplication
IS allowed to proceed up to a certain height; then the building must step
back from the plot line at a certain angle to admit light to the streets.
A Tower may then carry 25 percent of the plot area to unlimited heights.
The last clause encourages the tendency of single structures to conquer
the vastest possible area, i.e .. a whole block,

In

order to make the 25

percent that can be Tower as large (profitable) as possible.
In fact, the 1916 Zoning Law is a back· dated birth certificate that lends
retroactive legitimacy to the Skyscraper.

VILLAGE
The Zonmg Law

1$

not only a legal document; it

IS

also a design proJect.

In a climate of commerdal exhilaration where the maximum legally allowable

IS

Immediately translated into reality, the "Iimlting" three·dimensional

parameters of the law suggest a whole new idea of Metropolis.

If Manhattan was in the beginning only a collection of 2,028 blocks, It is
now an assembly of as many invISIble envelopes. Even if it is still a
ghost town of the future, the outlines of the ultimate Manhattan have

been drawn once and for all:
The 1916 Zonmg Law defines Manhattan for all time as a collection
of 2,028 colossal phantom

"houses~

that together form a Mega-ViI/age.

Even as each "house" fills up with accommodation, program, facilities,
infrastructures. machmenes and technologies of unprecedented
origmality and complexity, the primordial format of "Village" IS never
endangered.
The city's scale explosion IS controlled through the drastic assertion of
the most primItive model of human cohabitation.
This radical SImplification of concept IS the secret formula that allows Its
mflnlte growth Without corresponding loss of legibility, mtlmacy or
coherence.
(As a SImple sectIon reveals, each envelope IS a gigantic enlargement of
the original Dutch gable house with the tower as an endless chimney.
The City of the Zomng Law - the Mega-Village - is a fantastic enlargement
of the anginal New Amsterdam.)
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Theorellcal eMelope of 1916 Zoning Law appear
ing between the MUnicipal BUilding and the
WoOlwOrtil (rendering by Hugh Fernss).
"The New York Law, formuloted by a group of
technical experts, was based on purely practical
considerations., l3y lirlliting the bulk of a build.
Ing. the number of occLJpants was limited: fewer
peopie required access artd egress: Irallic on
adjoining streets was Ilglllened, The limrtation in
mass had also of course the effect of permJtlmg
more I.ght and a.r .nlo the streets as well as inlo
the bUlldmgs Ihemsel~es" .. The ZOl1l1lg Law was
not at all msplred by concern for lis poSSible
elteel on arc h'lecture.. ,,' (FerriSS. MetropolJS 01
Tomouoot',) After 1916, no structure in Manhallan
could exceed lhe IImltallOns 01 thiS speelral
shape To explOIt maximum ImanCial return on
any given block, Manha1tan's arChitects were
lorced to approximate II as closely as poSSible.

The Skyscraper Theorists
Our role is not to retreat back to the catacombs, but to become more human
in skyscrapers....
_ Regional Plan Association of New York, The Building of the City

OBFUSCATION
In the early twenties Identifiable personalities begin to disengage them·

selves from the nebulae of Manhattanism's collective fantasy to play
more IndiVidual roles. They are the Skyscraper theorists.
But each attempt, written or drawn, to create consciousness about the
Skyscraper. Its use and design, is at least as much an exercise

In

obfuscation: under Manhattanism - doctnne of indefinitely postponed
consciousness _ the greatest theoretician

IS

the greatest obscurantist.

ATHENS
As a boy _ "where the bias, they say, IS set~ - Hugh Fernss IS given a

picture of the Parthenon for his birthday.
It become his first paradigm. "The building seemed to be built of stone.
Its columns seemed to be designed to support a roof. It looked like
some sort of temple .... 1 learned in due time that all those Impressions
were true ... :'
,.It was an honest bUilding," built "in one of those fortunate periods when
engineers and artists worked enthusiastically together and when the
populace warmly appreciated and applauded their alliance ...."
The Image of the Parthenon inspires Ferriss to become an architect;
when he gets his degree he leaves his hometown, 51. Louis, for
Manhattan. For him, New York represents a new Athens, the only
possible birthplace of new Parthenons.
"One wanted to get to the Metropolis. In New York ... an Indigenous
American architecture would be in the making, with engineers and artists
working enthusiastically together - and maybe even with the populace
warmly appreciating and applauding their alliance ... :' But at his first job
at Cass Gilbert's office ~ then designing the Woolworth Building - Ferriss'
"Iuvenile enthusiasm is in for a lol1.~·~ The contemporary architecture
of Manhattan does not consist of the production of new Parthenons but
of the pilferage of all useful elements of past "Parthenons;' which are
then reassembled and wrapped around steel skeletons.
Instead of a new Athens, Ferriss finds ersatz antiquity. Instead of
contributing to the design of dishonest bUIldings, Ferriss prefers the
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The "automatIc pilot" at tile controls, Hugh
Ferriss at work m Ilis studio, applying finishmg
toucll to "A Street Vista of the Future": his
pilintmgs together form a fabled series, Vision of
llie r'litn Cily-1975, based all the research of
Milr1hattalHsm's progressive thlllkers such as
Corbett, Hood 1lfld Ferriss. Partly hidden agalllst
the wall, unfOllished version 01 "Crude Clay lor
Arch,tects,· On shell, remnants 01 the Parthenon
wItness birth 01 the New Athens

Evolution at the setback bUilding:
Ferriss' variations on the 1916 Zoning
Law, 10 jour parts.
FiTst stage: "A representation of the
maXlmlJlll mass which. under the
Zoning Law, it would be permissible to
build over an entire city block
Not an architects' design. it is simply
a form that resultS from legal
specifications., •
Seo::ol1d stage: "The f,rst step taken by
the arch,tect 's to cut mto the mass to
admit daylight, .. I Hej 's not permitfing
h,mself any prevISiOn 01 Its final
lorm. . He IS acceplmg. sImply. a
mass WhICh has been put ,nto his
hands; he proposes to modlly It step by
slep.. He IS prepared to View the
progress Impartially aod to abide by
whatever result IS finally reached .."
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Thud stage: The great slopes of the
second slage ·cut Into Ihe rectangular
forms which 1'1111 provide more
cOlwentlonal Interior spilces , ..
Fourth staf/,e: "After removing those
parts which were tOllnd 10 be
undeSirable. Ihe mass whIch finally
remains ... Tilis is IlOlmtended as a
finished and habitable building: It
still awails articulation at the hands
of the IndiVidual designer, .. .'
The renderer as ch,ef architect, m sp'le
of hiS verbal modesty. FerriSS md,rectly
circumscribes the role of the indiVidual
arChitect to the point of nonexistence:
clearly. the "delineator" would prefer It

If architects left him and the Zonmg
law alone.

technical and strictly neutral role of renderer; he is made

"delmeator~

In

Gilbert's office.
PILOT

By the early twenties he has established himself as independent artist m
his own studio. As a renderer Ferriss IS the puntanical Instrument of a
coalition of permissive eclectics: the more convincing his work, the more
he promotes the realrzatlon of proposals he dislikes.
But Ferriss discovers an escape from this dilemma: a technique that
Isolates his own intentions from those of his clients.
He draws m charcoal, an Imprecise, impressionistic medium that relies
on the suggestiveness of planes and the manipulation of what are,

'\

essentially, smudges.

I

I

By using the one medium incapable of depicting the eclectic surface
tnvla thhat preOCdcuPYwMtahnhathtan's architteCtts,Fherrli~bs' drtaWing~'hstriP t"
as muc as ren er. I eac represen a Ion e I era es an
ones

'

bUilding from under the surface excess.
Ferriss' delmeatlons, even as they are intended to seduce clients
for Manhattan's architects - and through them, the larger populationare CfItlques of the projects that they pretend to embody, polemical
"corrections" of the reactionary blueprints on which they are based. That
Manhattan's architects have only their dependence on FerriSS' services
in common reinforces the cumulative Impact of these corrected projects.
They coalesce mto a coherent vision of a future Manhattan.
That vision becomes increasmgly popular with Manhattan's inhabitants to the point where Ferriss' drawings alone represent Manhattan's architecture, regardless of the Individual architect who designed each project.
In their calculated vagueness Ferriss' images create exactly that "warmly
appreciative and

applaudlng~

audience that he has identIfied in his youth

as the condition for the birth of a new Athens. From being a helper, the
great delineator becomes a leader.
"He can pump perspective poetry mto the most unpromismg composItion .... The best way to utilize his talent would be to toss over the plans,
go to bed and turn up the next morning to fmd the design all done.
"He is the perfect automatic pilot .. _."\9
RESEARCH
Simultaneously with his commerCial work, FerriSS investigates the true
Issues of Manhattanlsm with several progressive architects, such as
Raymond Hood and Harvey Wiley Corbett. ThiS research centers on the
113
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unexplored potential of the 1916 Zoning Law and the theoretical envelope
it describes on each Manhattan block.
Ferriss' drawings are the first revelations of the infinite variations - both
formal and psychological - contained within its basic legal shape. After
exhausting the individual categories, he produces the first concrete
image of their fmal assembly: the Mega-Village that IS Manhattan's fmal
destiny.
For Ferriss, this new city of untouched forms is the real new Athens:
"As one contemplates these shapes, Images may begin to form in
the mind of novel types of building which are no longer a compilation
of Items of familiar styles but are, simply, the subtleizlng of these
crude masses....~
That city would establish him, Ferriss the renderer, as its chIef architect,
slOce ItS drastic nakedness is what his charcoal medium has always
anticipated.
Signs of Its Imminence are already in the air, baffling the traditional
architects; "conservative architectural standards were thrown IOto
confusIon. At point after point designers found themselves faced with
restrictIons which made the erecting of familiar forms impossible ... :'

LABORS

In 1929 Ferriss publishes the summation of his labors, The MetropolIs
of Tomorrow.
The book IS divided into three parts:
Cities of Today, a collection of his renderings for other architects;
Projected Trends, his variations on the theme of the 1916 law; and
An Imaginary Metropolis, Ferriss' new Athens.
There are 50 drawings 10 the book, each "explained" by a text that is the

verbal equivalent of the drawings' charcoal vagueness.
The structure of the book is modeled on the clearing of a persistent fog
bank: from "it is again dawn, with an early mist enveloping the scene,"
via "as the mist begins to disperse," to "a little later, the general clearing
of the air allows us to check upon our first impressions...."
This "plot line" corresponds to the three parts of the book: an imperfect
past _ the work of the other archItects; a promising present - the
annunciation and theoretical elaboration of the Mega,Vlllage of the 1916
Zoning Law; and the shining future of Ferriss' Imaginary Metropolis, which
is one version of that village: "a wide plain, not lacking in vegetation,
from which rise, at considerable intervals, towering mountain peaks ... :'20
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"Crude Clay IOf A.rchllects·· Manhattan as
"Ghosl Town 01 the fulure: Fernss' I"st ImaKe
01 the Mega VIllage. "II the maXImum masses
whICh are perm,Ued .. , were erected over all the
blocks 01 a clly, an ""pressIon not unlIke the
one oppoSIte would be produced

M<l'l ms,de the Ferrissian VOid.
the womb 01 Manhatt<lnlsm.
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WOMB
But actually, the diVISIons are less Important than the continuity of all
these quasl·nocturnal images. The genius of Ferriss' production is in the
medium of his renderings itself, the creation of an artificial night that
leaves all archItectural Incidents vague and ambiguous

In

a mist of char·

coal particles that thickens or thins whenever necessary.

.I

I

Ferriss' most important contribution to the theory of Manhattan is exactly
the creatIon of an illuminated nIght inSIde a cosmic container, the murky
Femssian Void: a pitch black architectural womb that gives birth to the
consecutive stages of the Skyscraper in a sequence of sometimes over·
lapping pregnancies, and that promises to generate ever· new ones.
Each of Ferriss' drawings records a moment of that never·ending gestation.
The promiscuity of the Fernssian womb blurs the issue of paternity.
The womb absorbs multiple impregnation by any number of alien and
foreign influences - Expressionism. Futurism, Constructivism, Surrealism,
even Functionalism - all are effortlessly accommodated in the expanding
receptacle of Fernss' vIsIon.

Manhattanism is conceived in Ferriss' womb.

CRASH
Ferriss' book appears in the year of the crash, 1929.
That is not a tolally negative coincidence.

~It

was soon apparent ... that the

depression had at least one good side: If architects, for the time being,

could not do any real building, at least they could do a lot of real thinking.
The skyscraper spree was over; a time for sober reflection had set In:'
From his studio Ferriss now looks down on

~a

strangely qUIet Manhattan.

The sound of the riveting machmes had died upon the air. The archi·

tecture of the metropolis, divested of glamor, was telling a story hitherto
unsuspected by minds that had been preoccupied with the picturesque ....
Of long range planning there was not a Vestige.

H21

Ii

Ferriss' time has come.

I

CLARIFICATION

I

In the late twenties most of Manhattan's thinkers and theoreticians
are assembled in the commIttee that prepares - for the Regional Plan
Association of New York - a volume on "The Building of the City."
Their formal task is to establish pragmatic guidelines for Its further
development. But in fact theIr acllvity contributes to the cloud of
unknowing that shields Manhattanism from the glare of obJectivity.
Like Ferriss. they pretend an interest in planning that cloaks their
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The "pLanmng" of Manh.atlamsm studies lor
the RegIOnal Plan Comrmssoon. Models shoWing
mawnum bulk of suggesled buslfless bu~drngs
lor cenfral area. subcentral area. Intermediate
area. suburban area. Appropriateness of the
Skyscraper was never questtoned: It only became
taller or shorter to respond to local pressure or
lack 01 pressure,

11'

efforts to promote that climate of obscurity in which the Skyscraper will
flourish. ThiS complex ambition - to stimulate confusion while paying lip
service to clarification - marks the transition between the first, unconSCIOUS phase of Manhattanism and the second, quasl·consCIOus phase.
With the first paragraph of their deliberations, the thinkers of the Regional
Plan establish the ambiguity of their venture: it is to be an investIgation
undertaken with the explicit intention of avoiding its logical conclusion.
"All accept the skyscraper as something which serves human needs,
but judge It differently as to the value of this service. All know that it has
become the dominant feature in the structural composition of large
American cities. But is it also to be the dominant feature in the social
organization of all urban life In America? .. If we attempt to answer
this question we would have had to go deeper than we have dared to go in
the Regional Survey and Plan.... "

This early apology sets the tone: everything may be questioned within
the framework of the Regional Plan, except the Skyscraper, which
remains inviolate. Theory, If there is to be any, will be adapted to the
Skyscraper, not the Skyscraper to the theory.
"We Will have to accept the skyscraper as ineVitable and proceed to
consider how it can be made healthy and beautiful. ...~

QUICKSAND
In the chapter "Magnificence and Limitations of Skyscrapers," the thinkers
of the Regional Plan sink still deeper into the quicksand of theIr own

ambivalence. To secure the Skyscraper's continuing license to create con·
gestion, they embark, ostensibly, on a crusade of decongestion.
~There

are two aspects in which the bold magnificence of New York sky·

scrapers cannot be questioned. The great isolated tower that thrusts
itself into the clouds and is surrounded by open spaces or very low buildings, so that its shadow does no injury to nelghbounng buildings, may
in the hands of an artist be an ennobling structure.
~Secondly.

the mass effect of a mountain of building, such as

IS

obtamed

by looking at lower Manhattan from the wide expanse of the Upper
Bay, is recognized as one of the great wonders of the world as an
artifIcial creation.
"The pity of It is not that the towers are surging upward beyond 800 feet.
but that they are so near to each other; and not that Manhattan has
its artificial mountain ranges, but that they are so compact that they keep
out light and air from their separate units of building.
~The

beauty of both features could have been retained, with more added
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beauty as a result of greater display of individual buildings. had more open
areas been preserved in proportion as greater heights were permitted.
"As It IS , .. more is lost in the closing of the sky between them; in the
consequent dinginess of street and building; in the destruction of many
beautiful low bUildings either by dwarfing them or superseding them;
and

In

want of display of Individual skyscrapers and other buildings that

are worthy to be seen, than is gamed by magnificence of the great

b UI·Id mg masses....""
VENICE

A hundred profound solitudes together constitute the city of Venice. That is
its charm. A model for the men of the future.
- Friedrich Nietzsche

But New York, In addItion to bemg a lot of other things, is a Venice in the
making. and all the ugly paraphernalia by means of which this making is
slowly gomg forward, all the unlovely processes. physical and chemical,
structural and commerc/al, must be recognized and expressed and by the
light of poetiC vision be made a part of Its beauty and romance.

- J. Monroe Hewlett, President, Architectural League of New York,
New York: The Nation's Metropolis
The most precise and literal proposal to solve the problem of congestion
comes from Harvey Wiley Corbett. prominent thinker about Manhattan and
the Skyscraper, and teacher of the younger generation at Columbia
University.
In his scheme for elevated and arcaded walkways (first proposed in 1923),
the entire ground plane of the city - now a chaos of all modes of
transportation -would gradually be surrendered solely to automotive traffic.
Trenches in this plane would allow fast traffiC to rush through the
Metropolis even faster. If cars needed more room agam, the edges of existing
buildings could be set back to create still larger areas for circulation.
On the second story pedestrians walk along arcades carved out of the
buildings. The arcades form a continuous network on both sides of streets
and avenues; bridges provide its continuity. Along the arcades, shops
and other public facilities are embedded in the buildings.
Through this separation, the capacity of the original street

IS

Increased

at least 200 percent, more if the road consumes still larger sections of
the ground plane.
Ultimately, Corbett calculates, the entire surface of the city could be a
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Harvey Wiley Corbett prominent Manhattan
th6QretIClan. after a lifetime of ·visioning."
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Harvey WIley Corbell. Proposals lor Relevlng
T,alllC COOgesl1OO lI'l New Yo<t by Sep,l1almg
Pedesltlans afld VehICular T'afflC. sectIonS
1. Present sotuat,on.
2. forst slep: pedeslnans are removed from
grade level to molle along bndges caotolevered
from the buoldlngs; cars Invade their lorme,

doma.

"Towers on n Hudson River Bridge Between
New York and New Jersey 1975. as visioned
and designed by Harvey WIley Corbett"
·Very modernIzed VenIce" In full operJtion
20 lane streets. pedesf"ans walkIng Irom
"Island" to "Island" 10 a "system of 2,028
solitudes"
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5,.

3. Second step. ·shoWlng Bt.lIldIl1S cut lOS
motor cars mOVIng atxeast - pa'k,ng space for
two on each Side "
4. final stage: 'Pedestnans cross streelS on
o.-erhead brodges and the COt,es of the future
become reoncarnatoons of the Coty of the

lagoons.. _"

single traffic plane, an ocean of cars, increasing the traffic potential
700 percent.
~We

see a city of sidewalks, arcaded within the building lines, and one

story above the present street grade. We see bridges at all corners,
the width of the arcades and with solid railings. We see the smaller parks
of the city (of which we trust there will be many more than at present)
raised to this same side-walk arcade level ... and the whole aspect becomes
that of a very modernized Venice, a city of arcades, plazas and bridges,

with canals for streets, only the canals will not be filled with real water
but with freely flowing motor traffic, the sun glistening on the black tops
of the cars and the buildings reflecting In this waving flood of rapidly
rolling vehicles.
~From

an architectural Viewpoint, and In regard to form, decoration and

proportion. the idea presents all the loveliness, and more, of Venice.
There IS nothing incongruous about It, nothing strange ...."23
Corbett's

~solution"

for New York's traffiC problem is the most blatant

case of disingenUlty in Manhattanlsm's history, Pragmatism so distorted
becomes pure poetry.
Not for a moment does the theOrist intend to relieve congestion; his true
ambition IS to escalate It to such Intensity that It generates - as In a
quantum leap - a completely new condition, where congestion becomes
mysteriously positive.
Far from solving any problems, his proposal is a metaphor that orders
and interprets an otherwise Incomprehensible Metropolis.
With this metaphor, many of Manhattan's latent themes are substantiated:
in Corbett's ~very modernized Venice" each block has become an island
with Its own lighthouse, the Ferrissian phantom "house." The population of
Manhattan - Journeying from block to block - would finally, and literally,
Inhabit a metropolitan archipelago of 2,028 islands of its own making.
CONGESTION

Ferriss, Corbett and the authors of the Regional Plan have invented a
method to deal rationally with the fundamentally irrational.
They know instinctively that it would be SUicide to solve Manhattan's
problems, that they exist by the grace of these problems, that it is their
duty to make its problems, If anything, forever Insurmountable, that the
only solution for Manhattan is the extrapolation of ItS freakish history,
that Manhattan IS the city of the perpetual flight forward.
The planning of these architects-assembled in the Regional Plan
Committee - must be the oPPosite of objective. It consists of the
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Unexpected serenoty III the heart 01 the
Mfltropoll5 to¥<> ,mages 01 Manhattan atter
Corbett'5 metamorphosl5 - "lookIng Down a
Future New York Street on 1975" an<! "General
vIew 01 a cIty !;Quare 5howlng the add,!lonal
po55iblhty or a second level or pede5tnan
Iralll(: al the heIght 01 a ten story 5etback"
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imposition on the explosive substance of Manhattan of a series of metaphoric models - as primitive as they are effiCient - that substitute for
literal organization - impossible in any case - a form of poetic control.
The

"house~

and

"village~

of the 1916 Zoning law, Fernss' "buildings

like mountains" and finally Corbett's Manhattan as a "very modernized
Ven.ce~

together form a deadly serious matrix of frivolIty, a vocabulary

of poetic formulas that replaces traditional objective planning in favor of
a new diSCipline of metaphoric planning to deal with a metropolitan
situation fundamentally beyond the quantifiable.
Congestion itself is the essential condition for realizing each of these

metaphors in the reality of the Grid. Onry congestion can generate the
super· house, the Mega·Viliage, the Mountam and finally the modernized
automotive Venice.
Together, these metaphors are the foundation of a Culture of Congestion,
which is the real enterprise of Manhattan's architects.
CULTURE

The Culture of Congestion proposes the conquest of each block by a
Single structure.
Each BUilding will become a

~house"

- a private realm Inflated to admit

houseguests but not to the point of pretending universality in the spec·
trum of Its offerings. Each "house" will represent a different lifestyle and
different ideology.
On each floor, the Culture of Congestion will arrange new and exhilarating
human activitIes

In

unprecedented combinations. Through Fantastic Tech·

nology it will be possible to reproduce all "situations" - from the most
natural to the most artIficial-wherever and whenever deSired.
Each City wlthm a City will be so unique that it Will naturally attract its
own inhabitants.
Each Skyscraper, reflected in the roofs 01 an endless flow 01 black
limousmes, is an island of the "very modernized

Venice~ -

a system of

2,028 solitudes.
The Culture of Congestion is the culture of the 20th century.

I

1931
In the chili of the crash, Ferriss and Manhattan's theoreticians have
successfully negotiated the transition between Manhattanism's preconscIous phase to a stage of quasi-consciousness. Amid all the signs of
demystiflcation. they have preserved the essential mysteries intact.

\

Now, Manhattan's other architects have an equally delicate rite of
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"modernization" to perform, without succumbing to self·consciousness.
After 11 Beaux·Arts costume balls devoted to nostalgic historical tableaux
("A Pageant of Ancient France;' "The Gardens of Versailles," "Napoleon:'
';Northern Afnca~) that serve as opportunities for the Beaux·Arts graduates
of New York to reconsummate their love affair with French culture, the
backward· looking flow is reversed in 1931, when the orgamzers admit
that the future cannot be delayed forever.
They decide to use the format of the ball this time to probe the Future.
It is an appropriate beginning for 1931.
The Crash _ an enforced break in the previous frenzy of productiondemands new directions. The reservOir of hlstoncal styles

IS

finally

depleted. Vanous versions of Modernism announce themselves with
Increasing urgency.
"Fete Moderne: A Fantasie in Flame and Silver" is the theme for the
12th ball, to be held on January 23, 1931; an invitation to the Beaux·Arts
architects and artists to participate In a collective search for the ~Splnt
of the Age.~
It is research, disgUised as costume ball.
"What is the modern spirit in art? No one knows. It

IS

something toward

which a lot of people are groping and in the course of this groping
interesting and amusing things should be developed... :'
To preclude superficial Interpretations of their theme, the organizers
warn that "the modern spirit in art is not a new recipe lor designing
buildings, sculpture and painted decoration but is a quest for something
more characteristic and more vital as an expression of modern activity
and thought. ...
"In the decoration, as in the costumes, the effect sought is a rhythmic,
vibrant quality expressive of the feverish activity which characterizes
our work and our play, our shop windows and our advertisements, the
froth and the jazz of modern life...."24
Weeks in advance, the public is Informed of this manifesto by a press
release. "The Fete Moderne is to be modernistic. futuristic, cubistic,
altruistic, mystic, architistic and feministic .... Fantasy is the note,
originality will be rewarded ...."2\

VOID
On the night of the ball. 3,000 guests come to the Hotel Astor on Broadway for ;'a program of eventful events and delightful delights." The familiar
Intenor of the hotel has disappeared and is replaced by a pitch black vOid
lhat suggests the infinity of the universe, or that of Ferriss' womb.
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"From the darkness above prismatic lanterns stab the gloom like great
projectiles from the sky...."
Guests, in their two· tone silver- and flame-colored costumes, trace rocket.
like trajectories. Weightless pieces of decor float

In

midair. A "cubistic

main-street" seems a fragment of a future USA distorted by Modernism_
"Futuristic refreshments" - a drink that looks lIke liquid metal- and
~miniature meteorltes~ - roasted marshmallows - are served by silent

servants dressed in black and thus almost inviSIble. Familiar melodies
collide with the sounds of a frantic Metropolis; "the orchestra will be
assisted by nine riveting machines, a three·inch pipe for live·steam, four
ocean-liner whistles, three sledge hammers and a few rock drillers.
The music however will penetrate through all this on account of the modernistic quality of the dissonances.~
Certain subliminal but serious messages float around and can be isolated from the overdose of suggestive information. They remind New
York's architects that thiS ball IS in reality a congress - that thiS ceremony
is Manhattan's counterpart of the ClAM Congress on the other side of
the Atlantic: a delirious grope after the Spirit of the Age and its ImplIcations for their increasingly megalomaniac profession.
~Painted upon a great draped frieze, level With the third balcony, a vague

procession of colossal figures rushes as through space with silver arrows
poised for flight. These are the guards of the void, the inhabitants of the
upper air, charged with the duty of placing some limit upon the vaulting
ambition of our bUilders whose works are soaring ever nearer to the stars.~~

BALLET
Now Manhattan's builders gather in the wings of the small stage to
prepare for the climax of the evening: becoming their own Skyscrapers,
they will perform a "Skyline of New York" ballet.
Like their towers, the men are dressed in costumes whose essential
characteristics are similar; only their most gratuitous features are involved
in fierce competition. Their identical "Skyscraper dresses" taper upward
attempted conformity to the 1916 Zoning Law. Differences occur only at
the top.
In

This agreement is unfair to some of the participants. Joseph H. Freedlander,
who has only designed the four-story Museum of the CIty of New York,
never a Skyscraper, nevertheless prefers the embarrassment of the
shared Skyscraper dress to the alternative of being alone but honest in
his evening costume. His headdress represents the whole building.
Leonard Schultze, designer of the soon-to·be·opened Waldorf-Astoria, has
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Manhattan's 3I'chlte<:ts perlorm "The Skyline
of New York· from Jell A. Stewart Walker as
the fuller BUilding. leonard Schultze as the
new Waldorf,Astorla. Ely Jacques Kahn <IS the
Squibb BUilding, William Van Alen as the
Chrysler BUIlding, Ralph Walker as One Wall
Street, D, E, Ward as the Metropolitan Tower
and Joseph H Freedlander as the Museum 01
the Clly 01 New York - reswrch, disguised
as costume ball
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had to represent that twin tower structure in a single headdress. He has
settled for one.
The elegant top of A. Stewart Walk.er's Fuller Building has so few openings
that faithfulness to its design now condemns its designer to temporary
bllOdness.
The close fit of head- and Sk.yscraper·dress on Ely Jacques Kahn reflects
the nature of his buildings: ne....er straining for dramatic pinnacles, they
are squat mountains.
Ralph Walker appears as One Wart Street, Harvey Wiley Corbett as hiS Bush
Terminal; James O'Connor and John Kilpatrick. are lOse parable as the twin
Beaux-Arts Apartments. Thomas Gillespie has managed the impossible: he
is dressed as a void to represent an unnamed subway station.
Raymond Hood has come as hiS Daily News Building. (He works day
and night on the design of Rock.efeller Center, a project so complex and
"modern" that It would resist translatIon into a Single costume.)

PAROXYSM
OutshinlOg all of these, as 1t has slOce 1929 on the stage of mid·Manhattan,
IS the Chrysler BuildlOg.
Its archItect, WIlliam Van Alen, has spurned the Sk.yscraper dress: his
costume - lIk.e his tower - IS a paroxysm of detail.

~The

enttre costume,

IOcludlng the hat, was of silver metal cloth trimmed With black. patent
leather; the sash and lining were 01 flame-colored silk. The cape, puttees

I

trees from all o....er the world (India, Australia, Philippine Islands, South

I
I

America, Africa, Honduras and North Amenca). These woods were teak.·

I

and cuffs are of fleXible wood, the wood having been selected from

wood, Philippine mahogany. American walnut, African prima vera, South
American prima vera, Huya and Aspen, maple and ebony, lace wood
and Australian silky oak. The costume was made possible by the use of
'Flexwood; a wall material of a thin veneer 01 wood with a fabric back.lOg.
The costume was deSIgned to represent the Chrysler Building, the
characteristic features in the composition being carried out by using the
exact faCSImile of the top of the bUIlding as a headpiece; the vertical
and horizontal lines of the tower were carried oul by the patent leather
bands runnlOg up the front and around the slee....es. The cape embodIed
the design of the fIrst floor elevator doors, using the same woods as
were used in the elevator doors themselves, and the front was a repllca
of the ele....ator doors on the upper floors of the building. The shoulder
ornaments were the eagles' heads appeanng at the 61st·floor setback. of
the building ... ."l1
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This evening is Van Alen's swan song, a brittle triumph, Inconspicuous on
this stage, but undeniable on the Grid at 34th Street, the Empire State
Building already dominates Manhattan's skyline, outranking the Chrysler
by (1,250 _ 1,046 =) 204 feet. It is almost complete now, except for the
shameless airship mooring mast that grows taller every day.

WOMAN
Architecture. espeCially its Manhattan mutation. has been a pursuit
strictly for men. For those aiming at the sky. away from the earth's sur·
face and the natural. there has been no female company.
Yet among the 44 men on the stage, there is a single woman, Miss Edna
Cowan, the ~Basm Girl.~
She carries a basin as an extension of her belly; two taps seem even
further entwmed with her insides. An apparitIon straight from the men's
subconscious, she stands there on the stage to symbolize the entraIls
of architecture, or, more precisely: she stands for the contmuing embar·
rassment caused by the biological functions of the human body that
have proved resistant to lofty aspirations and technological sublimation.
Man's rush to the nth floor is a neck·and·neck race between plumbmg
and abstraction. Like an unwanted shadow, plumbmg will always finish a
close second.

CONTEST
In retrospect it is clear that the laws of the costume ball have governed
Manhattan's architecture.
Only in New York has architecture become the design of costumes that
do not reveal the true nature of repetitive interiors but slip smoothly
into the subconscious to perform their roles as symbols. The costume
ball is the one formal convention In which the desire for individuality and
extreme originality does not endanger collective performance but is
actually a condition for it.
Like the beauty contest, it is a rare format in which collective success
is directly proportionate to the ferocity of individual competition.
New York's architects, by maklOg their Skyscrapers compulsively
competitive, have turned the entire population into a lury, That is the
secret of its contlOuing architectural suspense.
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-The new age IS

_remlllrstlc·: MIss Edna

Cowan as the Basrn Grrl- apparrtlOn strarght
rrom the men's subconscrous_

The Lives of a Block:
The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and
the Empire State Building
A well-planned life should have an effective climax.

_ Paul Slarrett, Changmg the Skyline
SITE
One of the 2.028 blocks defined by the 1811 Commissioners' Plan lies

west of Middle (Fifth) Avenue between 33rd and 34th streets.
The transformations of this one block in a period of less than 150 yearsfrom virgin nature to launching pad of two of Manhattan's most definItIVe
Skyscrapers, the Empire State Building and the Waldorf·Astona Hotelrepresent a summary of the phases of Manhattan's urbanism. featuring
all the strategies, theorems, paradigms and ambitions that sustain
the Inexorable progress of Manhattanism. The layers of Its past occu-

panCies still eXist on the block as an invIsible archaeology, no less
real for being disembodied.
In 1799 John Thompson acquires (for $2,500) 20 acres of wilderness-

~fertile, partly wooded and eminently suitable for the raising of various
produce" _ to cultivate as farmland. He bUilds ~a new and convenient
house, barn and several out-houses."28
In 1827 the Site ends up, via two other owners, in the possession of
William B. Astor for $20,000.
The Astors' myth is young and fresh. "From the humblest beginnings,
John Jacob Astor (William B.'s father) lifted himself upward and placed
his family at the topmost peak of wealth, of influence, of power, of social
importance ...."
Myth meets Block when William B. bUilds the first Astor Mansion on the
new property. Only five stories tall, it represents a monument of social
climbing that "fixes the seal of perpetual prestige on the famous site." Its
emanations make the corner one of New York's major attractions.
"Many an arriving immigrant looked on the Astor Mansions as a promise
of what America might yield to him, too. through work and energy and
through determination ... ." 'n
SPLIT

William B. Astor dies.
The block is divided between branches of his family that quarrel.
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First Waldorf·Astor... Hotel: Waldor1 built In
1893. Astoria (taller part) three years later_
-a distInctIve change on the Urban Civ,hzatlOO
of AmerlCil."

grow apart and finally stop communicating altogether. But they still
share the block.
In the 1880s the 33rd Street corner carries the origmal Astor Mansion.
now Inhabited by grandson William Waldorf Astor; the other Fifth Avenue
corner accommodates the almost Identical residence of his cousin Jacob
Astor. Separated by a walled garden, the cousins are not on speakmg
terms. The spirit of the block is split.
Toward the mneties, William Waldorf Astor decides to go to England.
A new destmy awaits his half of the block.

AURA
Throughout the century, the aura of the Astor Mansions has attracted
an assembly of similar residences; the block has become the heart of
Manhattan's more desIrable area, its famous Astor ballroom the epIcenter
of New York's high society.
But now Astor and his advisers sense

~that an extraordmary growth

would take place In the ranks of society - the rich were springing up, m
the East and West alike, like mushrooms after a rain - that a qUicker
tempo would infect the life In the city ... that the nineties were ushering
10 a whole new era."30
In a slOgle gesture, he exploits both the old cachet and the Imminence of
new times: the house Will be replaced by a hotel, but a hotel that will
remalO, 10 Astor's instructions, "a house ... with as little of the typically
hotel features 10 evidence as humanly possible,~ so that it can preserve
the Astor aura.
For Astor, the destruction of a structure does not preclude the preserva·
tion of its spirit; with his Waldorf he IOjects the concept of reincarnation
into architecture.
After finding a manager to run the new type of "house"-George Boldt,
"a man who could stand on the blueprint plan of a hotel and see the
folks come piling in the front doors" - Astor finally leaves for England.
Further suggestions for the hotel arrive by cable _architecture in Morse
code. The 20th century IS approaching.

TWIN
As soon as the l3·story Waldorf is finished, Boldt diverts hiS attention
to the other half of the block. He knows that he can only realize the full
potential of location and site by reunltlOg the two halves.
After years of negotiations he convlOces Jacob Astor to sell. Now the
Astoria, postponed twlO of the Waldorf, can be built. (In secret anticipation
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Boldt has already counteracted the slope of Fifth Avenue and "caused the
main floor of the Waldorf to be set high enough to come just even with
the pavement of Thlrty·fourth Street .... It meant that the ground floor of
the combined hotels could be at an absolute single leveL")
In 1896, three years after the opening of the Waldorf, the 16-story Astoria
IS completed. On the ground floor its dominant feature is Peacock Alley,
an interior arcade that runs parallel to 34th Street for more than 300 feet,
from an interior carriage driveway to the Rose Room on Fifth Avenue.
On the ground floor the two hotels are joined by shared facilIties that
puncture the dividing wall: the two-story Palm Room, a branch of Peacock
Alley, kitchens. On the second and third floors are the Ballroom - demo·
cratlc enlargement of the famous Astor ballroom - and the Astor Gallery,

"

"an almost exact replica of the historic Soubise ballroom m Pans."
The transplantations from the Astor mansions -literal or merely by
nomenclature - suggest that the Waldorf·Astoria is conceived by its
promoters as a haunted house, rife with the ghosts of its predecessors.
To construct a House haunted by its own past and those of other build·
ings: such is the Manhattanlst strategy lor the production of vicarious
history, "age" and respectability. In Manhattan the new and revolutionary
is presented, always, in the false light of familiarity.
CAMPAIGN

As Wilham Waldorf Astor intended, the "very coming [of the united hotels]
seemed to mark a distinctIve change in the Urban Civilization of

Amenca.~

In spite of the reassurance of its iconographies, the program of the new
hotel involves it in a campaign to change and manipulate the SOCial
patterns of the new Metropolis by offering services that implicitly attack
the domain of the individual household to the point where they challenge
ItS reason for bemg.
To those without the space at their apartments, the Waldorf·Astoria offers
modern accommodation for entertamment and social functions; and to
those encumbered with mansions, the sophisticated services that liberate

I

their energies from the logistics of running a small private palace.
Day after day the Waldorf pulls society from ItS hiding places to what

1

becomes in effect a colossal collective salon for exhibiting and introducing new urban manners (such as women alone - yet clearly respec·
table - smokmg in public).
As it becomes, in a few years, "the accepted scene of a great variety
of concerts, dances, suppers and theatrical

entertainments,~ the

Waldorf·

AstOria can claim to be Manhattan's social center of gravity, "a semi·
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-AND NOW-the EMPIRE STATE, an office

New waldorlAstona as relfll:aroallon of the
old. "pICtured by Lloyd Morgan.'

budding. taking Its Ioiocal pl)SltlOn on

this slle"; final Skyscraper rendered as
summation of all prevIOUs occupancieS of

the block (advt!.I,sement).

public institution designed for furnIshing the prosperous residents of the
New York metropolitan district with all of the luxuries of urban life."
Block makes good: in the twentres the Waldorf-Astoria has become Rthe
UnoffiCial Palace of New York."
DEATH

But two parallel tendenCies announce the death of the hotel, or at least

I

the end of Its material being.
The Waldorf has instigated a paradoxical tradition of the last word (In

I

creature comfort, supportive technologies, decor, entertainments, metro·

I

politan lifestyles, etc.) which, to preserve itself, is forced continuously to
self·destruct, eternally to shed Its latest Incarnation. Any architectural

,I

container that fixes It to a site degenerates sooner or later into a battery
of outdated technical and atmospheric apparatus that prevents the hasty
surrender to change that IS the tradItion's raison d'etre.
After barely 20 years of confident existence the twin hotel is abruptly
diagnosed - by a consensus of commercial Intuition and public opinionas "old:' unfit to accommodate true modernity.
In 1924 Boldt and his partner, Lucius Boomer, propose gradually to
~reconstruct

the Waldorf.Astofia and make It vastly more

modern.~

Over

the Astor Court - a crevICe that separates the hotel from the other
occupants of the block - their architects design "a vaulted roof of glass
and steel ... creating one of the most magnificent arcades In all New
York.")' The Ballroom is enlarged to twice ItS original size.
The final remedy is to perform cosmetic surgery on the older part of the
twin, so that the Waldorf reaches the same height as the Astoria. But
each proposal IS an additional argument for the hotel's death warrant.
LIBERATION

The real problem of the Waldorf·Astona is that It is not a Skyscraper.
The more the hotel's success enhances the value of the block, the more
urgent It becomes to realize a definitive structure that is at once: a
new Incarnation of the idea of the Waldorf as defined by William Waldorf
Astor-a colossal "house" with the preserved atmosphere of a private
mansion - and a Skyscraper that reaps the financial harvest allowed by
the Zoning Law.
In drawings, the block is now contested by two equally phantasmagorical
occupants: the first, the fInal Skyscraper that strives, almost beyond
the control of man, toward the full exploitation of the 1916 model; and
the second, the re·relncarnatlon of the Waldorf Idea.
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The first Image is drawn as culmination of a sequence of occupanclesfrom virgin nature to Thompson's farm, to the Astor Mansions, to
the Waldorf.Astoria Hotel, to finally, the Empire Slate. It suggests that
the model for Manhattan's urbanism is now a form of architectural
cannibalism: by swallowing Its predecessors, the final building accumu·
lates all the strengths and spirits of the prevIous occupants of
the site and, 10 ItS own way, preserves their memory.
The second draWing suggests that the spirit of the Waldorf will, once
more, survive physical destruction to reappear triumphantly on another
location In the Grid.
The Empire State Building IS the last manifestation of Manhattanlsm as
pure and thoughtless process, the climax of the subconSCIouS Manhattan.
The Waldorf is the first full realization of the conscious Manhattan. In any
other culture the demolition of the old Waldorf would have been a phills,
tine act of destruction, but

In

the Ideology of ManhattaOism It constitutes

a double liberallon: while the site is freed to meet ItS evolutionary des·
tiny, the Idea of the Waldorf is released to be redesIgned as the example
of an expliCIt Culture of Congestion.

PROGRAM
The Empire State Building IS to be "a skyscraper surpassing

In

height

anything ever constructed by man; surpassing in ItS simple beauty any
Skyscraper ever deSigned, meeting in the interior arrangements the most
exacting requirements of the most critical tenant. .. :'J2
The program, as described by William F. Lamb, its architect, is so rudimen·
tary as to become epigrammatic. "[It) was short enough - a fixed budget, no space more than 28 feet from window to corridor, as many stones
and as much space as possible, an exterior of limestone, and completion by May 1931. which meant a year and six months from the beginning
of sketches ....
"The logic of the plan is very simple. A certain amount of space in the
center, arranged as compactly as possible, contains the vertical circulation,
toilets, shafts and corridors. Surrounding this is a perimeter of office
space 28 feet deep. The sizes of the floors diminish as the elevators
decrease In number. In essence there is a pyramid of non·rentable space
surrounded by a pyramid of rentable space.~33
TRUCK
While the Empire State is being planned, the European avant·garde is
expenmentlng with automatic Writing, a surrender to the process of
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writing unhindered by the author's critical apparatus.
The Empire State Building is a form of automatic architecture, a sensuous
surrender by its collective makers - from the accountant to the plumberto the process of bUIlding.
The Empire State is a bUilding with no other program than to make a
fmancial abstraction concrete -that IS, to exist. All the episodes of
its construction are governed by the unquestIonable laws of automatism.
After the sale of the block there is a dreamlike ceremony of desecra.
tlon, a performance for Truck and Hotel. ~Promptly follOWing the first
announcement a motor-truck [was It driverless?] drove through the Wide
door which had receIVed presidents and princes, rulers of states and
uncrowned kings and queens of society. The truck, like a roaring invader,
thrust Its great bulk into the lobby, where surely such an Invader had never
been seen before. It churned across the floor, then turned and roared
down 'Peacock Alley,' down that proud cOrridor lined with gold mirrors and
velvet draperies.
~The

end of the Waldorf had come.~j.O

SAW

On October I, 1929, demolition IS formally begun. A second ~act" is
performed, thIS one for two gentlemen and a saw. With crowbars they
dislodge the topmost stone of the cornIce.
The destruction of the Waldorf IS planned as part of the construction.
Fragments that are useful remain, such as the elevator cores that now
reach Into the as yet Immaterial floors of the Empire State: "We salvaged
four passenger elevators from the old building and installed them in
temporary positions in the new framework."J~
Those parts that do not serve any purpose are carted off in trucks and
loaded on barges. Five miles beyond Sandy Hook, the Waldorf is dumped
in the sea.
The dream's outrageousness activates dormant nightmares: might the
building's heaviness make it disappear through the earth? No _ "Empire
State is not a new load placed on bedrock. Instead, the inert load of
earth and stones put there by Nature has been dug away and a useful
load in the form of a burJding has been placed there by man."
DREAMPLANNING

According to the logic of automatism, workers on the site are described
as passive, almost ornamental presences.

~lt was, as Shreve the architect said, like an assembly line plaCing the
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-Me'>Sl'S. Raskob and South begon to demolish

the Waldorf

-

·'As " by mag'c, theIr supplies ~ppeafed at
the,r elbows.
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"A dream well-planned., -

same matenals m the same relationship over and over....
"So perfect was the planning, so exact the fulfillment of schedule that
workmen scarcely had to reach out for what they next required. As If by
magic, their supplies appeared at their elbows ...."
Since the base of Empire State occupies the entire site, all new supplies
vanish inside the building, which now seems to generate itself, feeding
on the never· ending stream of materials that arrive with split·second
regularity.
At one point the "velocity~ of this automatiC archItecture reaches 14Y2
stories m ten days.
The cladding joins the frame: "On each floor, as the steel frame climbed
higher, a miniature railroad was bUilt, with sWitches and cars, to carry
supplies. A perfect timetable was published each morning. At every
minute of the day the builders knew what was gOIng up on each of the
elevators, to which height it would rise and which gang of workers would
use it. On each floor, the operators of everyone of the small trains of
cars knew what was coming up and where it would be needed.
"Down below, in the streets, the drivers of the motor trucks worked on
similar schedules. They knew, each hour of every day, whether they were
to bring steel beams or bncks, wllldow frames or blocks of stone, to
Empire State. The moment of departure from a strange place, the length
of time allowed for moving through traffic and the precIse moment of
arrival were calculated, scheduled and fulfIlled With absolute preciSion.
Trucks did not wait, derricks and elevators did not swing idle, men
did not watt.
"With perfect teamwork, Empire State was built."
Pure product of process, Empire State can have no content. The budding
;s sheer envelope.
"The skin is all, or almost all. Empire State will gleam In all .ts pristine
beauty, for our children's children to wonder at. ThiS appearance comes
from the use of chrome·nickel steel, a new alloy that never tarnishes,
never grows dull.
"The disflgurmg shadows whIch so often come from deeply recessed
windows, to mar the Simple beauty of line, m Empire State are aVOided by
settmg the windows, III thin metal frames, flush with the outer wall. Thus,
not even shadows are allowed to break the upward sweep of the tower, .. ,"
After the building is finished, all participants wake up and look at the
structure, WhICh, inexplicably, does not go away.
"Empire State seemed almost to float, like an enchanted fairy tower, over
New York. An edifice so lofty, so serene, so marvelously SImple, so

RendezvouS WIth destiny: the airship meets its
metropolitan IighlhoUse.

Empire State BUilding. detalls
ot airshIp moonng mast.
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luminously beautiful, had never before been imagmed. One could look
back on a dream weli-planned."J6
But exactly its character of dream, of automatic architecture, prevents it
from being also an example of the ccnquest of the Automonument by
higher forms of culture.
It was and is, hterally, thoughtless.
Its ground floor is all elevator; there is no place left between the shafts
lor metaphor.
The upper floors too are strictly bUSiness, for 80,000 people. Maybe a
businessman finds himself puzzled by its grandiosity; secretaries gaze at
vistas never before seen by man.
AIRSHIP

Only at the lop is there symbolism.
"At the eighty-sixth floor level is the observation tower, a sixteen story
extension shaped like an inverted test·tube, buttressed by great flankmg
corner piers ...."1'
It is also an airship mOOring mast and thus resolves Manhattan's paradOXical status as a city of landlocked lighthouses.
Only an airship could select its favorite harbor among all Manhattan's
needles and actually dock to make the metaphOrical literal once more.
DISPLACEMENT

Meanwhile, dUring its short period of displacement, the concept of the
Waldorf continues to eXist in the form of rights to its name, owned by
lucius Boomer, Its last manager. It is left to him to reformulate the
tradition of the fast word, to plan and design the Waldorf's reappearance

as the first Skyscraper fully conquered by social activity.
For over a century, Manhattan's lifestyle avant·garde has wandered from
type to type in search of ideal accommodation. "In the beginning. private
and detached houses were the only available reSidences for well· to-do
New Yorkers. Then came the famous Brownstones, which were some·
times 'two· family' affairs: then the day of the flats arrived. Flats went up
In the social scale and became 'apartments.' Next, because of their
economic advantages, real or fancied, cooperative apartments had their
day of favor. There then followed the vogue for Duplex apartments. With
large rooms for entertaining purposes and many facilities of living that
had previously been unknown... :'33
The stages of thIS quest correspond to ever greater accumulatIOns of individual units that. however combined. do not surrender their independence.
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But as the Culture of Congestion reaches Its zenith 10 the early thirties,
a fmal homecommg IS imminent.
The model of the hotel undergoes a conceptual overhaul and is invested
with a new experimental ambition that creates Manhattan's defmitive

unit of habitation, the ResIdential Hotel- place where the inhabitant is
his own houseguest, Instrument that liberates Its occupants for total
involvement in the rituals of metropolitan life.
By the early thirties, what used to be everyday life has reached a
unique level of refinement, complexity and theatricality. Its unfolding
requires elaborate mechanical and decorative support systems that
are uneconomical in the sense that peak use of decor, space, personnel,
gadgetry and artifacts is only sporadic, while their idle presence is
detrimental to the optimum experience of privacy.
In addition, this infrastructure IS perpetually threatened with obsolescence by the pressure of fashion -of change as index of Progress-which
results inevitably in a growing aversion to make household investments.
The Residential Hotel transcends this dilemma by separating the private
and public functions of the individual household and then bringing each
to ItS own logical conclusion 10 a different part of the Mega·House.
In such a hotel, "patrons, whether permanent or transient, could avail
themselves not only of the usual living facilities In an ultramodern hotel
but, In addition, of services that might readily enable them to expand
and supplement their own hvmg quarters, and so arrange for the occa·
sional entertainment of their friends on an elaborate scale ...."3')

COMMUNE
Such a unit of habitation IS in effect a commune.
Its inhabitants pool their investments 10 finance a collective infrastruc·
ture for the "method of modern IIvmg."
Only as a commune can they afford the machinery to sustain the expen·
sive and strenuous tradition of the last word.
By the same logic the hotel also becomes the shared headquarters of
clubs and organizations that do not have their own accommodations.
Freed from overhead, they can reconstitute themselves at regular inter·
vals With maximum splendor at mmimal cost.
With the development of the Residential Hotel. the metaphor implied by
the 1916 Zoning Law fmally comcides With the mtenor program: the
Skyscraper as smgle unit of the Mega-Village. The phantom envelope of
1916 can become a single metropolitan household.
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PROBLEM

"A problem of planning indeed was the new Waldorf.Astona. combining ...
a transient hotel, an apartment house, a great ballroom and entertain·
ment layout, a garage for private railroad cars (off the New York Central
tracks), various exhibition rooms and everything one can think of, the
whole thing mounting to forty stories....
~The

architects' job was to plan the greatest hotel of all time, a structure

designed to take care of dozens of functions at the same moment, leaving
any of the house guests who weren't invited to a certain party quite
ignorant of such an affair going on right under their noses ..

,.~OO

Its site does not really exist: the entire hotel is built on steel columns

wedged between the railroad tracks. It occupies a whole block, 200 by
600 feet, between Park and Lexmgton avenues and 49th and 50th streets.
Its silhouette closely follows the Ferrissian envelope, even if It has two
pinnacles instead of one, an echo of its ongms in the two Astor Mansions
on 34th Street.
The lowest floors contain three layers of entertamment and public faclli·
ties, each the size of the original block, subdivided mto circles, ovals,
rectangles and squares: Roman baths without water.
The hotel guests are housed in the four lower flanges, which reach
hallway to the top. The permanent residents live in the Waldorf Towers,
accessible through a private mid block tunnel.
SOLITUDES

The three lowest floors of the Waldorf form one of the most elaborate
manifestations yet of Manhattan's concept of a modern Venice.
Even though all their spaces are easily accessible, they are not exactly
public; they form a sequence of theatncal "living

rooms~-an

interior for

the Waldorf's houseguests that admits visitors but excludes the general
population. These livmg rooms constitute one of the bloated private
realms that together form Manhattan's Venetian system of solitudes.
The first floor, the Piano Nobile level, is a maze of circulation
there should be no end to

clrculation~)'l

(~for

truly,

that leads to the Sert Room-

"favorite of New York's most interesting people ... decorated with murals
that show episodes of Don

Quichotte~

- the Norse Grill- ~a rustIC

Scandmavlan space with a mural that marks the location of all sports
activities in the greater New York

area~'l

- the Empire Room, the

Jade Room, the Blue Room and the Rose Room.
The thIrd floor is a system of interconnectmg larger spaces culmmatmg
in a colossal ballroom that is also a theater.
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New Waldorf Astona, plans of typical
Waldorf Towers floor, tYPICal holel sector
floor, first floor and ground HoOf.

The two are separated by a layer of utilitarian faciJities- kitchens,
lockers, offices.
All floors are punctured by 16 passenger elevators,

In

a configuration

that reflects the plan of the towers, and an additional 15 elevators for
employees and freight. (One of the cars IS large enough - 20 by 8 feetto take a limousine to the center of the ballroom for the yearly auto.
mobile exhibit.)
To complement the cavellke lower floors, other facilities are placed
near the extremities of the Mountain, such as the Starlight Roof on the
18th floor, which offers a sudden communication with the elements.
~The entire ceiling can be rolled back by means of electrical machinery..

A tropical background of decoration, plants, flowers, pink flamingos
suggests tropical flonda ....""j

HISTORY
The Waldorf's theme of reincarnation is rem forced by the transplantation
of Peacock Alley from the old Waldorf and by a nomenclature that repeats
the old Waldorf's famous names, transfernng to the new building their
accumulated memOries and associations. Thus, parts of the new Waldorf
are famous before they have even been bUilt.
Apart from the "histOriC" names, actual fragments and memorabilia from
the old Waldorf, rescued from the demolition on 34th Street, are reassembled in the new Mountain to ensure further atmospheric continuity.
More "history" IS bought all over the globe by mterior decorators who
reconstruct their trophies In appropriate locations throughout the new
structure: the disintegratIOn of Europe prOVides ample material for the
assembly of Manhattan's interiors.
"In the early planning of the Waldorf·Astoria, Basl1don Park. England, was
about to be dismantled .... Following a visit by Mr. Boomer negotiations
were begun, which ended in the purchase of the beautifully painted and
decorated salon." It is reconstituted on the ballroom floor.
Similar transplants-they cause a busy transatlantic traffic of dismantled
mantelpieces-are inserted in the towers, where "floors alternate in mod.
ifled French and English styles of decoration, while some of the terraced
suites have been decorated and furnished in contemporary style ....~4'

TENTACLES
Its nonexistent site forces the Waldorf's designer to rethink a number of
hotel-planning conventions.
Since the railroad IS unwilling to give up parts of its tracks, the hotel is
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without a basement, the traditional location for services such as kitchens
and laundry. These facilities are therefore atomized and scattered
throughout the structure in optimal locations for serving the farthest
reaches of the building.
Instead of a kitchen, the Waldorf has a system of kitchens. The main
station is located on the second floor; ~from there octopus·like
tentacles ,n the form of service pantries were extended in all directions
providing contact with all the Rooms and innumerable private diOlng
rooms on the 3rd and 4th floors." On the 19th floor, in the residential
part, IS a Home Kitchen where all the cooking is done by women.
~Suppose that you want a dinner In your own language? Instead of the
exotic masterpiece of a French chef, you may pine for your country ham
and eggs, or Vermont cakes and maple syrup.... It was for that reason
that I put a home kitchen In the Waldorf. There are times that we all long
for everyday food, so for Instance If you wake up feeling hungry for chicken
dumplings, or cherry pie, you simply call the American kitchen....".1
The concept of Room Service IS also elevated. For the benefit of those
guests who choose to remain in the tower rather than descend to the
liVing floors, It is transformed rnto a transcendental service that offers
each visitor a choice between remaining a provincial or becoming a
cosmopolite without ever leaVing his room.
All these services are orchestrated and coordinated by means of the
telephone, which becomes an extension of the architecture. ~The volume
of telephone calls and special services rendered by telephone to the
Waldorf's guests requires equipment that is extensive enough to serve a
city with a population of more than 50,000... ."1.4
Through all these revolutionary arrangements and the facilities that "take
care of elaborate private or public functions - balls, banquets. expositions.
concerts, theatrical performances - all of them in self·contained spaces
that indude halls, theater, restaurants, cloakrooms, dance floors, etc.," the
Waldorf· Astoria becomes "the social and civic center which it is today...."47
Manhattan's first Skyscraper House.
MOVIE

In the thirties _ when the second Waldorf is being built - the "Hotel"
becomes Hollywood's favorite subject.
In a sense, it relieves the scriptwriter of the obligatIon of inventing a plot.
A Hotel Is a plot _ a cybernetic UOlverse with its own laws generating
random but fortUitous collisions between human beings who would never
have met elsewhere. It offers a fertile cross section through the

'"
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population, a richly textured interface between social castes, a held for
the comedy of clashing manners and a neutral background of routine
operations to gIVe every Incident dramatic relief.
With the Waldorf, the Hotel itself becomes such a movie, featunng
the guests as stars and the personnel as a discreet coaUailed chorus
of extras .
.B)/lakln.s a room In the hotel, a guest bUyS his way into an ever·expandlng
scnpt, aCQUiring the nght to use all the decors ana' ttl expl\1l\" N'i'1(;' p\~e·
fabncated opportunities to interact with all the other ·'stars."

The movie begins at the revolving door ~ symbol of the unhmlted sur·
prises of coincidence; then subplots are Instigated in the darker recesses
IO
of the lower floors, to be consummated - vIa an elevator eplsodethe upper regIons of the building. Only the territory of the block frames
all stones and lends them coherence.

EPIC
Together. the cast performs an abstract epic entitled Opportunity.
Emancipation. Acceleration.
One (SOCIological) subplot describes a careenst's shortcut to the toP
through a stay In the Hotel. "1 would invest my savings In hVlng at the
Waldorf and doing my utmost to rub shoulders WIth the financial and
business great. .. ' This was the best Investment I have ever made In my
48
n
life," confides Forbes, the future tycoo .
In another part of the intrigue women guests are freed to pursue careers

by the Hotel's takeover of all the annoyances and responsibilities of
housekeeping, which leads to an accelerated liberation that baffles the
males, suddenly surrounded by "hyper-emancipated creatures."
"The bluer their eyes, the more they know about Einstein's theory and
you can depend upon a clinging vine to give you the real lowdown on the
d ·lese I engine .. ,."'~
In a more romantic story, the boy next door becomes the man on
the floor above, his tap dancing an indispensable medium of Skyscraper
communication _ a Morse code of the heart performed by the feet.

cow

Until 1800 real cows grazed on the site of the first Waldorf.
A hundred years later, the pressure of popular demand Invests the
concept of the cow with a technical dimension. producing the
InexhaustIble Cowan Coney Island: stiff and lifeless, but effective In its
production of an endless flow of milk.

Thirty-five years later still, the Waldorf witnesses the final (re)appearance

il

of the concept Cow, in one of the Hotel's most ambitious subplots.
Gossip columnist Elsa Maxwell- a self·descnbed

~hotel pilgnm~ -

has

lived In the Waldorf Towers since their opening. To cultivate her
connections, she organizes a yearly party somewhere in the building.
Because she likes to test the management, the theme of each of these
events is chosen to be as incompatIble as possible with the existing
Interiors. In fact, Uthe vain, mad endeavor to break down Captain Willy"
(who is

In

charge of the Waldorf's Banquet Department) becomes, after

a while, "the only reason for the continUing and ever·growlng extrava·
gance of my costume balls ...."
In 1935, when her favorite Starlight Roof is already reserved and only
the Jade Room - a somber modern Intenor that reminds her of the
Temple of Karnak near Luxor - is available, Maxwell sees her chance to
ask the impossible.
"'Captain Willy, In this Jade Ballroom I am going to give a farmyard party,
a barn dance.
H'I am gOing to have trees With real apples on them, even if the apples

have to be pinned on. I'm gOing to cover those enormous chandeliers
with hayricks. I'm gOing to have clotheslines stretched across the ceiling
on which the family wash will be hung. I'm going to have a beer well.
I'm going to have stalls with sheep, real cows, donkeys, geese, chickens
and pigs and a hIllbIlly band ... .'
"'Yes, Miss Maxwell: said Captain Willy. 'Certainly.'
"To my surprise, I blurted out, 'Impossible. How are you gOlOg to get live
animals to the third floor of the Waldorf?'
'''We can have felt shoes made for the animals,' said Captain Willy firmly.
A Mephistopheles in coat-taIls ... ,"'>0
The centerpiece of Maxwell's party IS Molly the Moet Cow, a cow that milks
champagne on one side and whiskey and soda on the other.
Maxwell's farm completes a cycle: the super·reflned mfrastructure of the
hotel, its architectural ingenUity, all ItS accumulated technologies
together ensure that In Manhattan the last word IS the same as the first.
But it is only one of many last words.
A haunted house such as the Waldorf IS not simply the end product of
a long pedigree, but even more Its sum, the simultaneous eXlstenceon a single location, at a single point In time - of all its "lost" stages.
It was necessary to destroy those early manifestatlons

In

order to

preserve them. In Manhattan's Culture of Congestion, destruction is
another word for preservation.
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Def initive Insta bi Iity:
The Downtown Athletic Club
We in New York celebrate the black mass of Materialism.
We are concrete.

We have a body.
We have

sex.

We are male to the core.
We dlvinize matter, energy. motion, change.

- BenJamm de Casseres. Mlffors of New York

APOTHEOSIS

The Downtown Athletic Club stands on the bank of the Hudson River
near Battery Park, the southern tiP of Manhattan. It occupies a lot "varying
from 77 feet wide on Washington Street to 78 feet 8 inches wide on West
Street wit h a depth of 179 feet 1 1/, inches between streets ...."~l
Built

In

1931, its 38 stories reach a height of 534 feet. Large abstract

patterns of glass and brick make its exterior inscrutable and almost indistinguishable from the conventional Skyscrapers around It.
This serenity hides the apotheosis of the Skyscraper as Instrument of the
Culture of Congestion.
The Club represents the complete conquest- floor by floor - of the Skyscraper by social activity; with the Downtown Athletic Club the Amencan
way of life. know-how and initiative definitively overtake the theoretical
lifestyle modifications that the various 20th·century European avantgardes have been insistently proposing, without ever managing to
impose them.
In the Downtown Athletic Club the Skyscraper is used as a Constructivist
Social Condenser: a machine to generate and intensify desirable forms
of human intercourse.

TERRITORIES
In only 22 years the speculations of the 1909 theorem have become
reality In the Downtown Athletic Club: it IS a senes of 38 supenmposed
platforms that each repeat, more or less, the original area of the site,
connected by a battery of 13 elevators that forms the north wall of the
structure.
To the finanCial Jungle of Wall Street, the Club opposes a complementary
program of hyper·refined civilization. in which a full spectrum of facilities-ali ostensibly connected with athletics-restores the human body.

Downtown Athletlli.
re :tangle. repeatel

Downtown AthletIc Club, 1931 (Sliurett & Van
Vleck, archlte<:t: Duncan Hunter, aswclate
architect) Successlul lobotomy made thIs
apotheosis 01 the Skyscraper as instrument of
revolutionary metropolitan culture almost
Indlstmgulshable Irom surrounding Towers.

~"lown

AthletIC Club, slle plan: a small
ngle, repealed 38 lImes.
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The lowest floors are equipped for relatively conventional athletic pursuits:
squash and handball courts, poolrooms, etc., all sandwiched between
locker rooms. But then ascent through the upper layers of the structurewith Its Implied approximation of a theoretical

~peak"

condition -leads

through terri tones never before tread upon by man.
Emerging from the elevator on the ninth floor, the visitor finds himself
In a dark vestibule thai leads directly Into a locker room that occupies
the center of the platform, where there IS no daylight. There he undresses,
puts on boxing gloves and enters an adjoining space equipped with a
multitude of punching bags (occasionally he may even confront a human
opponent).
On the southern side. the same locker room IS also serviced by an oyster
bar with a

~lew

over the Hudson RIVer.

Eatmg oysters with boxing gloves, naked, on the nth floor - such IS the
~plot"

of the mnth story, or, the 20th century in actIOn.

In a further escalatlon, the tenth floor

IS de~oted

to preventive medicine.

On one side of a lavish dressing lounge an array of body· manipulation
facilities is arranged around a Turkish bath: sections for massage and

a

,th floor:
naked, on

rubbing, an eight-bed station for artificial sunbathing, a ten·bed rest 109
area. On the south face, six barbers are concerned with the mysteries
of masculine beauty and how to bnng it out.
But the southwest corner of the floor IS the most explicitly medical: a
special facility that can treat five patients at the same time. A doctor
here is In charge of the process of ~Colonic IrrigatIOn": the Insertion into
the human intestines of synthetiC bacterial cultures that rejuvenate
man by improving his metabolism.
This final step brings the sequence of mechanical interference with
human nature, initiated by such apparently Innocent attractions as Coney
Island's Barrels of Love, to a drastic conclusion,
On the 12th floor a swimming pool occupies the full rectangle; the elevators lead almost directly into the water. At night, the pool IS illuminated
only by ItS underwater lighting system, so that the entire slab of water,
with its frenetic SWimmers, appears to float in space, suspended between
the electric scintillation of the Wall Street towers and the stars reflected
in the Hudson.
Of all the floors. the Intenor golf course - on the seventh - is the most
extreme undertaking: the transplantation of an "English" landscape
of hills and valleys, a narrow river that curls across the rectangle. green
grass, Irees, a bfldge, all real, but taxldermized In the literal realization
of the "meadows aloW announced by the 1909 theorem. The interior

I

000000

Downtown AthletIC Club. 12th 11000': sWlmmong
pool at nIght

~ FL(lC)R..
'10..

Downtown AthletIC Club. plan 01 tenth ll00r.

-

Downtown AthletIc Club. seventh tloor: intenor
golf course.

•

,c

I~

I

•

• •
• •
Downtown AthletIC Club. plan of 17th floor:
,nlerlOl' rool garden WIth metropolitan verandas.

golf course is at the same time obliteration and preservation: haVing
been extirpated by the Metropolis, nature IS now resurrected inside the
Skyscraper as merely one of its infinite layers, a technical service that
sustains and refreshes the Metropolitanltes in their exhausting eXistence.
The Skyscraper has transformed Nature Into Super·Nature.
From the first to the twelfth floors, ascent Inside the Downtown Athletic
Club has corresponded to increased subtlety and unconventionality of the
"programs" offered on each platform. The next five floors are devoted to
eating, resting and socializing: they contain dining rooms-with a variety
of privacies - kitchens, lounges, even a library. After their stringent work·
outs on the lower floors. the athletes - puritanical hedonists to a man are finally in condition to confront the opposite sex-women-on a small
rectangular dance floor on the 17th-story roof garden.
From the 20th to the 35th floors, the Club contains only bedrooms.
"The plan is of primary importance, because on the floor are performed
all the activities of the human

occupants";~2 that

IS how Raymond Hood-

the most theoretical of New York's architects-has defined Manhattan's
version of functionalism distorted by the demands and opportunities
of density and congestion.
floor

In the Downtown Athletic Club each "plan" is an abstract composition
of activities that describes, on each of the synthetic platforms, a different "performance" that is only a fragment of the larger spectacle of
the Metropolis.
In an abstract choreography, the building's athletes shuttle up and down
between Its 38 "plots" - in a sequence as random as only an elevator
man can make it - each equipped with techno· psychic apparatus for the
men's own redesign.
Such an architecture IS an aleatory form of "planning" life Itself:

In

the

fantastic juxtaposition of its activities, each of the Club's floors is a
separate Installment of an Infinitely unpredictable intrigue that extols the
complete surrender to the definitive instability of life in the Metropolis.
INCUBATOR

With its first 12 floors accessible only to men, the Downtown Athletic
Club appears to be a locker room the size of a Skyscraper, definitive
manifestation of those metaphysics - at once spiritual and carnal- that
protect the American male against the corrosion of adulthood. Bul in

"

randas.

fact, the Club has reached the POint where the nohon of a

~peak"

condition transcends the physical realm to become cerebral.
It is not a locker room but an Incubafor for adults, an instrument thai

permits the members - too impatient to await the outcome of evolutionto reach new strata of maturity by transforming themselves into new
beings, this time according to their individual designs.
Bastions of the antinatural, Skyscrapers such as the Club announce the
imminent segregation of mankind into two tnbes: one of Melropolilanilesliterally self· made ~ who used the full potential of the apparatus of
Modernity to reach unique levels of perfection, the second simply the

remainder of the traditional human race.
The only price Its locker-room graduates have to pay for their collective
narCISSism IS that of sterility. Their self· induced mutations are not repro·
duclble in future generations.
The bewitchment of the Metropolis stops at the genes; they remain the
flnat stronghold of Nature.
When the Club's management advertises the fact that "with ItS delightful
sea breezes and commanding View, the 20 floors devoted to liVing
quarters for members make the Downtown Club an ideal home for men
who are free of family cares and in a position to enjOy the last word
in luxurious

living,~'>3

they suggest openly that lor the true Metropolitan,

bachelorhood IS the only desirable status.
The Downtown Athletic Club is a machine for metropolitan bachelors
whose ultimate

"peak~

condition has lilted them beyond the reach of

fertile brides.
In their frenzied self· regeneration, the men are on a collective -flight
upward" from the specter of the BaSin Girl.
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How Perfect
Perfection Can Be:
The Creation of
Rockefeller Center

II
11

I get so sentimental when I see
How perfect perfection can be....

- Fred Astalre

In

Top Hat
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The Talents of Raymond Hood
Architecture is the business of manufacturing adequate shelter for

human activities.
My favorite form is the sphere.
The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposite ideas in
the mmd at the same time, and still retain the ability to function.

- F. Scott Fitzgerald. The Crack-Up
REPRESENTATIVE
Manhattamsm IS the urbanistic doctrine that suspends irreconcilable
differences between mutually exclusive positions; to estabhsh its
theorems In the reahty of the Grid, It needs a human representative.
Only he could conceive of the two poslhons quoted above at the same

time without unbearable strains developing

In

hiS psyche.

ThiS representative is Raymond Hood. '
Hood is born In 1881 In Pawtucket, Rhode Island, son of an affluent
Baptist family; hiS father is a box manufacturer. Hood attends Brown
University, then MIT School of Architecture. He works in Boston archi·
tectural offices but wants to go to the t.cole des Beaux·Arts in Paris; in
1904 he IS turned down for lack of draWing ability.
In 1905 he IS accepted. Before leaving for Paris, he warns his colleagues
In

the office that one day he will be "the greatest architect in New York."

Hood is small; his hair grows straight up from his scalp at a remarkable
90·degree angle. The French call him "Ie petit Raymond."
As a Baptist. he refuses at first to enter Notre Dame; friends convince
him to drink hiS first Wine, then to enter the cathedral.
In 1911 his final project at the Ecole is for a city hall in Pawtucket. It is
his first Skyscraper: a fat Tower, inadequately anchored to the ground
by a timid socle.
He travels in Europe-the Grand Tour-then returns to New York.
Paris represents "years to think," he writes; "in New York one falls too
easily in the habit of working without thinking on account of the amount
of work that there is to

do.~2

Manhattan: no time for conSCIOusness.
Hood opens his office
listens for

~footsteps

He papers his office

In

a brownstone at 7 West 42nd Street. In vain he

on the staircase."

In

gold, but the money runs out and It remains

half·gilded.
A client asks Hood to redecorate her bathroom. She expects the Prince
162

Raymond Hood.
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of Wales; a large crack in the wall might upset him, Hood advises her to
hang a painting over the crack.
There are odd jobs: Hood supervises
family vault to

~the

another.~

He is restless in the absence of work; he
with his soft

removal of 8 bodies from one

pencil~

~marks

up many a tablecloth

with architect friends Ely Jacques Kahn (the Squibb

Building) and Ralph Walker (One Wall Street).
He marries his secretary.
HIs nervous system gets intertwined with that of the Metropolis.

GLOBE 1
In the Concourse of Grand Central Station he meets his friend John
Mead Howells, one of ten American architects inVited to enter the
Chicago Tribune Competition; the first prize is to be $50,000. Howells,
too busy to accept, offers Hood the chance to enter for him.
On December 23, 1922, their entry, no. 69, a Gothic Skyscraper, wins
first prize. Mrs. Hood drives around town in a taxi to show all creditors
the check.
Hood IS 41.
He refers to the moon as "his"J and designs a house 10 the form of
the globe.
His involvement with the Skyscraper deepens.
He buys Le Corbusier's first book, Towards a New Architecture; the next
ones he only borrows.

THEORY
He has a discreet, private theory about the Skyscraper but knows that, In
Manhattan, it would be unwise to admit It.
In his vision the future Manhattan IS a City of Towers,' a subtly modified
version of what already exists; instead of the ruthless extrusion of arbi·
trary individual plots, larger sites within a block will be assembled in new
building operations. The space around the Towers within the blocks Will
be left unbuilt, so that each Tower can regam its Integrity and a measure
of isolation. Such pure skyscrapers can insinuate themselves strictly
within the framework of the Grid and gradually take over the city without
major disruptions. Hood's City of Towers will be a forest of freestanding,
competing needles made accessible by the regular paths of the Grid:
a practical Luna Park.

164

GOLD
Soon after building the Chicago Tribune Tower, Hood is asked to do his
first Skyscraper in New York. the American Radiator Building, on a lot
facing Bryant Park.
In the standard "solution" - the direct multiplication of the site as often
as the zoning envelope permits - the west face of such a Tower would
have a blind wall, so that a similar structure could be built directly
against it. By shrinking the area of the Tower, Hood is able to perforate
the west facade with windowS, and so designs the first example of

hiS

City of Towers. The operation makes pragmat.c and financial sense; the
quality of the office space Increases, therefore the rents, and so on.
But the extenor of the Tower presents different - i.e., artishc ~ issues to
the architect. He has always been Irritated by the borrng window open·
ings In the facades of Towers, a potential tedium that Increases In direct
proportion to their height - acres of meaningless black rectangles that
threaten to reduce their soarrng quality.
Hood decides to build the building in black brick, so that the holesembarrassing reminder of the other reality Inside - can be absorbed
within the stem and thus become unnoticeable.
The top of the black building is gilded. Hood's down·to·earth alibi for the
top briskly severs all connections between gold and any possible assocla·
tlons with Ecstasy. "The incorporation of publicity or advertising features
In a building is frequently an item for conSideration. It stimulates public
interest and admiration, is accepted as a genuine contribution to archl'
tecture, enhances the value of the property and is profitable to the owner
in the same manner as other forms of legitimate advertising."'

GLOBE 2
In 1928 Colonel Paterson, owner of the Daily News, comes to Hood. He
wants to build printing works on 42nd Street combined with a negligible
amount of office space for his editors,
Hood calculates that a Skyscraper would ultimately be cheaper. He
designs the second fragment of his City of Towers (unbeknownst to his
client) by "proving" that through yielding a thin mid block strip this
Tower too can have Windows in a wall that would otherwise be blind, trans·
forming cheap loft space into expensIVe office accommodation.
Inside he goes even further: builder so far only of Towers, he consum·
mates here his overwhelming love for the sphere, He deSigns "a circular
space, 150 feet in circumference - to be enclosed by a wall of black
glass which rises, unbroken by any Windows, to a black glass ceiling; In
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Raymond Hood. "P" C,ty of Towers: hrst pub·
IlShed ,n 1927; d,agram of suggested translor·
mat,oO$ presented as "Proposals lor the Solut,on 01 New York's Problem 01 Overcrowding:
Agaonst the 1916 ZonlllS law, whICh can nevel"
control the ult'mate bulle of Manhattan's bUlkllllgs.
only the .. sh.ipe - and IS therefore Incapable of
def,nlllS the upward Iim,t of Manhallan's densrty
Hood wanted to ·estabbsh a constant ratIO
between the Volume of Bu,klIllS and the street
area
For each foot of streef frontage a defmltlve volume IS allowed by law A property owner
can [only] e~ceed thIs volume allowance provided

he sets back: so that "each bu~dJOg as ,t
1I11pose-s a<Id,honalload on street traffll:: pro·
vldes the add,honal street area to carry ,t. ." In
thos way, Hoocl enloste<t the nalural greed of the
developer who Invaroably wanted to build the
targest possIble 'IOlume. WhICh, undet the terms
of Hoocrs proposal. would COIncide WIth the
hlgflesl possible tOWet on the smallest possible
SIte - III Ihe sefYIce of an aesthetIC VISlOll: a
crty 01 s.heer, freestandmg needles But that
viSlOO was never revealed; offlC,ally Ihe proposal
woukl only solve "the problems of light, air
and IralllC... "

·A City of Towers

·A City of Towers
Three operations have
completed one blOCk

block...
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Operation al the end of a

Manhattan hallway to becOll1lng a City of Towers'
mooel comblnmg various end·, mid· and complete
b1ocl1 operatIOns; gradual metamorphoSIS WIthout
rnator dlSruptlOfl or conceptual reorganlUillon
Harvey Wiley Corbett, 'Proposed Separation of
Towers: 1926. Analogous proposal to Hood's.
As complement to h,s ·Venetian" proposals
Corbelt projects here a Metrop<Jlilan Suburb that
corresponds to "the smallest maximum bulk
'or business btJlldmgs" suggested by the Regional
Plan models. The random placement of the
Towers_whICh are OOfInected by a lrovolous geom,
etry of tootpaths through II park enlIvened
by a mult,lude of female forms, yet mtersected by
the regulanty of the Grod combined With the
Illtimate, suburban scale 01 the miniature
Skyscrapers makes Corbell's Metropolitan Suoolb
the most appealing verSIon of Ihe towermthe
park formula ever proposed
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Study model of the theoretical zoning envelope
On the Daily News sile, 1929. 'It 1$ a shape that
the law puts in the architect's hands He can
add nottling to It: but he can 'My it m detail as
he wishes ... " (Ferriss. Metrollo/IS of TomorrO'.v;
model and photo by Walter Kilham. Jr.)

Dally News Building, second prototype 01 the
City of Towers. halfway modeled trom the crllde
form of Hie zoning en,elope: ·clay emerging
into practical form

Daily News BUilding. definitive model.
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the center of a brass-inlaid floor, a cup·shaped well from which lightthe sole illumination of the room - IS to stream.
~Bathed In

this light, a len· foot terrestrial globe IS to revolve -ItS

even revolutions reflected darkly In the night-like ceIling

above~:

with

understandable pleasure Ferriss describes the Daily News lobby in his
Metropolis of Tomorrow. 6

The lobby is, after all, a three-dimensional realization of that murky
Ferrissian vOid - the pitch· black womb of Manhattanlsm, cosmos of char·
coal smudges - which has given birth already to the Skyscraper and
now, finally, to a Globe.
~Why

"

IS so bizarre a deSign Included in so utilitarian a building?"

FerriSS asks With feigned Innocence. It is because Raymond Hood IS now
the leading agent of the collapse of oppositions that IS Manhattan's
true ambition. The lobby is a chapel of Manhattanism. (Hood himself can·
fesses that Napoleon's Tomb in Les Inyalides is the model for the sunken
Installation.)

ICEBERG
With the McGraw-Hili Skyscraper (1929-31), Hood becomes more openly
fanatic as he prepares a final dose of hedonism for his City of Towers.
The building accommodates three categories of activity that correspond
to the setbacks of its section: printing works in the base, loft spaces for
book production in the middle and offices in the slender shaft.
Once, when it suited him, Hood pretended to haye no feeling for color:
~What

color? Let's see. How many colors are there - red, yellow and blue?

Let's make it red.'" Now he considers yellow, orange, green, gray, red,
Chinese red and black With orange trimming for the building.
The tower is to be shaded from a darker tone at the base to a lighter one
toward the lop, ~where it finally blends off into the azure of the sky....~
To realize this denial of the tower's presence, one of Hood's assistants
checks the location of each single tile - its fit within the overall project
of "disappearance" - with binoculars from a window opposite the
construction site.
The result IS stunmng:

~The

exterior of the building IS finished entirely in

polychrome .... The horizontal spandrel walls are faced With rectangular
blocks of blue·green glazed terra-cotta .... The metal· covered vertical piers
are painted a dark green·blue, almost black. The metal windows are painted
an apple-green color.... A narrow band of vermillion is painted on the
face of the top jambs of the windows and across the face of the metalcoyered piers. Vermillion is also used on the underside of the hOrizontal

Raymond Hood. McGraw Hill Building, 1931:
the !Ire of Manhattanlsm raging inside the
Iceberg of Modern,sm.
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projections on the penthouse and over the front entrance. The golden
color of the windowshades effectively complements the cool tone of the
building. They have a broad blue-green vertical stripe in the corner
tying them into the general color scheme. Their color is an unusually
Important element in the exterior design.
~The

entrance vestibule is finished

In

sheet steel bands, enameled

dark blue and green alternatively, separated by metal tubes finished in
silver and gold.... The walls of the main and elevator corridor are finished

in sheet steel enameled a green color.'"
The relentlessness of such a color scheme betrays obsession.
Once again Hood has combined two incompatIbles in a single whole: Its

golden shades pulled down to reflect the sun, the McGraw-Hili Building
looks hke a fire raging Inside an iceberg: the fire of Manhattanism inside
the iceberg of Modernism.
SCHISM

In the tradition of the dime novel, one day

In

the mid-twenties a pastor

comes to see Hood in his office. He represents a congregation that wants
to build the greatest church

In

the world.

"The congregation was one of businessmen and the site was an
extremely valuable one .... Therefore they wished not only to build the
greatest church in the world, but to combine it with revenue producing
enterprises including a hotel, a YMCA, an apartment house with a
swimming pool, and so on. On the street level would be shops, to bring
in high rentals, and in the basement, the largest garage in Columbus,
Ohio. The garage was very important, because, in giving hiS congregation
a place to park their cars on coming to work weekdays, the pastor
would indeed make the church the center of their lives...."
The pastor had first gone to Ralph Adams Cram, a traditional church archi·
teet, who rejected him, especially indignant about the suggested garage.
"There would be no room for cars because this noble structure would be
constructed on tremendous granite piers ... that would support [it]
through all time as a monument to their faith."
New York - Hood - is the pastor's last resort. He cannot go back to the
businessmen to tell them that the basement will be completely occupied
by piers instead of cars.
Hood reassures him.

~The

trouble With Mr. Cram is that he has no faith

in God. I will design a church for you that will be the greatest church

In

the world. It will include all the hotels, swimming tanks and candy stores
you deSire. Furthermore, in the basement Will be the largest garage in
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Central MethodISt EpI~ Church. first
floor plan CattModral share5 ground floor
with. clockWIse. candy store5. Sunday
school, hotel kItchens and dining rooms_
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Raymond Hood. Central Methodist
Episcopal Church, Columbus, Ohio, 1927.
Vertical Schism at lis mosl blatant: directly
below the Catlledral, "the largest garage
in Christendom" - actually room tor only
2 x 69 cars.
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Central Melhochst Episcopal Church.
general View shOWlnll uneasy coexistence
of heterogeneous elements collected In
Hood's first multo1unclional Skyscraper.
The Tower-in spite ot its lofly expresSion - contains strictly secular ae<:ommo·
d<ltion: YMCA, pool, apartr1"1ents. hotel
and otllces The ch\,rct, IS articulated as
a quasl-i1utonornous _olume,

Christendom because I will build your church on toothpicks and have
faIth enough In God to believe It will stand

up!"~

For the first time Hood works on a multipurpose building. Indifferent to
programmatic hierarchy, he simply assigns parts of the Mountain to the
necessary functions. With barefaced literalness he projects two f1oorsthe Cathedral and the Parking Garage, separated only by inches of
concrete - that realize his boast to the pastor and represent the final
Implementation of the Great Lobotomy's indispensable complement:
the Vertical Schism, which creates the freedom to stack such disparate
activities directly on top of each other without any concern for their
symboliC compatibility.
SCHIZOPHRENIA

The church episode IS emblematic of Hood's, and his colleagues',
state of mind

In

the mid-twenties: they have developed a schizophrenia

that allows them simultaneously to derive energy and Inspiration from
Manhattan as Irrational fantasy and to establish its unprecedented theorems in a series of stnctly rational steps.
The secret of Hood's success IS a radical command of the language of
fantasy-pragmatism that lends Manhattanism's ambition-the creation of
congestion on all pOSSible levels - the appearance of objectivity.
Hood's rhetoric leaves the most hard-headed businessman - especially
him - hopelessly entrapped. He is a captivating architectural
Scheherazade, holding the real·estate men in thrall with his 1,001 fairy
tales of philistinlsm:
"All this beauty stuff IS

bunk:'l~

or "Consequently, contemporary architec-

ture is disclosed and established as logic., .."11
Or, almost poetic: "The plan is of primary importance, because on the
floor are performed all the activities of the human occupants ... ."'2
When Hood concludes Ilis tale with a description of the ideal architectthat theoretical human representative of Manhattanism who alone
can exploit the overlap between the businessmen's fantasies of practicality
and the architects' dreams of a Culture of Congestion - he is merely

r

describing the enViable topography of his own personality:
"The architect of aesthetically acceptable buildings must possess an analyt·
ical and logical type of mind: have a knowledge of all the elements of a
building and of Its purpose and function; possess a lively imagination and
a cultivated Inherent sense of form, proportion, appropriateness and color;
possess a spirit of creation, adventure. independence, determination and
bravery, and also, a large measure of humanistic instincts and ordinary
173

common

sense.~ll

The businessmen have to agree: Manhattanlsm is the

only program where the efficiency Intersects with the sublime.
PREMONITION

After the City of Towers and the rediscovery for his profession of the well·
integrated schism of the church/garage, Hood undertakes two more
theoretical projects.
They share a premonition of a new age contained 10 the extrapolation of
the trends as they are, grafted onto a continuing devotion to the existing
metaphoric infrastructure, a refusal to consider any part of the magic
carpet of the Grid as subject to reconSideration. Hood wants to adapt the
new age to the real Manhattan, not the reverse. The
Roof~l.

(1931), the first of these projects,

~has

~Clty

under a Single

been founded on the prinCI'

pie thai concentratIOn in a metropolitan area ... IS a desirable condition ....~
According to the stratagem of self-Induced schizophrenia, the scheme is
actually presented as the answer 10 the condition it IS determined to
exacerbate: "The growth of cities is getting beyond control. Skyscrapers
create congestion. Subways are built resulting in more skyscrapers and
so on in an ascend 109 spiral. Where will it end? Here is the answer...."
Hood knows.
"The tendency is toward related communities in the city - communities
whose actiVities are confined within certain areas whose traffic does
not need to travel distant streets to collect supplies and orders. It seems
to me that the salvation at New York depends on the wider application
of this prinCiple.
~Every businessman in the city must have realized what an advantage
It would be to live

In

the BUilding where his office is located. It IS toward

this ideal that real estate firms and architects should work ....
"Whole industries should be united IOta interdependent developments with
clubs, hotels, stores, apartments and even theaters. Such an arrangement
would make possible great economies in time as well as diminish wear
and lear on human nerves. Put the worker in a unified scheme and he need
hardly put his feel on the Sidewalk during the entire day....~
In Hood's City under one Roof, all the movement that contributes to
congestion - hOrizontally across the surface of the earth - is replaced by
vertical movement inside buildings, where II causes decongestion.
MOUNTAINS
That same year, Hood develops his theSIS of the City withm a City further.

In his project "Manhattan 1950"15- even more emphatic about the
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R"ymond HWd, "A City under 11 Smgle Roof:
model in typical midtown context (smoke lidded),
•. _founded on the pronClple that coocenlrat,on In
a metropolitan area. ,s a deSirable conditIOn
The Un,t Building. cOYenng three blocks 01 ground
space. w,ll hou$e a whole II1dustry and ,Is auxlhary
businesses. Only elevator shalts and stairways
reach the street lev(!I The first len Uoors house
stores. theaters and clubs. Above them IS the

.

Industry 10 whiCh the BUlldmg is de_oled Workers

live all lhe upper 1I00.s..... Hood's second theore·
t,cal proposal abandons the formula 01 the City
01 Towers In favor of much larger metropolitan
structures that exceed the Iim,tatrons of a single

block and Ihal- through their colossal sueabsorb and rnterlOrlze all tralhe _ and thus con·
gl:lSIIOIl - that smaller single structures such as
Hood's Towers would generate between them.
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"Manhattan 1950: collage "Island throws out
tentacles ... Blrd·s·eye view of the Manhattan
at 1950 with its ranges 01 Skyscrapers over
transportation hnes and the mOllntaln peaks of
iMustry over each entrance The great bridges
cmpty mto bUSiness centers_ • Hood's third
"tlleory" -for a defmitive Manhattan - is a
variation on the 'City under a Single Roof'
theme, a proposal to break through the
Congestion Barner by the careful implantation ot
tile new mega scale of autonomous, man-made
unIVerses on the e~isting city_ 8y this time.
Hood·s success In blurnng the distinction
between pragmatism and idealism had his can·
temporaries utterly confounded. How could an
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allegedly straightforward accommodation of
busmess mleresls- the simple extrapolation 01
implacilble tendencies - generate suCh artistic
imilges' ·'These .isiolls place their emphasis
upon the IrlcreaSlllg concentration occurring III
Manhatlall. To the extent that they apPMently
follow the characteristic growth ot the city they
may be considered practical rattler than .ision
My. 0nly In greatncss of scale and boldness in
employment of bridges may they be )lJdged
skeptically Tllelr implied acquiescence, however, to the principle of Congest,on In city
growth detracts conSiderably from their .alue
as Utopian schemes."." (ewallVe Arts.)

Inviolate character of the Grid as sine qua non of Manhattan - he proposes
a regular, reasonable implantatIOn of the new scale on chosen locations
within the Grid. A total of 38 Mountains are positioned on the intersec·
tions of alternate avenues and the wider streets of the Grid, roughly every
tenth street.
The bulk of each Mountain exceeds the Size of a single block, but neither
Mountain nor Grid IS compromIsed: the Grid simply cuts through the
Mountain to create a solid/void confIguration. Four peaks face each other
across the intersection and gradually terrace down toward the perimeter
where, like the 100·story building, they connect with the remaining traces
of the older urban landscape.
Secondary tentacles develop along the Island: suspension bridges over·
loaded with apartments - streets that have become buildings. Hood's
bridges are like the drawbridges surrounding a fortress. They mark
Manhattan's gates.
The "Manhattan 1950" project proposes a specific, limited number of
Mountains. That in itself is proof that a new phase of Manhattanism has
begun: a knowable Manhattan.

BARRIER
The paradoxical intention to solve congestion by creating more congestion
suggests the theoretical assumption that there exists a

~congestion

barner."

By aiming for a new order of the colossal, one would break through this
barrier and suddenly emerge in a completely serene and silent world, where
all the hysterical and nerve·wracking activity that used to occur outside,
in the subways, etc., would now be completely absorbed within the buildings
themselves. Congestion has been removed from the streets and IS now
swallowed by the architecture. This City IS permanent; there IS no reason
that the buildings should ever be replaced. The eerie calm of their
exteriors IS ensured through the Great Lobotomy. But inside, where the
Vertical Schism accommodates all possible change, life is in a continuous
state of frenzy. Manhattan IS now a qUiet metropolitan plain marked
by the self·contalned universes of the Mountains, the concept of the Real
definitively left behind, superseded.
The gates define a hermetic Manhattan, a Manhattan With no external
escape, a Manhattan with only interior pleasures.
After the Manhattan of Change, a Manhattan of Permanence.
These Mountains are, finally, the realization of the 1916 Zoning Law:
the Mega·Vlliage, the definitive Manhattan on the other side of the
congestion barrier.

All the Rockefeller Centers
Americans are the Materialists of the abstract.

- Gertrude Stein

PARADOX
At the heart of Rockefeller Center - the first installment of that final,
definitive Manhattan -IS a double paradox that only Manhatlanism could

transcend:
~The Center must combine the maximum of congestion with the maximum
of light and

space,~

and

"All planmng ... should be based upon 'a commercial center as beautiful
as possible consistent with a maximum income that should be

developed:"l6
The program of Rockefeller Center is to reconcile these Incompatibles.
An unprecedented coalition of talents works on this enterprise, unusual
in both numbers and composition. As Raymond Hood describes It: "It
would be Impossible to estimate the number of official minds that have
engaged in untangling the complexities of the problem: and certainly
the number of unofficial minds that have pondered over it

IS

even a more

meaningless guess. Architects. builders, engineers, real estate experts.
financiers, lawyers - all have contributed something from their experience
and even from their imaglnation."'1
Rockefeller Center is a masterpiece without a genius.
Since no single creative mind is responsible for its definitive form, the
conception, birth and reality of Rockefeller Center have been interpretedin the traditional measuring system of architectural judgment-as an
elaborate compromise, an example of "architecture by committee,"
But Manhattan's architecture cannot be measured with conventional
instruments; they give absurd readings: to see Rockefeller Center as a
compromise is to be blind.
The essence and strength of Manhattan is that all its architecture
is "by committee" and that the committee is Manhattan's inhabitants
themselves.

SEED
The seed of Rockefeller Center is a search, begun

In

1926, for new

accommodation for the Metropolitan Opera.
In an architectural odyssey, the theoretical container of the new Opera
wanders across the Grid
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In

a quest for an appropriate location.

Scenes Irom the camp<lign 01 specification,
'Corbelt's Move,' or "Design by Committee,'
Associated Architects and developers
playing wllt1 miniature Centers. "Standing:
J. O. 8rown, Webster Todd. Henry Hofmeister.
Hugh S, Rober1son. Seated: Harvey Wiley
Corbett, flaymond Hood, John R. Todd,
Andrew Reinhard, Dr. j, M. Todd."

Be"lam,n W,slar Morns. proposal lor Metropolitan
Square, 1928. on site 01 present Rockefeller
Center from Filth Avenue a central axis leads
to plaza ,n Iront 01 the Metropolitan Opera.
49th and 50th ~.treets continue through the two
frontal Towers The dilemma 01 cultural faCIlity V5.
fund,ralsmg commerCial Structures IS resolved by
shaping the offices ,nlo the protective walls of a
"forbtdden city' and U5,nglhe four Skyscrapers
as monumental totems that delme a bastion of
high culture. Apart from the central plaza, many
other features that recur In later schemes by
other architects are already present here: an

Intimation of roof gardens, and bridges across
49th and 50th streets that connect a network of
elevated arcades and walkwilr-; on the secondUoor !eYe!. III the manner of Corbeln. !>Ocalled
anhoongestoon prOJ)O$ills.

John D. Rockefoller, Jr" measuring plans 01 the
future RCA BUilding With his lour. foot rule.
Otfice interior, Originally bought in Spain, was
reconstructed first In Rockefeller's private
offices, Ihen dismantled again to be resurrected
on tho 561h floor of 1he RCA Building
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Its architect-ta-be, Benjamin Wistar Morns,

",d,

1$

subjected to a fundamental

Manhattan paradox: It has become literally Impossible to be conventIonal

in the Manhattan of the late twenties, even If determined to be so:
• two
t1.ty vs.

""'by
i

of a

Morris' Opera can only eXist on its own, as a dignified object,

In

the most

undesirable areas of the Grid. At better locations. the ground becomes
so expensive that additional commerCial functions are needed to make the

.",,~

~"

many

by
m
~,

l,k 01

enterprise financially feasible.
The better the site, the more the theoretical Opera is in danger of being
overwhelmed - phySIcally and symbolically - by these commercial
superimpositions, to a point where the original concept collapses under

)nd-

their weight.

,lied

The Opera's trajectory is from a site on 57th Street between Eighth and

Ilcted

Ninth avenues. where it can exist on its own in a slum. to a location on
Columbus Circle where it is already incorporated into a Skyscraper.
Finally, sometime in 1928. Morris discovers a three·block site, owned
by Columbia University, between Fifth and Sixth avenues and between
48th and 52nd streets.
There he designs a fmal scheme, stubborn in his Beaux·Arts determma·
tion to make the Opera a freestandmg symbolic object at the end
of a symmetrical vista. The center of hiS site IS now a plaza where he
locates the cube of the Opera. A ceremonial approach flanked by
two Skyscrapers leads to it from Fifth Avenue. Opera and plaza are
surrounded by a ten·story wall of deep loft space; on Sixth Avenue two
more Skyscrapers - a hotel and an apartment building - flank the
Opera.

RIVET
When this scheme is officially unveiled at the Metropolitan Club. whose
members have sponsored Its design, John D. Rockefeller. Jr.. begins to
take an interest.
The Opera does not have the means to construct its own new head·
quarters. let alone finance the surrounding mountain range of what IS to
be the largest building operation ever conceived m Manhattan.
Rockefeller offers to take responsibility for the further plannmg and
actual execution of the entire operation.
Feeling unequipped. as a nonexpert, to lead such a colossal real· estate
operation, Rockefeller delegates the logistical responsibilities to a friend.
John R. Todd. a businessman, contractor and real·estate developer.
On December 6, 1928, the Metropolitan Square Corporation

IS

founded

as the vehicle for the enterpnse.
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DIagram of maKtmum alLowable bulk on threeblock Radio CIty sote accordIng to 1916 Zonll1g
Law Morns' proJed sacnhces the volume of the
middle block In favor of the Bealu-Arls dlgfllty
01 his Opera_

'/

'

~ II
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Diagram by arcMect Reinhard & Hofmeister
for developer Todd, correcting Moms' mistake
by adding major central tower to eKplOll lully
commerCial potential 01 allowable bulk.
Closeness 01 thiS diagram to Center as built is
remarkable, but that does not make Reinhard
& Hotmeister the "des,gner" of Rockefeller
Center, These unspectl,ed outlines correspond
"llher to Fernss' ·shape that the law puts in
tile architect's hands." In the speciliCdtion of
this envelope - its 'conquest" by architectural
and program'l,atic deta,l-lies the genius of
Rockefeller Center.

Rockefeller himself remains responsible for preserving the idealistic
dimensions of the project.
He is obsessed with the process of building. "I suspect he always had a
suppressed desire to drive a rivet,"18 is how Nelson Rockefeller diagnoses
his father's condition.
Through the late twenties, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., has been chairman of
the building committee of RiverSIde Church ~ emphatic graft of the spin·
tual onlo the Grid 10 counter the commercial frenzy everywhere elseand involved himself

In

all its architectural details.

Simultaneously with Rockefeller Center, he is preparing the restoration of
Colonial Williamsburg; one enterpnse is the fabrication of a past, the
other -In a collapsing economy - the restoration of a future.
During the design of the Center, Rockefeller spends years "liVing knee
deep

In

blueprints"l. in his Gothic office (later transplanted in ItS entirety

to the higher regions of the RCA). He always cames a four-foot rule with
him, to check the smallest details of the emerging project. occasionally
insisting on the addition of spiritual details such as the Gothic decoration
at the top of the RCA slab (a suggestion accepted by the architects
because they know that altitude alone will make it inVISible).

CRATER
Todd has his own architects, Reinhard and Hofmeister, both young and
inexperienced.
With them, he scrutinizes Morris' proposal in light of the paradox of maxi·
11 IS

,,'

mum congestion combined with maximum beauty. The weakness of Moms'
scheme is its avoidance of the maximum ZOOlng envelope ~ which by now
is both financial necessity and Irresistible architectural model. Compared

"

.1

to the Ferriss-Hood Mountain - the configuration of the definitive

Ifal

Manhattan - MOrriS' project, with the plaza's emptiness as its center,

,f

is like the crater of an extinguished volcano.
In a gesture of commercial and metaphoric repair, Todd and his archi·
tects replace the crater with the peak of an office building.
This correction defines and fixes the pnmordlal Rockefeller Center;
all later versions are variations of the same architectural motif: a super·
tower at the center, four smaller towers on the corners of the site. The
shrunken remnants of Morris' plaza survive only insofar as they faCilitate
further planning.
After the formulation of the fundamental diagram. Todd invites Hood,
Corbett and Hamson - more experienced than his own architects -10
become consultants.
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CRASH
In 1929 the Great Crash shatters the assumptions on which the Center
is based: from a financially reasonable enterprise It becomes commer·
cially irrational. But this sudden suspension of flnancial gravity forces the
committee to be, if anything, less commerCial and more idealistic.
The original Impetus - construction of a new Metropolitan Operabecomes more and more Implausible, while the demand for the type of
office space the scheme provides also evaporates. Yet Rockefeller has
signed a lease that stipulates payment of $3.3 million a year to Columbia
University.
What is left after the collapse of all predictions - and of the structures
that make prediction of any kind possible - IS only the Center's zoning
envelope, a colossal volume that now somehow has to be made desirable
for new forms of human occupancy through the originality of the architects and builders.
There is

a metaphor ~ Fernss' Mountain.

There IS a series of strategies - the Great Lobotomy, the Vertical Schism,
real-estate calculations that have been geared, Since the twenties, to
prove the Impossible - and there IS a construction industry specialized in
building it.
Finally, there IS the doctrine of Manhattanlsm - the creation of congestion
on all possible levels.
FACTS
Todd IS committed to a tradition of relentless pragmatism and finanCial
cold· blooded ness. But because of the finanCial uncertainties of the
enterprise, what should have been the ultimate pragmatic operation
unfolds in a complete shortage of facts. In the uncertain climate after
the Crash, there simply are no demands, no empirical necessities
to be met - in short, no facts that could compromise the purity of the
conception. The financial crisis guarantees the Center's theoretical
Integrity.
The committee -stacked With alleged phillstlnes- has no chOIce but
the Ideal.
Intended as empirical, their speCifications merely bring into focus the
outlines of the archetype.

TEST
For Hood, Rockefeller Center IS a test of the doctrine, the strategies to
establish It and the indiViduals committed to it.

"I have, and I suppose every architect has, done things of which I was
not entirely certain. On a single building operation, something may be
risked for the sake of experimentation, but on a two hundred fifty million
development, and one which may set a precedent for many in the
future, mistakes can be so costly that they become catastrophes. It IS
needless to say that every man associated with Rockefeller Center knows
that he is risking his professional reputation, his professional future on

the success of Rockefeller

Clly.~:>Il

What all the men on the committee

have in common is their involvement
of Manhattan;

In

In

the previous unconscious stages

different degrees, they are responsible for developing

Manhattan's already existing architecture. Now they have to carve the
fmal Manhattan archetype from the invIsible rock of Its zoning envelope
in a campaign of speCIfication: each InVisible fragment will have to be
made concrete in terms of activity, form, matenals, servicing, structure,
decoration, symbolism, fmance.
The Mountain must become architecture.
COMPETITION

At the begmning each of the ASSOCiated Architects is asked to develop
a private scheme in competition with the others. This ploy creates an
overabundance of architectural images and energy for partial inclusion

In

the diagram while it drainS ego from the indiVidual members.
The two most famous of the ASSOCiated Architects, Corbett and Hood,
the only theoreticians, propose retroactive versions of earlier, aborted
projects.
Corbett sees a chance finally to impose hiS 1923 traffiC/Island metaphor to
cure congestion by turning Manhattan into a "very modernized Venice."
Ferriss' renderings bring only the Venetian elements of Corbett's scheme
IOta sharp focus: a Bridge of Sighs spans 49th Street; San Marco-like
colonnades and a stream of shiny black limousines monopolize the atten·
tion. The other outlines of the scheme disappear in a mist of charcoal
particles.
Corbett's Rockefeller Center, located on a synthetiC midtown Adriatic,
redeems a subconscious promise made as long ago as Dreamland's
Canals of Venice.
INTERSECTION

Hood's proposal too is testimony to the persistence of his obseSSion;
since the three blocks of the site frustrate his intention finally to implant
one of his mega-Mountains on a major intersection, he creates within the
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"Proposal for the Development of Metropolitan
Square," plan at elevated arcade level, Corbett
Hamson & MacMurray, 1929. or "The Persistence
of Memory (1)." Corbett's private project tor
Rocke1eller Center IS the apotheosis of his plan·
nmg tflfough metaphoi. a last attempt to create "a
very modernIzed VenIce" In hIs IIfetome. present·
ed as a logIcal senes 01 ,mhoongestlOn mea·
sures. The three blocks 01 RadIO CIty are treated
as ·,slands"; the center ot the mIddle ,sland IS
occupIed by the Metropolitan Opera. surrounded
by seven Skyscrapers. As to be expected. the
essence of his scheme is the separation at vehic·
ular trafllc -aSSIgned to the ground - and
pedestrians, for whom he creates a contmuous
elevated network on the second floor; ItS arcades
~ne the full penmeter of the outer blocks and
form. at the core 01 the scheme. a Square around
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the Opera, a metropolitan ambulatory whose CirCUIt is completed by halt·arcaded bndges _ the
width at the plaza Itself-across 49th and 50th
streets. From the Square, SUbsidiary bndges lead
to side entrances in the Opera. The arcade network also gIves access to the recessed lobbies ot
the seven SlIyscrapers -three on the outer
blocks and one. the taYest. west 01 the ()pe<'a on
Soxth Avenue The central Square IS connected to
the clty's conventIOnal pedestnan plane -I e .
the ground - by an mclined plattorm that slopes
down toward Filth Avenue between two colossat
pergolas. The whole arrangement resembles the
'circumferentlal plaza" around Grand Central
Stal,on. WIth the statIon replaced by the Opera.
the cars by people and the ramp from Park
Avenue by the s10plrlg plaza
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°Developmenl of Metropolitan Square:
sechon!elevatlOfl trom fifth Avenue, showing. m
center. ~ng plaza between pergolas ascend
"'lI: toward ~etropolrtan Square m Ironl of
Opera. and se<:t,on through the two outer
Illocks Here a problemahc aspe<;t 01 Corbell's
schtme IS rewaled: not only are the arcades on
,~ mam pedestrian level on lhe second floor
.ned wrth shops - a valuable commercial propo.
hon - but the ground floor. whIch ought. to be
c;onsrstent to have been completely surrendered
, C<lrs. shows a second arcade wIth shopping
00 both sides. whIle all other features of the
scheme conSpIre to femo:te pedestrians from
grade level.

'Development ot Metropolitan Square: model
I,om nQftheast showmg north elevation 01 block
""th three Towers and car access to covered
~rea under pedestrian square OIl sIte of present
Rockefeller Plaza.

'Development of MetropolItan Square." west·east
secllOll through 49th Street. central Square and
slopong plaza on fifth Avenue. from left to fight:
s~houette ot tallest Skyscraper. outline ot Opera.
cui through Melropo"tan Square and slopong
plaza,
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Between December 19 and 23. J929. Walter
Kilham, Jr, working for Hood - drew up at
leilS! eight Rockefeller Centers. Each alternative
was developed as a dillgrarnrnatic ~Ia" ~rJd in
tllreedilllOr'lsiollal ouU ....e. Scheme 0 dalos from
December 19 Like Corbell's "private" prOject it
proposes a conlmuous ele~ated le_el for pedestnans that counteracts the discontinuity of Ihe
three sepilrate blocks. In the 0 scheme the
center block IS occupied by an extremely Iflll
longiludillal slab lhallermlnales in Skyscrapers
at both ends, Thus. the 0 prOject marks the
first appearance In Manhattan's architecture of
a ·slab" 'Iselt a rCll'esslOll 10 the exilUslon
bu,ld,ng$ 01 the earty part 01 the centurythe form that would soon spell the end of the

Manhattanis! Skyscr~per. It was dictated
Hood would claim - by logic alorte: access to al'
and light. The two outer blocks are designated
as "Department Stores." Facing tile central
Skyscraper Slab are two metropolItan balconies
illong the inside of the outer blocks, connected
by two bridges to similar terraces around the
penmeter of the center block; both balconies
and terraces are lined With ShOpS. The two ele·
vator cores at eIther end of the Skyscraper Slab
<Ire connected by an intenor arcade Further
schemes were vanat,ons on the 0 scheme, WIth
alternatIve arrangements 01 hIgh, rIse elements
on the center block and relocatIons of the
bridges to create d,1ferent pedestr,an networks
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In further proposals, li~e "Loft & Office scheme
on 3 New York BlocKs" and the plans for V
and X schemes, the prolo-project of Rockefeller
Center consists - not unlike the ·City under a
$,ngle Root" - of a center slab intersected by
one. two and even three north·soulh wings
that span 49th and 50th streets, With elevator

banks at lhose points where the transverse
slabs rest on the lower ouler blocks. These
plans make lhe prOtect a "Grld within the Grid."
w,th premo","ons of Mondnan's VIC/ory BoogieWooglC.

Hood's personal prOject for Rockefeller Center"The PerSistence of Memory (2)": ·Superblock
scheme fO!" Rockefeller Center; also called "The
Fhng; deSCribed by Hood as "an attempt to
bUild a pyramid unit." model. "The Fling" IS a
barely disgUised verSIOn of one 01 the busmess
centers of hiS "Manhattan 1950: Smce the Sile
lacks the mator intersection 101'" which those
"peaks' were ,ntended. Hood connects the outer
corners of the site to create an art,foc,almter·
section, then fits the buSiness center In by
twlstmg It 45 degree<;. Four Skyscrapers lace
each other /lCfOSS a miniature Rocke1eller
Square In the center: they are connected by
bridges al ontervals along their length. From
the Quadruple central peak "The Fling' 5~

down toward the penmeter to connect with the
eXisting cIty.
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Grid an artificial intersection, two diagonals that connect its four corners,
the traffic

"shortcut~

first applied in his City of Towers. On this artificial

crossing, he places a four·part peak that slopes down in terraces toward
the perimeter of the site. The peaks of the four buildings concentrate

","
.,~

,

,

services and elevator shafts. At regular intervals along these towers, bndges
connect the four shafts, so that congestion is assured. Hood's scheme is
a proposal for a perpetual rush hour in three dimenSions.

BRAIN
Before the Center itself, the most impressive creation of Todd and hiS
architects, now assembled as the Associated Architects- Reinhard &

h,

Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood, Godley & Foullhouxis the theater they design to accommodate the campaign of
specification.
Its purpose is not the fastest possible determination of all the details
of the Center but. on the contrary, the postponement of its final
definition to the last possible moment so that the concept of the Center
remains an open matrix that can absorb any idea that can increase
its ultimate quality.
The Associated Architects are organized on two floors in Todd's own
Graybar Building. The office is an almost literal diagram of the
consecutive stages of the creative process.
On the top floor, all the Associated Architects have their individual
cubicles; they meet together once a day in a conference room for
collective brainstorming, so that their separate Ideas can be inserted in
the collective matnx. Renee Chamberlain, an architectural sculptor,
and the "delineators" of Drafting Room #1 give the still· fluid concepts of
the designers a provisional embodiment, so that they can make quick
decisions.
On the floor below, connected only by a small spiral staircase, the
professional specificators are arranged in a grid of tables in Drafting
Room #2. Here the zoning envelope is dismantled into separate frag·
ments numbered one to thirteen, each with its own team of supervisors
and technicians. They translate the ideas from above into precise
working drawings that Wilt be submitted to those who turn the bluepnnt
into three·dlmensional reality.
~In

addition to a main telephone switChboard, with direct lines to

consulting engineers and the blueprintIng companies, is a dictograph
system of interoffice communication. All departments are connected by
dictograph substations, connected

In

turn with a master dictograph.
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Theater 01 tne campa'gn 01 Sl)eellocatoon: the
olfl<:e as II three,d.menSlonai flow diagram 01 the
<:reahve process 'E~ecutlV@ ofll<:es are located on
tne 26th floor of the Graybar Bulldl"8 and are
connected .....,th 3 drafting rooms. 2 of whoch are
on the 25th 'Ioor Drafting Room 1ft IS used for
deSigning alld modeling, the other t.....o for
general proouctlOO work....

Center's bulk was dismantled in Ir,lgments that
were studied and developed by separate teams 01
architect, sculptor/rnodelmaker, delineators,
dril,tsmen, specification wr.ters.

Raymond Hood. Wallace K. Hamson and
Andrew Reinhard: "the architects of Rockefeller
Center as they inspect a plaster model of
La Maison Fran<;mse and fhe British Empire
Building ,_. Ashtray-like objects on pedestal are
models for founTain in sunken plaza
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FlJrther eVidence 01 "denSity 01 rejected
possIbIlitIes": facade alternatives for RCA
BlJildlOll: claddlOll in palOled COrrlJllated iron
was also conSIdered,
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'

from which a conference report can be carried on with all the substations
at the same time.
"Each substation is connected with an executive office. In addition to this
system IS a corps of runners who transmit interoffice memoranda, mail
and conference notes,"2l writes Wallace Harrison, the futurist "manager"
of this quasi·rational circuitry of creation.

MARRIAGE
The rejection 01 the personal projects in favor of the diagram established
In

the committee's brainstorming causes no resentment. When Hood

describes the committee's mechanics - the collapse of philistmism into
creativity - he seems, for once, free from disingenuousness. "Far from
bemg a handicap, this discipline, I am convinced, of being obliged to
make a project stand on its own financial feet and to submit Its details
and materials to a constant critical analysis leads to honesty and
integrity of design. Under this stimulation, the cobwebs of whimsy, taste,
fashion and vanity are brushed aside, and the architect fmds himself
face to face with the essentials and elements that make real archItecture
and real beauty."zz
If not responsible for the Center's initial diagram, it is obvious that Hood
dominates the campaign to specify the envelope. Specialist in pragmatic
sophistry at the service of pure creation, Hood is the most effective
member of the committee. He speaks all the different "languages" repre·
sented by its members.
When Todd, for mstance, balks at the cost of cladding the entire RCA slab
in limestone, Hood retaliates by suggesting they cover It with corrugated
iron, "painted, of course."2J
Todd wants limestone after all.
(Perhaps Hood really does prefer painted Iron?)
If the committee is a forced marriage between capital and art, it is a
marriage eagerly consummated.
SIEGE

Outside Rockefeller Center's "brain" reigns the Great Depression: the cost
of both labor and matenals keeps droppmg during the design period.
The two floors are under constant siege from outSiders who want to con·
tribute ideas, services and products to the realization of the Mountain.
With the economy desperate and the Center one of the few works in
progress, the pressure from these outsiders IS often irresistible. It IS one
more reason for the committee to avoid premature defmltion; the longer
195

-I woukloot attempt IQ guess how many
solutlons were made: , doubt ••. " there wefe any pos
SIble schemes lnat were not studIed before the
present plan was OldoPled. And. even afler arnvlflg

at a dellmle scheme. changes were contInually
being made to coll'loClCle with rental develop·

men Is.

• (Raymond Hood.) Once the Individual

schemes were out 01 the way. their metaphorsVentce, the pyramid - dIgested. the ASSOCiated
Architects WQ,ked on the elaboratoon of the
Reinhard & Hofmeister envelope: tallest Skyscraper
at the center, four secondary Skyscrapers on the
far corne,s of the outer blocks. In fronl of the
central Tower, a mid block plaza - as ,n Moms'
scheme _ sunken to fac,lItate commo,H1lc8t,on
between underground arld grade levels, Lower
structure on F,lth Avenue was l,rsl an OVIII bank.
soon replaced by two idel1t,cal seven-story struc,
tures - the French and the Bntisll buildmgswhich channel pedestrians toward the sunken
plaza. Symmetry 01 the initial concept was aban
doned. With northeast Tower nOW facing Fifth
A~enue. Originally it had a solid department store
fronting it on Filth A~enue; tJus blOCk soon "spl't,"
to lorm, as an echo of the French and Bnllsh
bUildings. an entrance court to the International
8uildlng. whose slab repeated the stepping mohf
of the RCA ("neceSSitated" by the droppmg-out 01
ele~ator banks), Southeast tower be<:ame Ihe
Time-lile 8ulldlng, As the thirties proceeded and
the Center was real,zed In installments. overall
destgn became less recognizable -10 SUIt
demands of speCIfic tenants. and In resporlse to
creeping Modernism
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they postpone nonessential decisions, the more the answers appear to
them in the form of luxuries that were impossible before.
They appoint a Director of Research to exploit this unexpected potential.
Thus the Center continuously raises its sights. While the usual process of
architectural creation IS like a narrowing horizon, the horizon of
Rockefeller Center becomes ever wider. In the end. each fragment of the
structure has been exposed to unprecedented scrutiny and is chosen
from a ternfying number of alternatives.
This density of rejected possibilities stili emanates from the Center as
built: there IS at least one Idea for each of its 250 million dollars.
ARCHAEOLOGY
Rockefeller Center IS the most mature demonstration of Manhattanism's
unspoken theory of the simultaneous eXistence of different programs
on a single Site, connected only by the common data of elevators, service
cores, columns and external envelope.
Rockefeller Center should be read as five Ideologically separate projects
that coexist at the same location. Ascent through its five layers exposes
an archaeology of architectural philosophies.
PROJECT #1
The most prominent New York architects, like Hood, have been marked
by the teachings of the Ecole des Beaux·Arts, with its reliance on axes,
vistas and the articulation of civic monuments against a background of
neutral urban fabric. But each and everyone of these doctrines is
Invalidated and denied a priori by New York's Grid.
The Grid assures every structure it accommodates exactly the same
treatment-the same amount of "dignity." The sanctity of prIVate owner·
ship and its IObuilt resistance to overall formal control preclude the crea·
tlon of premeditated perspectives, and in the city of the Automonument,
the isolation of symbolic objects from the maIO fabric is meaningless;
the fabric itself is already an accumulation of monuments.
In New York, the Beaux·Arts sensibility can only go where there is no
Grid, that is: underground.
Rockefeller Center's -1 level, the basement, is a traditional Beaux·Arts
composition finally established on Manhattan: buried vistas that
culminate not in the monumental entrance of a new Opera but in the
subway. In the Center's basement, Beaux-Arts planning establishes
surreptitious connections between blocks that are scrupulously avoided
above ground: a grand deSign that never makes it to the surface.

Pro/oct It I: Underground Beau~·Arts, plan of

concourse (txlsement) level. Coonteractoog sur
face oodependence ot the three Rockefeller
Center blocks. a system ot underground arcades
radiates trom Rockefeller Plaza - turned Into a
skatIng rook 00 1937 after a listless e~lstence as
shop wIndow/entrance fo the subterranean
domaIn - to form a grandIOSe. If pathetically fwo·
dllnenslOnal, Beau~·Arts compoSItion.

..-.

......

PrOJeCt ,;2: Metropolitan resort, three,btock
fheatrlcal carpet of lIve to elghf theaters -where,
theorehca'y, a smgll! cast could perform up to
elgtlt slmultaneoos spectacles -connected by
'Rad,o Forum: a hybrid bridge at grade level
b10ckmg 49fh and 50th streets, whICh d,ye
underneafh It ConcentratIon of elevafor banks
shows tallest Skyscraper on SIxth Avenue, two
smaller ones east 01 ·prlVate street· The lIve
theaters were eventually reduced to WIgle RadIO
CIty MUSIC Hall
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At the east end of the composition, the sunken plaza negotiates the
transition between the surface of the Grid and the Beaux·Arts
intricacies underneath it.

PROJECT #2
The 0 level of the present Rockefeller Center, dominated by the RCA
lobby and Radio City Music Hall, is a drastically reduced version of much
more daring alternatives that were projected and even almost built.
When plans for the new Metropolitan Opera are discarded, the
Associated Architects continue to consider theaters. They design
versions of a fantastic ground floor entirely occupied by more and more
theaters: a three-block ocean of red velvet chairs, acres of stage and
backstage, square miles of projection screens - a field for performance
where seven or eight spectacles can unfold at the same time, however
contradictory their messages may be.
An enormous suspended lobby - three blocks wide - bridging 49th and
50th streets will connect all these theaters, reinforcing the Simultaneity
of clashing performances. This metropolitan lounge will turn the separate
audiences into a single fantasy· consuming body, a temporarily hypnotized
community.
The antecedents of this theatrical carpet are Steeplechase, luna Park and
Dreamland. It is exactly within the megalomaniac ambition of the defini·
tive Manhattan to want to provide this kind of escape - a metropolitan
resort - withm its territory.

In the process of realizatIon, the size of the carpet IS reduced; Radio City
Music Hall is its last bastion, a measure of its ambition.

PROJECT #3
The thIrd project of Rockefeller Center is the ten·story extrusion of the
site in the early Skyscraper tradition of sheer multiplication of surface. It
is a volume unpenetrated by daylight, artificially lit and ventilated and
filled with public and semipublic spaces.
This entire artificial domain is planned for nonexistent clients in antici·
pation of stralghtfOlward applications of the Great lobotomy; it finds its
perfect occupant when the Radio Corporation of America and its subsidiary NBC sign up as tenants of the Center. RCA takes the slab, NBC
the block.
~The

National Broadcasting Company will occupy ... twenty· six broad·

casting studios in this building ... supplemented by six audition rooms.
One studio, the largest in the world, will be more than three stories

.99

high .... All the studios will be electrically shielded and provided with suit·
able lighting facilities for TelevIsion. Many of them will have observation
galleries for VIsItors.
"Four studios grouped around a central control room will be used for
complicated dramatic productions. The actors Will be In one studio, the
orchestra In a second, crowd scenes will be staged In a third and the
fourth will be used for sound effects. This plan for grouping several
studios around a central control room is admirably adaptable, also, to
the presentation of television programs."~·
In anticipation of the Imminent application of TV technology, NBC con·
celves of the entire block (insofar as It IS not punctured by RCA's
columns) as a single electronic arena that can transmit Itself via airwaves
Into the home of every CItIzen of the world - the nerve center of an
electronic community that would congregate at Rockefeller Center wIthout
actually being there. Rockefeller Center is the fust architecture that can

be broadcast.
This part of the Center IS an anti-Dream Factory; radiO and TV. the new
Instruments of pervasive culture. will Simply broadcast Me, "realism," as it
is organized at the NBC studiOs.
By absorbing radio and TV, Rockefeller Center adds to Its levels of
congestion electronics - the very medium that denies the need for can·
gestion as condition for deSirable human interaction.
PROJECT 04
The fourth project is the resuscitation of the original, Virgin stale of the

site now occupied by the Center, on the roofs of the lower blocks. In
1801 Dr. Davis Hosack. a botanist. established the Elgin BotaniC Garden,
a SCientific horticultural enclave with an experimental greenhouse. He
filled the garden "with plants from all parts of the world, Including 2.000
duplicate plants from the laboratorium of Linnaeus. renowned Swedish
botanist.,. ,"
Only 130 years later Hood convinces Todd - with one of his most
seductive pragmatic fairy tales, about the higher rent that can be
charged for the privileged Windows that would look down on one of the
Wonders of the World - finally to install the hanging gardens of a
contemporary Babylon.
Only the negligible surfaces of the Center's high·rise elements - the
RCA slab, RKO tower, International Building, etc. -subtract "from the
landscaped roofs which Will tower above the area formerly devoted to
the Elgin BotaniC
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Under any other doctrine of urbanism, Rockefeller Center's past would
be suppressed and forgotten; under Manhattanism the past can coexist
with the architectural permutations it has given rise to. The park extends
over the three blocks. A greenhouse for scientific experimentation is a
reminder of Hosack. The roofs are to be connected by Venetian bndges
that create a continuous park with a manonette theater, a permanent
sculpture exhibition, an open·alr flower exhibit, music stands, restaurants,
elaborate formal gardens, tea garden, etc.
The garden is only a more advanced van at ion of the synthetic Arcadian
Carpet of Central Park, nature "reinforced" to deal with the demands of
the Culture of Congestion.
PROJECT #5
Prolect #5, the final proJect, is "a Garden City aloft."~
But the garden IS a double Image: two projects at the same time. It
can be read as the roof of the lower blocks but also as the ground floor of
the towers.
Dunng the design and building of Rockefeller Center, the Impact of
European Modernism on American architectural practice can no longer
be ignored. But Hood and the Associated Architects are representatives
of Manhattanism first, and Modernism second.
Hood's projects before Rockefeller Center may be seen as a more or less
erratic "conversion" from eclecticism toward Modernism; but his production can also be read as a consistent enterprise to salvage Manhattanism,
to develop, clarify and refine it. In the face of the Modernist BlitZKrieg of
the thirties, Hood always defends the hedonistic Urbanism of Congestion
against the puritanical Urbanism of Good Intentions.
In this light. the roof gardens of the Center are an attempt of the
Manhattan sensibility to ingest the Modernist Radiant City of "happy"
light, air and grass, by reducing It to one layer among many. In this way,
the Center will be both metropolitan and antiurban.
Implanted in the synthetic vegetal past of their airborne site, standing
on the fabricated meadows of a New Babylon, amid the pink flamingos
of the Japanese Garden and imported ruins donated by Mussolini. stand
five towers, co·opted totems of the European avant·garde coexisting
for the first and the last time with all the other "layers" their Modernism
intends to destroy.
The roof of Rockefeller Center is both a flashback and a flash· forward:
ghost of the Elgin Garden and Ville Radleuse, masterstroke of
architectural cannibalism.
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Pro/ecl />4' "hangll'lf! gardens on the roof
land·
scaped roof!, .... lltowef above the a.ea lorrnerly
devoted to the Elgm BotanICal Gardens." plan
(John Wenrich, rendering), Bridges connect t!1I)
parks on each of the three blocks: pubhe lind

enlerl,lIllmenl laoht,l!'S are scattered thrOl.lgh the
parks Pale areas are hl£h rise towers: Of<lngi!
$qUiI.e5 ...,lhll1 them, elevatOf'S. The two
Sk~rapers nearest Fifth Avenue were supposed
to bridge the private street. forming porches to
Rockefeller Plaza. Babylonian "hangmg gardens·
connected by Manhattan's last ·Venetlan·
bndges: II tnumph 01 m,.ed metaphor,

2.5

"General a,r~1
lookinil NE o~
complete Witt
(John Wenncl
territory of til
t he roof_Fore
Conservatory:
waterfall lead

The Center IS the apotheosis of the Vertical Schism: Rockefeller Center =
Beaux-Arts + Dreamland + the electromc future + the Reconstructed
Past + the European Future, "the maximum of congestion" combined with
"the maximum of light and space," "as beautiful as possible consistent
With the maximum Income that should be developed:'
FULFILLMENT

Rockefeller Center IS the fulfillment of the promise of Manhattan. All
paradoxes have been resolved.
From now on the Metropolis is perfect.
"Beauty, utility, dignity and service are to be combined in the completed
proJect. Rockefeller Center IS not Greek. but it suggests the balance of
Greek architecture. It IS not Babylonian, but it retains the flavor of Babylon's
magnificence. It is not Roman, yet it has Rome's enduring qualities of
mass and strength. Nor IS it the Taj Mahal, which it resembles in masscomposition, though in it has been caught the spint of the Taj -aloof,
generous In space, qUieting In its serenity.
"The Taj Mahal lies in solitary grandeur on the shimmenng bank of the
Jumna River. Rockefeller Center will stand In the mid-stream rush of New
York. The Taj is like an oasIs in the jungle, its whiteness tense against the
gloomy greenness of the forest. Rockefeller Center will be a beautiful
entity in the swirling life of a great metropolis-Its cool heights standing
out against the agitated man· made skyline. And yet the two, far apart In
site and surroundings, are akin in spint.
"The Taj, in tribute to pure beauty, was designed as a temple, a shrine.
Rockefeller Center, conceived in the same spirit of aesthetic devotion, is
designed to satisfy, In pattern and in serVice, the many-Sided spirit of our
civilization. By solving ItS own varied problems. by bringing beauty and
business into closer compamonship, it promises a significant contribution
to the city planning of an unfolding future."21

-General alrvlew seen lrom (lbove 47th Street
looking NE o_er rooT gardens and RCA BlllldmB
cOJT1plete Wlth bridses over CIty Streets"
(John Wenrich. rendenng). The "restored" Virgin
te<ntory 01 the Center as synthetic Arcadia on
the rool. Foreground ught· the ·BotanlC3l
Conservatory; retroactIVe homage to Hosack.
waterlall leadS to sculpture garden.
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Radio City Music Hall:
The Fun Never Sets
In Radio City MusIc Hall the fun never sets.

- Advertisement
DREAM
~I

didn't conceive of the idea, I dreamed It. I believe in creative dreams.

The picture of Radio City Music Hall was complete and practically
perfect

In

my mind before architects and artists put pen on the drawing

paper....''It
In the congestion of hyperbole that is Manhattan, it is relatively
reasonable for Roxy, the animator of Radio City Music Hall, to claim a
crypto·reltglous revelation as inspiration for his amazing theater.

EXPERT
Roxy - real name Samuel lionel RothafeJ of Stillwater, Minnesota most brilliant showbiz expert

In

IS

the

the hysterical New York of the twenties.

After abandoning the ideal of the new Metropolitan Opera as cultural
epicenter of his complex, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., buys Roxy away from
Paramount and gives him carte blanche to create instead a "Showplace
of the Nation" at the Center.

,

NEW YDRK- MOSCOW

In this venture - "the greatest theatrical adventure the World has ever
known" - Roxy cannot expect much enthusiasm from the Center's
Associated Architects, who want to be sober and modern; they even
convince Roxy to join them on a study tour of Europe, where they want
him to see with his own eyes the advances modern architecture has
made in theater construction.
Summer 1931: the consummate showman Roxy, two businessmen·
architects, Harrison and Reinhard. and a delegation of technical experts
make the transatlantic journey.
The mission opposes Roxy, expert

In

the production of illusions

In

sufficient quantity and density to satisfy the metropolitan masses, to the
European architects, puritanical enemies of the tradition of showbiz
that Roxy embodies.
Roxy

IS

bored in France, Belgium, Germany and Holland; hiS architects

even force him to take the train to Moscow so thai he can inspect and
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Revelers at the Metropolitan ReSOft facmg
synthelK: sunset: ·A VISit 10 RadIO City MusIC
Hall IS as good as a month '0 the Country'

experience firsthand the Constructivist clubs and theaters built there
since the mid·twenties.
ANNUNCIATION

Somewhere in mid·ocean during his return to New York, a revelation
strikes a melancholy Roxy. Slaring at a sunset. he receives the
"Annunciation~ of

his theater: it is to be an incarnation of thIS sunset.

(Fortune magazine dates the moment of this architectural visitation much

later, I.e., a week before the theater's opening. In that case Roxy's is
merely a retroactive revelation -late, but no less valid.)29 Back in New
York, Roxy's pregnancy only needs to be substantiated by his architects
and decorators.
From the beginning, Roxy insists on the literalness of his metaphor. With·
In the rectangular section and plan of the Hall's external envelope, the
sunset theme is established through a senes of consecutive plaster semi·
Circles that diminish toward the stage to create a vaguely uterine hemi·
sphere whose only exit is the stage itself.
ThiS eXit IS "masked by the beautiful contour curtain")O made of a specially
developed synthetic fabric whose reflectiVity makes It an acceptable
substitute for the sun. The

"rays~

from the curtain continue along the

plaster arches, reaching around the entire auditorium. The arches
are covered in gold to better reflect the purple of the setting sun and
the glow of the red velvet which Roxy insists on for the chairs.
The consequence of Roxy's dream is that, while the effect of a sunset is
successfully achieved when the lights of his auditorium are dimmed,
the return of electricity in the intermissions and at the end of each per·
formance corresponds to a sunrise.
In other words, the 24·hour cycle of day and night is repeated several
times during a single performance at Radio City Music Hall. Day and
night are drastically reduced, time accelerated. experience intensified,
life - potentially- doubled, tripled., ..
CHILL

Roxy's understanding of Fantastic Technology inspires a further
intensification of his metaphor: questioning the conventional use of the
air·conditioning system - ventilation and cooling - he realizes that this
would only add chill to the sunset.
With the same maniacal logic that characterized hiS earlier viSions,
Roxy then considers adding hallucinogenic gases to the atmosphere of
his theater, so that synthetic ecstasy can reinforce the fabricated sunset.
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A small dose of laughing gas would put the 6,200 VIsitors In a euphoric
mood, hyper· receptive to the activity on the stage.
His lawyers dissuade him, but for a short period Roxy actually injects
ozone - the therapeutic 0 3 molecule with ItS "pungent refreshing
odor and
ft

~exhllarating Influence~

- into the air-conditioning system of

his theater.
Combining super-time With super-health, Roxy defines the definitive
formula of the metropolitan resort With hiS slogan, dA

VISit

to Radio City

Music Hall is as good as a month /n the Country. 63.

MUTATIONS
The perfection and metaphorical stringency of Roxy's artificial paradisethe "ultimate countryside" - sets off a cham reaction of further, unfore·
seen cultural mutations.
"In grandeur of conception, in glory of planning, in perfection of fulfill·
ment nothing like Radio City has ever been dreamed,n 32 claims Its
creator, With justice; but the container is so perfect that it ridicules its
imperfect contents.
On the night of the official opening of Radio City, the exhausted remnants
of a stale and spent vaudeville tradition - a tradition that peaked 20 years
earlier in Coney Island - fall flat into Roxy's sparkling new apparatus.
The old histrionics do not survive the test. People sitting 200 feet from
the footlights cannot follow the grimaces on the comedians' faces as they
embark on their tired routines; the size 01 the theater alone precludes
reliance on conventional use of the human vOice or even the human body;
the gigantic stage - wide as a city block - denies the meaning
of mise en scene, where suggested vastness can always rely on actual
intImacy. On this stage, "atmosphere" is atomized.
Under these Crisis conditions, "feellngs n are mercilessly exposed as both
unreal and human, or worse, human, therefore unreal.
"Much of

It,~

writes a Critic on the first night, "seemed sadly second rate

stuff, out of place amId such triumphs of architecture and mechanics.nl)
light years separate the architecture of Roxy's theater from the activity
on Its stage.
UnintentIonally, RadiO C.ty represents a more radical break WIth the past
than any consciously revolutionary theater has managed so far.

PARTICLES
In the early thirties only Hollywood is producing the kind of scenariOS
that equal Roxy's fantast.c landscape in anti-authenticity.
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Control booth ot the Metropolitan Resort:
"The great stage. whICh he watches constantly
(sometImes WIth a pour 01 bmoculars). IS a
Ill_ crty block away .."
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IOI,tan Resort:
watches constantly
Irloculars). IS a

Hollywood has developed a new dramatic formula - isolated human parti.
cles floating weightlessly through a magnetic field of fabricated pleasure,
occasionally colliding -

that can match the artificiality of Radio City Music

Hall and fill it with abstracted, formalized emotions of sufficient density.
The production of the Dream Factory is nowhere more at home than in
Roxy's brainchild.
BACKSTAGE
After the first-night fiasco, humanity-in the form of superannuated
vaudeville - is abandoned, and the Music Hall becomes a movie theater.
A movie theater needs only a projection booth, an auditorium and a
screen; but behind Radio Clty's screen stili exists another realm. "a
perfectly orgamzed entity of 700 souls~: backstage.
Its elaborate facihtles include dormitories, a small hospital, rehearsal
rooms, a gymnasIum, an art department, costume workshops. There IS
Radio City Symphony and a permanent troupe of 64 female dancersH

the Roxyettes, all between 5'4 and 5'7" -a scriptless chorus line with.
out any action to sustain.
Furthermore, there IS a menagene - horses, cows, goats and other
animals. They live in ultramodern stables, artificially lit and ventilated;
an animal elevator - dImensIoned to carry even elephants - not only
deposits them on the stage but also on a speCial grazing ground on
Radio City's roof.
Finally, there is Roxy's own apartment fitled in between the roof trusses
of his theater. "It is round, all white plaster and the walls describe a
parabola to meet in a domed top. The whole thing is really breathlessvague, spaceless, timeless. Makes you feel like an unhatched chicken
looking up at the top of his eggshell. To make the whole thing even more
fantastic, there are telephone dials in the walls. When you turn a dial,
a red light starts to flash on and off- something to do with radio."J4
But most painfully inactive is the colossal theatrical machine, "the
most complete mechanical installation in the world, including a revolving
stage; three manipulable sections of stage flooring; a power.driven
orchestral daiS; a tank; an electrically draped curtain; seventy-five rows
of fly lines for its scenery, ten of which are electrically operated; a
cyclorama 117 feet by 75; six horns for motIon pictures and two motion
picture projection sheets; a fountain in the middle of the revolVing
stage which can be used for water effects while the turntable is in
motion; a public-address system for amplifYing speech and producing
thunder and wind effects (played from records with fifty· four ribbon

type); semi·invisible microphones on the stage, in the footlights, in the
orchestra pit and In the sub-basement and an amplifier and six loud·
speakers concealed above the proscenium; a monitor system

connec·

In

tion with the public address system which reproduces words spoken
on the stage In the projection booths and the director's office and even
in the foyer and lobbies If desired, and which also carnes the directions
of the stage manager to the dressing rooms and electrical stations;
an elaborate lighting system with six motor-operated light bridges over
the stage, each 104 feet long, from which lens units and floods can be
used for special lighting; eight portable sixteen-floor lighting towers;
four spotllng galleries, two on each side of the stage, and a spotting
booth in the auditorium ceiling; a cyclorama strip In the floor and a floor
battery of self· leveling, disappearing footlights; six proJecllon machines,
four effect machines and the usual, or rather more than usual, complica·
tion of controls."»
The waste of this mechanical potenllal behind the movie screen is
unacceptable.
The frenetic sunsets and daybreaks, and the permanent availability of
the Roxyettes and the cosmopolitan livestock, combined with the
inactivity of

~the

most complete mechanical installation

In

the

world,~

create multiple pressures for a new stage show that can exploit

In

the shortest possible lime the maximum capacities of this top-heavy
mfrastructu reo
Under these critical conditions Roxy, general director of production
leon Leonldoff and the director of the Roxyetles (their name soon streamlined to Rockettes) Invent a stunning ritual: a new routine that is, in a
sense, a record of the crisis: a systematization of the concept of "lack of
inSpiration"; variations on the theme of "no content," founded on a

process, a display of inhuman coordination that relies on frenzied synchro·
nization, an exhilarating surrender of individuality to the automatism of
a synthetic year-round rite of spring.
The essence of this performance is a mass high· kick: a simultaneous
display of sexual regIOns, inviting inspection but on a scale that
transcends personal provocation.
The Rockettes are a new race, exhibiting their superior charms to the
old one,
PYRAMID

For the sake of the Music Hall audience, this pure abstraction is
occasionally intersected with a recognizable reality. Producer leonidoff
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Rockettes and Machines:
·Members 01 the Corps de
Baliet walt by elevators' hJii'l'
gleaming pistonS to
be lifted to stage leve
dUring performance.. __

oettes and MachIn
nbers of the Corp
t walt by elevators
nlng pIstons to
'ted to stage leve
Ig performance

!

Essence of the Rockelles' performance:
plotless lheafncal energy
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invades traditional stories with his man·made race, rejuvenating tired
mythologies.
Especially his Easter show becomes a classic of such cross-fertilization.
A pyramid of eggs occupies center stage. Cracks develop, marked by
neon scars.
After some struggling the Rockettes emerge Intact from the shattered
shells In a direct reference to the Resurrection.
The stage magically cleared of debris, the reborn Rockettes assume their
traditional formation, lift their legs as high as they will go ....

CHORUS
Only the Rocketles' abstract mo....ement can generate completely plotless
theatrical energy commensurate with the theater Roxy has created.
It is as if the chorus of a Greek tragedy decided to desert the play it was

supposed to support and pursued its own emancipation. The Rockettes,
daughters of the multiple sunset. are a democratic chorus line that has
finally left its background role and gone to flex its muscles at center
stage.
The Rocketles = the chorus line as main protagonist. the lead, a single
personage made up of 64 individuals, filling the gigantic stage, dressed
in Suprematlst costumes: flesh·colored bodystocklngs marked with a
series of black rectangles that shrink toward the waist to end in a small
black triangle -living abstract art that denies the human body.
With the development of its own race, Its own mythology, its own time,
its own rituals, the container of Radio City MUSIC Hall has finally
generated a worthy content.
Its architecture has provoked, and is now supporting, a new culture
which, preserved in its own artificial time, will remain forever fresh.

ARK
From the moment of his sunset Revelation, Roxy has become a Noah:
the chosen recipient of a quasi·divine "message" who-oblivious to its
apparent implausibility - imposes its reality on the world.
Radio City Music Hall IS hiS Ark; it now contains ultra sophisticated
accommodation for selected wild animals and the apparatus to dispatch
them throughout the structure.
In the Rockettes, it has its own race, luxuriating in its mirror-clad dorm
whose regular rows of unglamorous hospital beds suggest a maternity
ward, but without babies. Beyond sex, strictly through the effects of
architecture, the virgins reproduce themselves.
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Roc;ltettes In cr,SlS: lhelf permanent - useless- av,lJlabolrty
led to roullne based on concept of lack of mS~llrahon

Rockettes' med,cal center: lresh awakenmg 01 a new race.

'DormItory for dancers IS located backstage. Girls can rest
between shows. slay overnight. .:
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In Roxy, finally, the Music Hall has its own helmsman, a planner with a
vision who has built a self·contained cosmos on the allotment of his
block. But unlike Noah, Roxy does not depend on a cataclysmic event

In

the real world to vindicate his Revelation; in the universe of the human
Imagination he is fight as long as the "fun never sets."
In the completeness of its facilities and mechanical equipment,

In

the

selection of its human and anImal menagerie - in its cosmogony, in other
words - each of Manhattan's 2,028 blocks potentially harbors such an
Ark - or Ship of Fools, perhaps - recruiting ItS own crew with competing
claIms and promises of redemption through further hedonism.
Existing

In

such abundance, their cumulative Impact IS one of optimism;

together, these arks ridicule the possibility of apocalypse.

'"

Kremlin on Fifth Avenue
MOSCOW
In 1927 Diego Rivera, famous Mexican muralist. "member of the Com-

munist Party

In

good standing, delegate of the Mexican Section of the

International Red Aid. representative of the Mexican Peasant League.
General Secretary of the Anti-Imperialist League, editor of EI Libertador,"
visits Moscow as a member of a delegation of "workers and peasants"
that is Invited 10 help celebrate the tenth anniversary of the October
Revolution.

From the reviewing stand on lenin's Tomb, he watches

I

notebook

In

~with

greedy eyes,

hand, but mostly sketching on the tablets of his tenacious

brain" the Red pageantry.
Delighted, the radical artist records the full panoply of totalitarian mise

en scene: "Moscow's toiling millions celebrating their greatest holiday ...
the surging sea of crimson banners, the swift straining movement of
cavalry ... the cubic pattern of trucks loaded with riflemen,., the solid
squares of marching Infantry ... the vast, banner·plumed, float·beanng
serpentine of the slow, joyous singing masses of men and women of
the city marching all day long and far into the night through the great
square,H all Impressions from

~which

he hoped one day to bUIld murals

for Russian Walls:'
As his biographer writes, "It is not merely that [Rivera] apprehended [the
Russian Revolulion] intellectually-lao many radical artists have found to
their cost that rn art bare intellect may prove a stralght·jacket Rather did
it possess him wholly, stir him till thought and feelrng were integrated
into the unity from which art alone can lssue.H.l{,

1927
In this year the collision between the Russian Modernists and the Soviet
regime reaches an ominous phase: the Modernists are accused of being
elitists whose production is literally use·less: the Soviet government
is determined to define once and for all the principles of an art that will
energize and inspire the masses.
The potential of Rivera's narrative style - he IS one of the few convincing
visual demagogues in the world - is not lost on his hosts. After inter·
viewing Rivera, the head of the Department of Agitation and Propaganda
of the Communist International attacks the Russian avant·garde with
arguments borrowed from the Mexican. "The gap between the most
advanced artistic expression and the elementary tastes of the masses

.,
I

Rivera's unfinished mural 10 RCA, Build.ng

through tile maChlOe: UppeI' nght -expres$e(f

DIagonal from lower lell to upper nght: cosmos
seen through telescope. Second diagonal:

without demagogy or fantasy." Ihe organized
Soviet masse'!> _are marching towards the

bactena seen through mICroscope, Upper left·chemlCal war'are tYPified by hordes of masked
soldiers in the Uniforms of Hltlerized Germany'
In metal cocoon "the degenerallon and persis
tent pleasures 01 the nch ,n the midst of the
alrocious suHenngs of the explOIted to"e~,"
Al center - seemmllly beWIldered by Ihls Ideological conthct - "man OOIltrols Yltal energy

deYelopmenl of a new SOCllll order. trusting In
the I'ght 01 history. In the clear, ral,onal, omnipo·
tent method 01 dl<1!ect,cal matenahsm • Just off
center lenin and subverSive pact between soldier. black fanner and white worker. "The attack
orI the porlH'11 of LeIno was merely a pretext.
In reality. the whole mural was displeasing to Ille
bowrgeo,&,e.. _• (Rivera, POItra'! 01 AmerlC<l.)
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can be bridged only by following a course which will improve the cultural
level of the masses and capacitate them for artistic perception of the
new ways developed by the dictatorship of the proletariat. Nevertheless,
it may be possible to begin at once the rapprochement between the
masses and art. The road is simple: Paint! Paint murals in the clubs and
public

buildings.~l1

Rivera adds a personal reproach that undermines the pOSition of his
Modernist colleagues still further: "They should have given an art
simple and clear and transparent as crystal, hard as steel, coheSive as
concrete, the trinity of the great architecture of the new historical stage

of the

world.~·

The proto-Soclallst Realism of Rivera's work fIts exactly the ideological
profile that gUides the Soviets' search for the correct art.
Barely a month In Moscow, Rivera IS asked to do a portrait of Stalin. He
also Signs a contract With Fine Arts Commissar lunacharsky to do a
fresco In the Red Army Club "and to prepare serious work for the new
library V. I. lenin, at present under construction in

Moscow.~

But through the professional jealousy of local artists, the Red Army
project - the projection of Rivera's mental notes onto Russian wallsis aborted; Rivera leaves the USSR abruptly, taking With him only his
notebooks and, Inevitably, the sketches "on the tablets of his
tenacious

brain.~

NEW YORK

Back in MeXICO, Rivera decorates walls in the National Palace With.
among other Images, the BillIOnaires' Banquet: Rockefeller, Morgan and
Henry Ford dining on ticker tape.
To feed his output, Rivera has to consume fresh iconographies
continuously. Like a demented oil well. the America of the thirties gushes
myth, from the assembly line to the bread line - both equally useful
to Rivera.
In 1931 the Museum of Modern Art-the Rockefellers' connection
to the latest developments

In

the avant-garde-offers Rivera a

retrospective. Five weeks before the opening, on November 13, 1931.
Rivera arrives in Manhattan to produce a series of seven mobile
frescoes - portable as a precaution "in a land where buildings do not
stand 10ng."l9
As in Moscow, he immediately starts to harvest iconography. Three of
the new frescoes Interpret New York: Pneumatic Drilling, Electric Welding
and Frozen Assets. "The third depicted New York on three levels, at the
222

base a guarded bank vault wIth Immobilized wealth, in the mIddle a
municipal lodging with immobilized men lying on the floor like corpses in
a morgue and, above, the immobilized skyscrapers of New York like manu·
ments on a tomb of business:'«) (The two "tombs" chosen to occupy the
foreground are Raymond Hood's Daily News and McGraw-HIli buildings.)
The explicit politics of frozen Assets create controversy; the show breaks
all MoM A records.
Sponsored by the Ford dynasty, Rivera spends 1932 largely in the
mechanical entrails of Detroit, where he is asked to decorate the Ford·
financed Institute for Fine Arts.
More faSCinated than critical, hIS mural IS a sensual apotheosis of the
assembly line, a glorification of the industrial mystique, the sacred con·
veyor belt that delivers, at its end, a liberated mankind.

CROSSROAOS
like the Soviets, the Rockefellers are planning to Incorporate appropnate
works of art in their colossal complex to substantiate its cultural claims.
Through the attraction of a peculiar economic· artistic gravity the Red
Square notebooks - 48 watercolors and Innumerable penciled notesend up In the possession of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Other
Rockefellers too buy Rivera's work.
Later in 1932, Nelson Rockefeller invites Rivera to decorate the main
lobby of the RCA Building.
With Matisse and Picasso, Rivera IS inVited to submit sketches on the
theme "man at the crossroads looking with hope and high Vision to the
choosing of a new and better future:"]
The architects are anxious about art invading their domain; on Hood's
insistence, the murals are to be in three colors: white, black and gray.
Matisse is not interested in the subject, Picasso refuses to see the
Rockefeller delegation and Rivera is insulted that, although world·famous,
he is still expected to submit for a competition. He refuses, but insists
at the same time on using color, warning Hood that otherwise "we would
accentuate the funereal feeling which is fatally aroused in the public by
the juxtaposition of black and white .... In the lower parts of a bUilding one
always has the feeling of a crypt. ... Suppose some ill-disposed persons
should chance upon a nickname such as 'Undertakers' Palace."":! "Sorry
you can't accept;" Hood wires hastily; but Nelson Rockefeller negotiates
a settlement. and a more speclflc subject is formulated.
"The philosophIcal or spintual quality should dommate the mural. We
want the paintings to make people pause and think and to turn their

Diego RIvera. Frozen Assets: A Cross-$ectlOn
Through the C,ty. "mobIle" 'resco. 1931. FOf its
exhlbltlon. the Museum 01 Modern Art invIted
R,vera "to paInt seven frescos, .. In the slyle of
hIs MexIcan work w,th the possIbility thai two
mIght be on Unoted States subjects· They were
painted WIth such speed :lnd so late that they
could Olot be mcluded in the caialogue, The
erotical, subversIve nature 01 his 'United Stilte~
subjects· was discovered wilen it was too late.

'"

minds inward and upward ... (toJ stimulate a not only matenal but above
all spiritual awakening....
;'Our theme IS NEW FRONTIERS!
;'Man cannot pass up his pressing and vital problems by 'moving on.'
He has to solve them on hIs own lot. The development of civilization is no
longer lateral; It is mward and upward. It is the cultivation of man's soul
and mind, a fuller comprehension of the meaning and mystery of life. For
the development of the paintings in this hallway, these frontiers are~ 1. Man's New Relation to Matter. That IS man's new possibilities from his

new understanding of matenal things: and
"2. Man's New Relation to Man. That is man's new and more complete
understanding of the real meaning of the Sermon on the Mount."u
CONFUSION
1932 IS a lime of iconographic convergence between the USSR and
the USA. The style of Communism and the style of Capitalism - two
parallel lines that might be expected to meet In infinity, If eversuddenly lOtersect.
ThIS approximation of Visual vocabulanes IS misread by many as actual
ideological confluence: "Communism IS the Twentieth-Century
Amencanism~ is the slogan of the American Communists.

So it can be that Rivera's Red Square sketches - now in the possession
of Mrs. Rockefeller - can surface in the pages of Cosmopolitan and even
appear on the cover of Fortune. itself a Capltalist·realist pamphlet devoted
to the glorificatIOn of management.
FATA MORGANA
The story of the RCA mural is that of two parties who start digging a
tunnel from both ends, having arranged to connect in the middle, only to
find that when they reach the intended spot there is no one on the other side.
For Rivera. the virgin surface of the Manhattan lobby becomes a displaced
Russian wall on which he Will finally project the Red Army fresco. At the
service of the Rockefellers, he Will fix for eternity a Communist Fata
Morgana In Manhattan - if not a ;'Kremlln on the banks of the Hudson,"
at least a Red Square on Fifth Avenue.
The fortuitous meeting of a layer of Communist paint and a Manhattan
elevator bank represents a polItical version of the Murray's Roman
Gardens strategy: the appropriation by Individuals or groups of ideologi.
cally unclaimed terntories inSide Manhattan's architecture through speCIal
forms of decoration.

•
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Just as before this strategy could produce flashbacks to nonexistent
pasts, it can now generate political flash-forwards, the establishment of
desirable futures: Rockefeller Center, headquarters of the Union of
Amencan Socialist Soviets.
At the same time, consciously or not, Rivera IS acting exactly within
Nelson Rockefeller's concept of "New Frontiers": ~the development of
civilization is no longer lateral but inward and upward." For Rivera,
the Ideological settler, the RCA lobby becomes an interior, metro·
politan Wild West; in the best tradition of the frontier, he IS staking a
claim,
DIAGONALS

The fresco IS organized by two diagonals, elongated ellipses that for
Rivera create "dynamic symmetry.~
On the left of thiS cross IS an itemized quilt of capltahst abuse:
pohcemen victimizing workers in a bread line; Images of war, "the result of
technical power unaccompanied by ethical

development~;

a nightclub

scene, in which a group of latter-day Marie Antolnettes - representatives
of the bourgeoisie - play cards in the armored isolation of a metallic
cocoon,
On the fight, at last. the walls of the Kremlin.
The silhouette of Lenin'S Tomb.
The "slow, joyous, singing masses of men and women marching all day
long and far Into the night."
Underneath Red Square, materialized through the lenses of television,
"a group of young women in the enjoyment of health,glvlng sports." Then
another cocoon, in which (in Rivera's synopsis) "the Leader unites in a
gesture of permanent peace the hands of the Soldier, the Negro farmer
and the white worker, while in the background the mass of workers with
their fists held high affirms the will to sustain this fact."
In the foreground, "a pair of young lovers and a mother nursing her
newborn child see in the realization of the Leader's vision the sale pas·
slbility of living, growing and reproducing in love and peace."
Groups of students and workers are arranged on each side of the main
panel, made up of "International types" who WIll "realize in the future
the synthetiC human compound divested of racial hates, jealousies and
antagonlsms, .. ,~ The first ellipse is a view through a microscope,
the cosmos of "infinitesimal living organisms." A tactless ctose·up of the
germs responsible for venereal disease forms an ominous, if colorful,
cloud over the heads of the card-playing women.
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The second ellipse brings the Yislon of man to the most distant celestial
bodies.
At the intersection of the ellipses, "the cosmic energy received by
two antennae is conducted 10 Ihe machinery controlled by the worker,
where it is transformed into productive energy."'4 But this energy is
rerouted from the formal center of the composition to an off-center point
that IS the fresco's real center of gravity: the multiple handshake, engi·
neered by the Leader.
Looked at strictly

In

terms of square footage, by far the largest part of

the image IS occupied by a colossal machine that IS to perform the

"

miracle for which the entire mural IS an Incantation: the amalgamation
of Communist ethos with American know·how.
Its enormous size IS a measure of Rivera's subconscious pessimIsm as
to whether the synthesIs USSR/USA can ever be sparked into hfe.

ANXIETY
From the beginning, Rivera's juxtaposition of the two ideologies causes
anxiety

In

hiS patrons, but they Ignore ItS Implications until, weeks before

the May 1 opening, Rivera paints out the large cap that has so far
obscured the Leader's face, and reveals a portrait of the bald·headed

,

Lenin, staring the viewer straight in the face.
"Rivera paints scenes of Communist ActiVity, and John D. Jr. Foots Bill;'
screams a World·Telegram headline.

\

Nelson Rockefeller, willing to put up With Red Square, writes Rivera a
note: "While I was in the #1 building yesterday viewing the progress of
your thrilling mural, I noticed that m the most recent portion of the
painting you had included a portrait of Lenin.
"This piece is beautifully painted, but it seems to me that his portrait
appearing in this mural might very easily offend a great many people ...
As much as I dislike to do so I am afraid we must ask you to substitute
the face of some man where Lenin's head now appears.""
Rivera responds by offering to replace the card·playmg women under
their venereal cloud with a group of American heroes - such as Lincoln,
Nat Turner, Harnet Beecher Stowe, Wendell Phillips- that might
restore the balance.
Two weeks later, the lobby IS sealed off. Rivera IS asked to come down
from the scaffolding, gIven a check for hiS full lee and asked to leave
the scene With his assistants. OutSide, another vision awaits Rivera:
"The streets surrounding the Center were patrolled by mounted policemen and the upper air was filled With the roar of airplanes flying
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len," .... Manhattan.

Left side of Rivera's mural, Below fight the
cnSIS ridden masses, barely controlled by
mounted police. threaten the nch in their
protective cocoon, Above: "'progress" or the
armaments mdustry. Around the corner:
benevolent deity spms electricity
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round the skyscraper menaced by the portrait of Lenin ....
;'The proletanat reacted rapidly. Half an hour after we had evacuated the
fort, a demonstration composed of the most belligerent section of the
city's workers arrived before the scene of battle. At once the mounted
police made a show of their heroic and incomparable prowess, charging
upon the demonstrators and Injuring the back of a seven-year·old girl
with a brutal blow of a club.
~Thus was won the glorious victory of Capitalism against the portrait of

lenin in the Battle of Rockefeller Center...."46
It was the only RIVera mural ever to come alive.
Six months later the fresco is forever destroyed.
The Kremlin becomes elevator bank again.

'-

..

-----

2 Postscripts
ECSTASY
Atop the RCA Building is the Rainbow Room.
"Vlewmg New York through the 24 large windows of the Rambow Room,
or watchmg a floor show in the Rambow Room's sparkling splendor,
vIsitors taste the ultimate in 20th century entertainment."H
The planners of the Center want to call the space the "Stratosphere,~ but
John D. Rockefeller vetoes the name, because It is not correct. The best
orchestras play m the room; "Jack Holland and June Hart dance ...
maybe fly IS a better word.~08 The dmers are arranged

In

curved terraces

around a remnant of the Globe symbolIsm: a circular dance floor that
slowly revolves.
The wIndow recesses are clad with mirrors so that the vIew of the
Metropolis is equal parts real and mirror-image Manhattan.
The room is the culmination of a perfect creation.
Only the Imgering imperfection of the human race Itself casts a shadow
in this arena of ecstasy; the architecture IS superior to ItS occupants. But
even that may be corrected.

~Now

let's streamline Men and

suggests Count Alexis de Sakhnoffsky, designer,
the luncheon table

In

the Rainbow

Room.~

~tiltmg

Women;~

back hiS chaIr at

The count has deSigned

cars, watches and clothes. Now he unveils his plan for the remodeling of
the human race.
~Improvement

is m the air, let us apply it to ourselves. The SCientists

would tell us what the body lacks for thmgs it is called on to do today.
They would point out what it has that It no longer needs. The artists
would then design the perfect human being for the life of today and
tomorrow. The toes would be eliminated. They were given to us to climb
trees, and we do not climb trees anymore. This would permit inter·
changeable shoes, beautifully streamlined. The ears would be turned
around, slotted and streamlined to the head. Hair would be used only
for accent and decoration. The nose would be streamlined. Certain
changes would be made in the contours of both men and women to
make them more graceful.
~What poets and philosophers have called the eternal fitness of things IS
the objective of streamlining.~
In a culture that creates congestion on all possible levels, streamlining
equals progress.
Manhattan needs not decongestion but smooth congestion.
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New human race un~eiled. ele~ation and plan
'Count Sakhnotfsky's ,dea 01 luture men and
women_ Ears and noses Sakhnoffsky-stteamlined...
Ha,r would be used for decoration only.
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Reality of the RCA slab, "Arner;cans are the
rnatedallsts of the Abstracl. ..."
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ILL

Hood has never been ill. but in 1933, when the first installment of
Rockefeller Center is complete, his health collapses. Friends think that
the frantic work on Rockefeller Center has exhausted him, but in fact
he suffers from rheumatoid arthritiS.
"His energy never left him"

In

the hospital; ~even when he was sick to

death he was tingling to go back to
he had in hlm."~

hiS

office and do the buildings he felt

But in the Great Depression there is no work, not even for Hood.
Rockefeller Center, flfst fragment of the fmal Manhattan, IS, for the
foreseeable future. also the last.
Hood, seemingly recovered, returns to the office. The RCA Building now
completely dominates the vIew from his Window in the RadIator Building.
An old friend

VISits,

reminding him that he left the provincial office "to

become the greatest architect In New York,"
"The greatest architect

In

New York?~ Hood repeats, focusing on the RCA

slab, fiery in a sunset. "By God, I am,"
He dies in 1934,
Corbet!, fellow theoretician of Manhattan, co· promoter and deSigner of the
Culture of Congestion, writes: "HIS friends all knew him as 'Ray' Hood,
dynamic, brilliant yet affable 'Ray:
"I have never known a man in any walk of life with a more vivid Imaginalion

or more vital energy, and all without a trace of

'pose:n~1
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Madelon Vriesendorp, Freud Unlimited.

Europeans: Biuer!
Dali and Le Corbusier
Conquer New York

For New York

IS

the Fvlvosl City, the Baden Baden of that dying stench

called Europe. the ironic gargantuan offsprmg of the senility, the debilitatmg

spirituality and black breath 01 the European succubus.
- BenJamm de Casseres, MUTQTS of New York
BlUER! AI BRING

au SURREALISM.

AULREDI MENJ PIPOUL IN NlU YORK JOVE BIN INFECTID SAl ZI
LAIFQUIVING AND MARVEWS SORS OF SURREALISM.

- Salvador Dali

Manhattan, great until/eteel sole spread oul on a rock ...
- Le Corbusler
CONQUEST

In the mid-thirties both Salvador Dali and le Corbusler-they hate each
other - VISit New York for the first time,
Both conquer it, Dalf conceptually through interpretative appropriation
("New York: why, why did you create my statue long ago, long before I
was born?"),' Le ("its skyscrapers are too small")1 Corbusler by
proposmg literally to destroy It.
Their reactions - diametrically opposite - are episodes (fueled by equal
parts jealousy and admiration) In the long history of European attempts
to ';reciaim" Manhattan.
METHOD
"I believe that the moment

IS

at hand when by a paranoid and active

advance of the mind, It will be possible to systematize confusion and
thus help to discredIt completely the world of realltyft:;

In

the late
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Reonlorcemenllherapy patients at hospItal party:
'suslaoned and polent chaUenge 10 Freud"
A plashc token lor each oonvenhoo remembered ~
smile. Iopshck. smaU talk. etc. SU<;h "lOCenllYeS
prOYe'd very elfect<ve on motIVating the patients
to look alter themselves . ," (Note large number
of Polaroid cameras on foreground, ready to
'r~' this tnumph 01 SImulated normality.)

",\\\\\

Diagram of the inner workings of the Paranoid·
Cntical Method: IlInp, unprovable conjectures
generated through tho deliberate simulation of
paranoiac thought processes, supported
(made critical) by IIle ·crutches· of Cartesian

rationality.
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twenties Salvador Dali injects his Paranoid· Critical Method into the
bloodstream of Surrealism.
Ult was in 1929 that Salvador Dali turned his attention to the internal
mechanism of paranoid phenomena, en .... isaging the possibility of an
experimental method based on the power that dominates the systematic
associations peculiar to paranoia; subsequently this method was to
become the frenzied critical synthesIs that bears the name of 'paranoid
critical activity.'"
The motto of the Paranoid-Critical Method (PCM) IS ~The Conquest of the
Irrational.
W

Instead of the passive and deliberately unCritical surrender to the sub·
conscious of the early Surrealist automatisms In Writing, painting,
sculpture, Oali proposes a second·phase Surrealism: the conscIous
exploItation of the unconscIous through the PCM,
The peM is defined by Dali mostly in tantalizIng formulas: "the spontaneous method of irrational knowledge based on the critical and
systematic objectifications of deliriOUS assocIations and interpretations... ,'"
It is easiest to explain the peM by desCrIbing ItS exact opposite.
In the sixties two American behavIorists - Ayllon and Azrin - invent a
ureinforcement

therapy~

which they call Token Economy. Through the

generous distribution of colored plastic tokens, inmates of a particular
insane asylum are encouraged to behave like normal people whenever
possible.
The two experimenters "posted a list of desired behaviors on the wall
and then gave bonus points (tokens) to those patients who made
their beds, swept their rooms, worked in the kitchen. etc. These tokens
were redeemable for canteen items or for amenities such as a color TV,
staying up later at night or a private room. These incentives proved
very effective in motivating the patients to look after themselves and
take care of the ward."5
The hope that underlies such therapy is that, sooner or later, such
systematic simulation of normality will turn into real normality, that the
sick mind will insinuate itself successfully into some form of sanity like
a hermit crab into an empty shelr.
TOURISM

Dali's PCM is a form of reinforcement therapy, but

In

the opposite

direction. Instead of the diseased performing the rituals of health. Oali

proposes a tourism of sanity Into the realm of paranOia.
When Oall invents the PCM. paranoia IS fashionable In Paris. Through
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medical research, its definition has been amplified beyond simple
persecution mania, which IS only one fragment of a much larger tapestry
of

delusion.~

In fact, paranoia IS a delirium of interpretation. Each fact.

event, force, observation IS caught in one system of speculation and
uunderstood~

by the afflicted individual In such a way that it absolutely

conltrms and rem forces his thesis- that is, the imtial delUSion that IS
his point of departure. The paranoiac always hits the nail on the head, no
matter where the hammer blows fal/.
Just as In a magnetic field metal molecules align themselves to exert
a collective, cumulative pull, so, through unstoppable, systematic and in
themselves strictly rational associations, the paranoiac turns the whole
world Into a magnetic field of facts, all pointing 10 the same direction;
the one he IS gOing In.
The essence of paranoia is this Intense - if distorted - relationship with
the real world: "The reality of the external world IS used for illustration
and proof ... to serve the reality of our mlnd ....~
Paranoia IS a shock of recognition that never ends.
SOUVENIRS

As the name suggests. Dali's Paranoid-Critical Method IS a sequence of
two consecutive but discrete operations:

1. the synthetiC reproduction of the paranOiac's way of seeing the world
In a new light - With Its nch harvest of unsuspected correspondences,
analogies and patterns; and
2. the compreSSIon of these gaseous speculations to a critical point
where they achieve the density of fact: the Critical part of the method
consists of the fabrication of objectifying "souvenirs" of the paranoid
tourism, of concrete evidence that brings the "discoveries" of those
excursions back to the rest of mankind, ideally In forms as obvious and
undeniable as snapshots.
As a didactic model of such a Critical operation - in this case, to prove
the paranoiac (I.e., essentially unprovable) theSIS of Mary's AscensionDali describes one of hiS dreams.
"Now that I am awake I stili find this dream as masterly as when I slept.
ThiS 15 my method: take five bags of green peas, collect all of them In
a Single large bag and then drop them from an altitude of 50 feet: now
project an image of the Holy Virgin on the failing peas; each pea,
separated from the next one only by space, Just like the particles of an
atom, Will reflect a small part of the total image: now one projects the
image upside down and takes a photograph.
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Salvador Dali. c. 1929, before embarking on his

career as a Surrealist in Pans

,

London Bndge rebu.' ,1'1 onglllal form at
Lake Havasu. Arizona, perhaps the most
blatant Pa,anoodCnhcal JOUrney Ifl recent

memory: dismantled stone by slone, It now
spans an artlliClal lake. WIth fragments of
London hfe-the red phone booths. the
double decker buses, the guards - addmg
authenttelty al both ends. "London Brodge
Racquet Club In foreground ,s part of the
park comple~ at the West End of the
brodge. Broad promenade under the east
arch 01 the bndll& leads to English Village
al upper lefl..." "Nearly II century and a
half after ,ts inauguration, three yeilrs
alter lis demolol,oo In England. II quarter

of a world away from Scotland where ils
slo"IS were quarned, London Bridge stood
agam. II trillll1ph of englnoerinll Skill and
determination by fn81isll and American
BUilders fl~o generatiolls apart" - and
incidentally solving tile Reality $llortage at
Lake Havasu,
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"Due to the acceleration, conform to the laws of gravity, the upside.down
fall of the peas will produce the effect of the Ascension. To refine the
effect even more one can coat each pea with a reflective film, which will
gIve il the quality of a screen ... ."8
Here, the conjecture of the AscenSIon is the initial paranoiac propellant;
by recording it in a medium that cannot lie, that postulate is made
critical-objectified, made undeniable, put Into the real world where it
can become active.
Paranoid-Cnllcal actiVity IS the fabrication of evidence for unprovable
speculations and the subsequent grafting of this evidence on the world,
so that a "false" fact takes Its unlawful place among the ~real~ facts.
These false facts relate to the real world as spies to a given society: the
more conventronal and unnoted their existence, the better they can
devote themselves to that society's destruction.

TOE
Facts wear, reality IS consumed.
The Acropolis disintegrates, the Parthenon is collapsing due to the ever.
escalating frequency of tounsts' Visits.
As the big toe of a saint's statue gradually disappears under the onslaught
01 his devotees' kisses, so the Big Toe of reality dissolves slowly but
Inexorably under perpetual exposure to the continuous KIss of mankind.
The higher the density of a civilization - the more metropolitan it isthe higher the frequency of the Kiss, the faster the process of consump.
tion of the reality of nature and artifacts. They are worn out so rapidly
that the supply is depleted.
That IS the cause of the Reality Shortage.
This process intensifies in the 20th century and is accompanied by a
parallel malaise:
the fact that all facts, ingredients, phenomena, etc., of the world have
been categorized and catalogued, that the definitive stock of the
world has been taken. Everything is known, including that which is still
unknown.
The PCM is both the product of and the remedy against that anxiety:
it promises that, through conceptual recycling, the worn, consumed
contents of the world can be recharged or ennched like uranium, and
that ever· new generations of false facts and fabricated evidences can
be generated simply through the act of Interpretation.
The PCM proposes to destroy, or at least upset, the definitive catalogue,
to short-circuit all existing categorizations, to make a fresh start _ as If

'<1

frarn;o<s Millet. CAAgeJU$. As a child. Dali could
see a reprodOOl(Nl of this pamtlng from hIS
school bench. II "produced a vague anxIety m
me ." so ontense Illal the memory 01 these two
Immobole SIlhouettes never leU me •

,;T .......

-

-

Dali"s permutations ot Millers Angelus_
Illustration tor Lcs CIlaIltS de MaldOfOr. 1934-35:
here, Millers original protagonists have disappeared. but their acceSSOries - the pitchfork.
the wheelbarrow and Its enigmatK: bags - have
been reconstructed as paranoIac ·subst,tutes·
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Medolatron on the Harp. 1932-33: Millet's couple
now confronted With the accusatory oHsprmg 01
thelf scandalous relationship

the world can be reshuffled like a pack of cards whose original sequence
is a disappointment.
PC activity is like cheating with the last moves of a game of solitaire that
refuses to come out, or like banging a piece into a jigsaw puzzle so that
it sticks, If not fits.
PC activity ties the loose ends left by the rationalism of the Enlighten.
ment finally together.
DESIRE
As an example of recycling the used contents of the globe, Dali himself
attacks Millet's Angelus.
At first sight It is one of the most banal of 19th·century cliches: a
couple on a barren field, saYing prayers in front of a wheelbarrow loaded
with two bags of unspeCified contents; the scene IS completed by a
pItchfork stuck firmly in the earth. a basket and a church spire on the
horizon.
Through the systematic reshuffling of these worn'out contents, through
the fabrication of flashbacks and flash· forwards _ the tableaux preceding
and following the known Image- Dali reveals that the Angelus is an
ambiguous freeze· frame and discovers hidden meanings: the couple IS
petrified

In

a moment of sexual deSire that will animate them

In

the next

instant; the man's hat, ostensibly taken off in a gesture of piety, hides
an erection; the two enigmatic bags slumped together on the wheelbarrow
only announce the Imminent intimacy of the still·separated couple; the
pitchfork is the force of sexual attraction made concrete; the woman's red
hat glOWing in the sunset is a close·up of the impatient tip of the man's
member; and so on.
Through interpretation, Dali explodes the Angelus and gives it a new
lease on life. 9
INDIANS 1
PC activity eXisted long before its formal invention. When Columbus
sailed west, he wanted to prove two distinct hypotheses:

,
If

1. that the world was round, and
2. that he would reach India by sailing westward.
The first conjecture was right. the second wrong.
Yet when he printed his footstep on the New World, he proved both theses
to his own satisfaction.
From that moment, the natives became ~lndiansH _ fabricated evidence
that their discoverer had indeed reached India, fingerprints of a
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Dilli, The Discovery of AmelOca by Chll5lop!ler

Columbvs. 1959. Columbus depicted 11 spill
second OOlO(e his two theses the correct one
thai the world ,s round and the Incorrect one
thilt he had reached India - were estllbhshed as
"facts' by the ,mprlnt oj h,s lootstep on the
shore

Jollam's "b.rd's-eye vIew of New Amsterdam;
1672. the only true representatIon of New York
il5 project: the result at a neverend,ng flow of
paranoid projections firmly eSlabl,slled on the
wil of Manhattan,
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speculative error.
(A PC race, they were doomed to extmctlon when the mistake was
discovered - wiped out as embarrassmg evidence.)

GRAFT
Any process of colonJ:zatlon - the graft of a particular culture onto an
allen site - is m itself a PC process, the more so if it occurs in the void
left by the extirpation of the prevIOus culture.
Amsterdam to New Amsterdam = from mud to bedrock; but this new
foundation makes no difference. New Amsterdam IS settled in an
operation of conceptual clonmg: the transplantation of Amsterdam's
urban model onto an Indian Island, includmg gabled roofs and a canal
that has to be excavated With superhuman effort.
In a more conscious way, Murray's Roman Gardens _ Antiquity on 42nd
Street - is also an operation of paranOiac transposition. Erkins knows
that the situation he claims to reproduce never really existed except as
a hypothesIs in hiS own mind. Therefore, to Impose the "reality" of his
analogy between the Romans and Manhattan's Inhabitants _ the past
reshuffled as modern message - he depends on maximum authenticity
of his stolen goods, on the most conventional, Imitative, undeniable
souvenirs of a journey that never was - to the extent of using actual
plaster casts of the objects of antiquity to impose hiS own form of
Modernity.
PROJECT
In the artificial light of the PCM, the 1672 "map" of New York _ island
accommodating a complete catalogue of European precedents _ becomes
the only true representation of New York as proJcct.
From its discovery, Manhattan has been an urban canvas, exposed to a
constant bombardment of projections, misrepresentations, transplantations
and grafts. Many "took," but even those that were rejected left traces
or scars. Through the strategies of the Grid (With its fabulous incremental
receptivity), the inexhaustible Lebensraum of the synthetic Wild West
of the Skyscrapers and the Great Lobotomies (With their inviSible interior
architectures), the 1672 map becomes

In

retrospect a more and more

accurate prediction: portrait of a paranoiac Venice. archipelago of colossal
souvenirs. avatars and s,mulacrums that testify to all the accumulated

"touflsms~ - both literal and mental- of Western culture.
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COMBAT
le Corbusier is ten years older than Dali.
Commg from Switzerland, he shares with Dali that Paris thaI

IS

the breed·

ing ground not only of Surrealism but also of Cubism (and Le Corbusier's
private Protestant version: Purism).
Dati abhors Modernism, Le Corbusier despises Surrealism. But
Le Corbusier's persona and method of operation show many parallels
with Dali's peM.
Some of these must be the involuntary signs of a truly paranoiac
streak

In

his character, but there

IS

no doubt that this streak has been

systematically exploited, and with relish. by its proud owner. In a classic
paranoid self· portrait, he claims: ~I Jive like a monk and hate to show
myself, but t carry the Idea of combat in my person. I have been called

to all countnes to do battle. In times of danger, the chIef must be where
others aren't. He must always find the hole, as

10

traffic where there

are no red or green lights!"'"
OTHERWORlDllNESS
Architecture = the Imposition on the world of structures It never asked
for and that existed previously only as clouds of conjectures in the minds
of their creators.
Architecture is inevItably a form of PC activity.
The transformation of the speculative into the undeniably "there" is
traumatic for modern architecture. Like a lone actor who enacts an
absolutely different play from that of other actors on the same stage,
modern architecture wants to perform without belonging to the
scheduled performance: even in its most aggressive campaigns of
realization it insists on its otherworldliness.
For this subverSive play within a play It has cultivated a rhetorical justi·
fication modeled on Noah's Paranoid·Critical episode in the Bible.
Modern architecture is invariably presented as a last.minute opportunity
for redemption, an urgent Invitation to share the paranoiac thesis that
a calamity will wipe out that unwise part of mankind that clings to old
forms of habitation and urban coexistence.
"While everybody else foolishly pretends that nothing is wrong, we con·
struct our Arks so that mankind may survive the coming flood ... ."

CONCRETE
le Corbusler's favorite method of objectification - of making hiS
structures critlcal- IS reinforced concrete. The successive steps - from

24'

-In times of danger, the chl('j must go where
others aren't.. .•

•

,
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Dall's dIagram of the Paranood,CntlCal Method at
work doubles as diagram of remforced-concrete
constructIOn: a mouse gray IIquocl w,th the substance oj 'IOmII, held up by steel reinforcements
calculated acoordHlg to the stnclesl NewtonIan
physiCS; mlmrtely malleable at tlTSt. then suddenly hard as rock

,..

the speculative to the real- of this construction method constitute a
transposition of Oali's dream of photographing Mary's Ascension that, for
all its commonness in everyday life, is no less dreamlike.
Broken down in sequence, reinforced·concrete construction proceeds as
follows.
First, the conjectural structure of shuttering is erected - the negative of
the initial thesis.
Then steel reinforcements-dimensioned strictly according to the
rational principles of Newtonian physIcs _ are Inserted: the reinforcing
process of paranoiac calculation.
Then a mouse-gray liquid IS poured Into the empty speculative counter.
forms to give them permanent life on earth, an undeniable reality,
especIally after the signs of the Initial madness - the shutterrng _ have
been removed, leaVing only the llngerprints of the wood's grain.
Infinitely malleable at first, then suddenly hard as rock, reinforced concrete
can objectify vacUIty and fullness With equal ease: it is the architects'
plastic.

(It is no coincidence that each relnforced·concrete building site, with its
mad dutter of shutlerrng, resembles Noah's project: an Inexplicably land.
locked shipyard.)
What Noah needed was reinforced concrete.
What Modern Architecture needs IS a flood.

BUMS
In 1929 Le Corbusier realizes a Floating Asylum for the Parisian Salvation
Army, an object that establishes all these metaphors on a literal plane.
His barge offers accommodation for up to 160 clochards.
(Bums are the ideal clients of modern architecture: in perpetual need of
shelter and hygiene, real lovers of sun and the great outdoors, Indifferent
to architectural doctrine and to formal layout.) They are arranged in
pairs of double·decker beds along the length of the barge, which
of reinforced concrete.

IS

made

(Remnant of World War I military experimentation. Like architecture,
all paraphernalia of warfare are PC objects: the most rational possible
instruments at the service of the most irrational pOSSIble pursuit.)

CITY
But these are mere finger exerCIses.

It is Le Corbusiers all·consuming ambition to Invent and build the
New City commensurate With the demands and potential glones

"Identikit" portrait of Le Corbusier's Imaginary
New York. "Living In order to worK! ThiS means
breakmg our backs, dnving ourselves mad,
moral t)ewilderment, a prodigious hiatus between
us and tile realities of nc"lture [italics added].
plungmg into a black abyss of Mlificiality. So
men Ilave grouped tllernselves together. Why?
In order to struggle for Improvement in their
lives? In order to suiter! To have gone so far, to
have allowed ourselves to drift so far ,n our cities
-all our cities-that the human mechanism
has run off the ralls. so that we are mere hunted
anllnals!.. Flowers! We must live surrounded
by flowers'" Illustration and caption tor the
Radiant CIty.
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of the machine civilization.
It IS his tragic bad luck that such a city already exists when he develops
thIs ambition, namely Manhattan.
Le Cor busier's task IS clear: before he can deliver the city with which he
IS pregnant. he has to prove that it does not yet eXIst. To establish the
birthright of his bramchild, he has to destroy New York's credibility, kill the
glamorous sparkle of Its modernity. From 1920 he fights on two fronts
simultaneously: wagmg a systemic campaign of ridicule and defamation
against the American Skyscraper and its natural habitat, Manhattan,
while carrying out a parallel operation of actually designing the antiSkyscraper and the antl·Manhattan.
For Le Corbusier New York's Skyscrapers are '·child's play,~·· "an archi.
tectural accident .... Imagme a man undergOing a mysterious disturbance
of his organic life; the torso remams normal, but his legs become ten
or twenty tlmes too long...."" Skyscrapers are misshapen Madolescents of
the machme age,~ "handled nonsensically as the result of a deplorably
romantic city ordmance"ll_the 1916 Zoning Law.
They represent not the second (real) Machme Age but "tumult, halrgrowth,
first explosive stage of the new middle ages...."l~
They are immature, not yet modern.
For the inhabitants of this grotesque congregation of architectural cripples,
Le Corbusier feels only pity. "In the age of speed, the skyscraper has
petrified the city. The skyscraper has reestablished the pedestrian, him
alone .... He moves anxiously near the bottom of the skyscraper, louse
at the foot of the tower. The louse hoists himself up in the tower; it is
night in the tower oppressed by the other towers: sadness, depres.
slOn .... But on top of those skyscrapers taller than the others, the louse
becomes radiant. He sees the ocean and boats; he is above the
other lice ...."
That the louse is exhilarated, not by nature, but because he is eye to
eye with other Skyscrapers, is inconceivable to Le Corbusier for "there, at
the top, these strange skyscrapers are usually crowned by some
academic contraption.
"The louse is flattered. The louse loves it.
"The louse approves of these expenses to decorate the cork of his
skyscraper... "]'

IOENTIKIT
Le Corbusier's campaign of denigration is made possible only by the fact
that its strategist has never beheld the object of his aggression _ an

i
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The secret formula olle CorbtlSlel'"·S RadIant City:
lhe ·CIty 01 Pamc IManhattan) ... 10 the IUngle."
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ignorance that he carefully preserves for the duration of his attacksand that for his European audience, too, his imputations are unverifiable.
If an identiklt portrait of an alleged Crlmlnal- assembled by the police
from photographic fragments on the strength of more or less accurate
descriptions by his victims - is a Paranoid· Critical product par excellence,
then Le Corbusier"s portrait of New York IS an Identikit: a purely specula·
tlve collage of its

~crlmlnal"

urbanistic features.

In book after book, Manhattan's guilt is illustrated in a series of hasty
paste·ups of grainy images - fabricated mug shots - that show no
resemblance whatsoever to his supposed adversary.
Le Corbusler is a paranoid detective who invents the victims (the
lice), forges the Itkeness of the perpetrator and avoids the scene of
the crime.

TOP HAT
Le Corbusler's passionate Involvement with New York is, in fact, a IS·year·
long attempt to cut an umbilical cord. In spite of his angry obliterations
he is secretly nourtshed by Its reservoir of precedents and models.
When he finally "Introduces" hiS antl·Skyscraper, he is like a prestldlgl'
tator who accidentally gives hiS trtck away: he makes the American
Skyscraper disappear in the black velvet pouch of his speculative uni·

,

verse, adds jungle (nature in ItS purest possible form), then shakes up the
incompatible elements In his Paranoid·Critical top hat and - surprise! pulls out the Horizontal Skyscraper, Le Corbusler's Cartesian rabbit.
In this performance both the Manhattan Skyscraper and the jungle
become unrecognizable: the Skyscraper turns into a Cartesian (= French
= rational) abstraction, the jungle into a carpet of green vegetation that

is supposed to hold the Cartesian Skyscrapers together.
Usually after such PC kidnappings of models from their natural contexts,
the victims are forced to spend the rest of their lives in disguise. But the
essence of New York's Skyscrapers is that they already wear costumes.
Before, European architects have tried to deSign superior costumes.
But Le Corbusler understands that the only way to make the Skyscraper
unrecognizable is to undress it. (This form of forcible undress is of
course also a well-known police tactic to prevent further misbehavior
by a suspect.)

OVEREXPOSURE
The Cartesian Skyscraper IS naked.
Top and base have been amputated from the original Manhattan model;

,
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Presto' The CartesIan Rabbot:
Skyscraper.

0If.

the HorIzontal

The Cartesian/HOrizontal Skyscraper
splendor

S\!cllon through the Cartesian Skyscraper metro
in \lle basement, surrounding park WIth elevated
highways, 60 floors of olfices and. al lile lop,
'armored platform against aerial bombardments"
(The "best" modern architecture is that which ;s
prepared for the ·worst" catastrophe.)
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the part in between is stripped of its "old-fashioned" stone cladding,
dressed in glass and stretched to 220 meters.
It is exactly the rational Skyscraper that Manhattan's official thinkers
always pretended they wanted to realize, while in practice they steered

as far away from It as possible. The make· believe of Manhattan's architects - pragmatism, efficiency, rationality - has colonized the mind

of a European.
~To

say skyscraper is to say offices, that

IS

businessmen and

automobiles...."16

Le Corbusier's Skyscraper means business only. Its lack of a base
(no place for a Murray's) and a top (no seductive claims of competing
realities), the merciless overexposure to the sun implied by the thin

cruciform of its plan, all preclude occupation by any of the forms of
social intercourse that have begun to Invade Manhattan, floor by floor.
By stripPing off the reassuring exterior architecture that allowed the
ideological hysteria of the interior architecture to flourish, le Corbusler

ali

--

It..

even undoes the Great lobotomy.
He introduces honesty on such a scale that it exists only at the price
of total banality. (Some desirable social activity is allergic to daylight.)
There is no place here for Manhattan's Technology of the Fantastic.
For le Corbusier, use of technology as instrument and extension of the
imagination equals abuse. True believer in the myth of technology from
the distance of Europe, for him technology itself is fantastic. It has
to remain virginal, can only be displayed in its purest form, a strictly
totemic presence.
The glass walls of his Horizontal Skyscraper enclose a complete
cultural void.
NON-EVENT

Le Corbusier names the grouping of these Cartesian Skyscrapers
implanted in their park - the remnants of the jungle - the Radiant City.
If the Cartesian Skyscraper is the antipode of Manhattan's primitive,
infantile Towers. then the Radiant City is finally Le Corbusier's
anti- Manhattan.
No trace here of New York's soul· destroying metropolitan wilderness.
"You are under the shade of trees.
"Vast lawns spread all around you. The air is clean and pure; there

IS

hardly any noise....
"What? You cannot see where the bUildings are?
"look through the charmingly diapered arabesques of branches out into
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le Corbosle"s Rad,ant CIty as a pede5tnan
...ould see- or oot see _ II. VA BailIe oj GIants'
Nol The mIracle 01 Ifees and pat1Is realh,OlS
the human scale.

The Vo.sm Plan Imposed on Pans as " accordl"8
to the Surrealist 'ormula or ole Cad3vre
ExqulS; ""hereby fragments are grafted onto an
organism 10 deliberate Ignoran<::e or Its further
anatomy "Smce 1922 I have contmued to work,
In general and 10 detaIl. on the problem of Pans.
EverythIng has been made publIC. The CIty
CouncIl has never contacted me. It called me
'Barbanan'!
AntI Manhattan m the heart 01 Pans, "It is in
the name 01 the beauty 01 Pans that you say
'No!'· ·It IS m the name 01 the beauty and destmy 01 Pans that I mSlst 'Yes!'·
Further tricks 01 a Paranold,Crltlcal magicIan,
The C3desian RabbIt mult<plies Itself to
constitute tile Radiant City: Le Corbusier's antiManhattan unveiled.
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the sky toward those widely spaced crystal towers that soar higher than
any pinnacle on earth.
"Those translucent prisms that seem to float

In

the air without anchor-

age to the ground, flashmg in summer sunshine, softly gleaming under
gray winter skies. magically gllttenng at nightfall, are huge blocks of
off Ices
...."J1
In deSigning the Cartesian Skyscraper as universal accommodation for
business, to the exclusion of those indefinable emotional services that
have been buill mto the Femssran Mountain, le Corbusier has been the
credulous victim of the pragmatic fairy tales of Manhattan's bUilders.
But hiS real intention in the Radiant City IS even more destructive: to really
solve the problems of congestIon. Marooned

In

grass, his Cartesian con-

Victs are lined up 400 meters apart (I.e., eight Manhattan blocks _ about
the distance between Hood's super·peaks but with nothing

In

between).

They are spaced out beyond any poSSible associahon.
Le Corbusler has correctly perceIved that Manhattan has "reestablished
the pedestrian, him alone." The essence of Manhattan IS exactly that

S If accord.og

it is an ultra-modern Mega·Vlllage enlarged to the scale of a Metropolis, a

lavre

collection of Super·"Houses" where tradihonal and mutant lifestyles

fled 0010 an

its further
ued to work.
:llem of Pans.
fhe CIty
called me
~_·Itism

at you say
uly and des-

are simultaneously provoked and sustained by the most fantastic infra.
structure ever devised.
When he first strips, then isolates the Skyscrapers and finally connects them with a network of elevated highways so that automobiles
(:: businessmen:: modern) Instead of pedestrians (medieval) can shuttle
freely from tower to tower over a carpet of chlorophyll.producing agents,
he solves the Problem but kills the Culture of Congestion.
He creates the urban non·event that New York's own planners have
always aVOided (despite their lip service to it): Decongested Congestion.
AFTERBIRTH

Through the twenties, as Manhattan is "removing stone by stone the
Alhambra, the Kremlin and the Louvre" to "build them anew on the
banks of the Hudson," Le Corbusler dismantles New York, smuggles It
back to Europe, makes It unrecognizable and stores It for future
reconstruction.
Both operations are pure PC processes-cities of forged fabric-but if
Manhattan IS a phantom pregnancy, the Radiant City is its afterbirth, a
theoretical Metropolis in search of a locatIon.
In 1925 the first attempt to graft it onto the face of the earth is made
"in the name of the beauty and destiny of Pans:'18 The Plan Voisin IS

,

New YorkfVIUe Radleusec ·oppoSltes· thai have
become Inseparable; ~Iustratoon lor the Roo",nt
Cdy. -The two theses lace to lace New York IS
countered by the Cartesian CIty, ha.rllOOoouS
and 'yocal..•

Further steps on a campaign of denigration:
Le CorbuSler's luxtapoSltion Paris-New York. or,
birth of a SIamese Twm: illustration for Ihe
RadIal'll City. "Two SPirits confronl each other:
lhe French tradltoon of fhe NOfre Dame, the
VOISin Plan (With liS Honzonlal Skyscrapers) and
lhe Amencan tradition (tumult, halt standong on
end, lirst explOSive slage of a new middle age)."
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planned. It seems. accordmg to the early Surrealist theorem
Exquis~

- adaptation of the child's game

In

~le

Cadavre

which a piece of paper IS

folded, the first participant draws a head and folds the paper, the second
draws a body and folds, etc., so that a poet.c hybrid is "released" from
the subconscious.
As If Paris' surface were folded, le Corbusier draws a torso that deliber·
ately Ignores the further anatomy of the "exquisite corpse."
lower housing blocks meander around Cartesian Skyscrapers that are
arranged on a plain

In

central Paris where all traces of h.story have been

scraped away to be replaced by "jungle": the so· called mobilization of the
Ground. from which even the louvre barely escapes.
In spite of le Corbusler's dedication to Pans' future, this plan is clearly a
pretext. The transplantation is rntended to generate not a new Paris but a
first antl·Manhattan.
"Our invention. from its beginnings, was directed against the purely for·
malist and romantic conceptions of the American Skyscraper....
"Agamst New York's skyscraper we erect the Cartesian Skyscraper, limpid.
preCise, elegantly shining in the sky of France ....
"AgalOst New York, turbulent clamor of the giant adolescent of the
machine age - I counteract with horizontal skyscrapers. Paris, city of
the straight hne and the hOrizontal. will tame the verticaL ...~l·
Manhattan will be destroyed in Pans.
TWINS

The Radiant City is intended as the apotheosis of an experiment m
architectural alchemy - one element turned mto another. But despite
le Corbusier's frantiC efforts to outdistance Manhattan, the only way to
describe his new city - verbally and even visually - IS in terms of its

differences from Manhattan.
The only way hiS city can be understood is by companson and
juxtaposition of the

"negatlve~

of Manhattan and the "posItive" of the

Ville Radleuse.
The two are like Siamese twins that grow progressively together

In

spite

of a surgeon's desperate efforts to separate them.
SLIPPER

The Parisian authorities do not take the Radiant proposal seriously. Their
rejection forces Le CorbUSier to become a Cartesian carpetbagger,
peddling hiS horizontal glass Skyscraper like a furious prince dragging a
co(ossal glass slipper on an Odyssey from MetropOliS to Metropolis.
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Illll!>trllhon lor the Rad,anl Dty Boeoos Alre~.
Argentina. last stopover lor the CarteSIan
carpetbagger on his way 10 New York.
"New York. pathellC pcwadox
Buenos Awes?
destmahon of a New Clly'-
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In the best traditions of paranOia - natural or self· Induced _ It is a
worldwide journey.

~Last spring he pulled aul a pad and drew a map of the world, shading
the areas where he felt his books [I.e., his waresJ would sell. The only
unshaded part was a negligible strip of Africa.~l<l
Barcelona, Rome, Algiers. RIo de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, everywhere he
offers his towers, offers the most chaotiC cities the chance to be the

OpPosIte of the "pathetic paradox.~~' Manhattan.
Nobody wants even to try the slipper on.
Thai only reinforces hrs thesIs.
~I

am kicked out.

~Doors

~8ut
~l

slam behmd me.

deep inside me I know:

am right,

"I am right,
"1 am rig
- ht ...."u
ARRIVAL 1
In 1935 the attraction of the New World becomes Irresistible for Dali.
"Each image that came from America I would sniff, so to speak, with the
voluptuousness with which one welcomes the first whiffs of the inaugural
fragrances of a sensational meal of which one IS about to partake.
"I want to go to America, I want to go to Amenca ....
"This was assuming the form of a childish capnce."2J
He sails for New York.
For shock effect on arrival, Oali decides to realize - retroactively _ a
Surrealist project originally intended to upset Paris, the baking of "a
fifteen·meter loaf of bread."
The baker on board offers to bake a version 2Y2 meters long (the maximum capacity of the ship's oven) with "a wood armature inside it so that
it would not break in two the moment it began to dry. ..." But when Dali
disembarks an "utterly disconcertmg thing" happens: "Not one of the
reporters [of a waiting grouPl asked me a single question about the loaf
of bread which I held conspicuously during the whole interview either in
my arm or resting on the ground as If it had been a large cane ...."
The disconcerter disconcerted: Dali's first discovery is that m Manhattan
Surrealism is mvisible. His Remforced Dough IS just another false fact
among the multitudes.
PC activity counts lor its Impact on a solid background of conventIon.
Just as the success of Robin Hood's actiVIty depends on the continuous
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supply of rich people traversing his forest, so all plots to "discredit
completely the world of reality" rely on a reality that is, or seems to be,
on solid ground and even in good health.
If a 2V7·meter loaf of French bread becomes unnoticeable, It means that.
In Manhattan, there IS no such scale against which ItS Intended shock
waves can register.
SHOCK 1
Dalf cannot shock New York, but New York can shock Dali.
On his first day m Manhattan he experiences three revelations that diS'
close to him the essential cultural mutations that make thiS Metropolis
fundamentally dIfferent from any other.
1. On Park Avenue "fierce anti-moderOlsm manifested Itself In the most
spectacular fashion, beginOlng With the very facade. A crew of workers
armed With Implements projecting black smoke that whistled like apoca·
Iyptlc dragons was m the act of patmmg the outer walls of the bUIlding m
order to 'age' thiS excessively new skyscraper by means of that blackIsh
smoke characteristic of the old houses of Paris.
~In Paris, on the other hand, the modern architects a fa Le Corbusier were
racking their brains to find new and flashy, utterly anti-PariSian materials.
so as to Imitate the supposed 'modern sparkle' of New york ...."
2. Dali enters the Skyscraper; a second revelation occurs as he ascends In
an elevator. "I was surpnsed by the fact that instead of electricity It was
lighted by a large candle. On the wall of the elevator there was a copy of a
painting by EI Greco hung from heavily ornamented Spanish red velvet
strips _ the velvet was authentic and probably of the fifteenth century... ."
3. That same Illght Dali has a dream involving "eroticism and lions.
After I was fully awake, I was surprISed by the persistence of the lions'
roars that I had just heard in my sleep. These roars were mingled with
the cnes of ducks and other animals more difficult to differentiate.
This was followed by complete silence. This silence, broken only by roars
and savage cries, was so unlike the din that I had expected - that of an
Immense 'modern and mechanical' city - that I felt completely lost. ..."
But the lions' roar is real.
DIrectly under Oall's Window are the lions of the Central Park Zoo,
Paranold.Cntlcal "souvenir~ of a "jungle~ that never existed there. Three
revISions and the European myth of Manhattan dismtegrates.
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REDESIGN 1

To acquire the right to invent his own New York, le Cor busier has spent
15 years proving that Manhattan IS not yet modern. Dali mvents his own
New York on his first day m town: a Manhattan that does not even want
to be modern.
~No,

New York was not a modern city.

"For having been so at the begmning, before any other city, it now...
already had a horror of this. ' ..~
He maps his discovery through association and metaphor, a Paranoid·
Critical redesign: New York is a field where all histones, doctrines,
ideologIes, once carefully separated by space and ttme, appear simul·
taneously. The linearity of history is short-circuited to celebrate a final
spasm of Western culture.
"New York, you are an Egypt! But the Egypt turned inside out ... She
erected pyramids of slavery to death, and you erect pyramids of
democracy with the vertICal organ pIpes of your skyscrapers all meetmg
at the point of Infinity of liberty!
"New York ... resurrection of the AtlantiC Dream, Atlantis of the sub·
conscIOus. New York, the stark folly of whose histoncal wardrobes gnaws
away at the earth around the foundations and swells the inverted
cupolas of your thousand new religions.
"What Piranesi invented the ornamental rites of your Roxy Theatre? And
what Gustave Moreau apoplectic with Prometheus lighted the venomous
colors that flutter at the summit of the Chrysler Building?"
EFFICIENCY 1

In his blind rage, le Corbusier has stripped Manhattan's towers,
expecting to fmd the rational core of the true Machine Age. Dali looks
only at the.r surface, but it is lust this superficial inspection that exposes,
with a jolt, the thinness of Manhattan's pragmatic dissimulations, its
mimicry of philistinism, ItS ambivalent pursuit of efficiency.
New York's only efficiency is its poetic efficiency.
"The poetry of New York is not serene esthetics; It is seething biology....
The poetry of New York IS organ, organ, organ ... organ of calves' lungs,
organ of Babel, organ of bad taste, organ of actuality; organ of virginal
and history·less abyss ....
"The poetry of New York IS not that of a practical concrete building that scrapes
the sky; the poetry of New York is that of a giant many-piped organ of red
IVory -It does not scrape the sky, it resounds in It With the compass of the
systole and diastole of the visceral canticle of elementary biology... ."
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Dali prepares this Manhattanist poetry as truculent antidote to the
puntanical "apologIsts of the aseptic beauty of functionalism" who have
tried to Impose New York "as an example of antl·artistic vIrginity...."
They have all made a terrible mIstake. "New York is not prismatic;
New York is not white. New York IS all round; New York IS viVid red.
"New York is a round pyramld!~

MONUMENT

New
t shapes

"'"

tho

Dali's Paranoid-Critical conquest of Manhattan is a model of economy,
especially when, with one fmal gesture, he turns the whole city into
a spectacle, performed for hiS sole pleasure.
"Each evenmg the skyscrapers of New York assume the anthropomorphiC shapes of multiple gigantic Millet's Angeluses ... motionless.
and ready to perform the sexual act and to devour one another....
It is the sanguinary deSIre that illumInates them and makes all the
central heating and the central poetry circulate within their ferrugmous
bone structure ....~
For a moment. hiS interpretation suspends all other functions of the city.
It is there for him alone.
"New York: why, why did you erect my statue long ago, long before I was
born, higher than another, more desperate than another?"2<

ARRIVAL 2
Also 10 1935 - 12 years pregnant with the Radiant City, glass slipper
spurned by worldwide consensus -le Corbusier sails for New York with
the accumulated bitterness of an unwed mother, threatening, after the
failure of all attempts to arrange an adoption, to lay the phantom foundling on the doorstep of its natural father and instigate a paternity suit.
For him no reporters.
". Jacobs,' said Le Corbusier I to the interpreter engaged for him by
MaMA, sponsor of his crossing, in its campaign to impose real Modernism
on the USA], 'where are the photographers?' Jacobs ... found that the
press cameramen on board were busy taking pictures of other celebrities.
He slipped a newspaperman five dollars and implored him to take a
picture of Le Corbusier. 'I've used up all my film,' said the photographer,
returning the money. Being an obliging fellow, however, he snapped
his empty camera at Le Corbusier who looked mollifled ....~ PC activity
records facts that do not eXIst. le Corbusier eXists but cannot be
recorded. As if under a curse, le Corbusler is as Invisible In New York as
OaH's bread.
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"'Jacobs,' he said several times, as he riffled through the
boat?'~r..

newspapers •.. , 'where is the picture they took of me on the
SHOCK 2

At a press conference in Rockefeller Center a few hours after hiS arrival,
le Corbusler stuns New York's hard-boiled reporters with his Parisian
diagnosis and remedy, which have survived the first confrontation with
Manhattan intact.
"After a cursory mspectlon of the New Babylon, he gave a simple recipe
for its Improvement.
"'The trouble with New York is that Its skyscrapers are too small. And
there are too many of

them.'~

Or, as New York's tabloids headline in disbelief. he fmds

~CITY

All

RIGHT AS FAR AS IT GOES .. _but it is utterly lacking m order and
harmony and the comforts of the spint which must surround humanity.
The skyscrapers are little needles all crowded together. They should
be great obelisks, far apart, so that the city would have space and light
and air and order__ ._
~These
~I

are the thmgs that my town of Happy light will have!

believe wlthm myself that the ideas I bring here and that I present

under the phrase Radiant City will find in thiS country their natural
groun d ...."n
INDIANS 2
But that natural ground has to be fertilized by more Paranoid-Critical
tautology.
"To reconstruct American Cities and especially Manhattan, it is first
necessary to know a place where the reconstruction can take place. It is
Manhattan, which is large enough to hold six million people..

"1'

Manhattan itself is now one of the last remaining areas of the globe not
yet exposed to Le Corbusler's Cartesian hard sell.
It is his last candidate.
But beyond thiS opportunistic urgency, there is a second, still more
desperate motive: the real Manhattan confronts le Corbusler -like the
real America Columbus - with the fragility of hiS lifelong speculations.
To secure the Paranoid,Crltical reinforcements underlying hiS urbanism
and prevent the collapse of his

~system,~

he is forced (in spite of hiS almost

irrepressible admiration) to persist in hiS earlier castmg of the American
Skyscrapers as mnocent, even childish natives and of hiS own horizontal
Cartesian towers as the lrue settlers of the machme ciVilization.
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"Le Corbusler Looks, C,itlcally...." Shock wave,:> 01
lhe arcrutect's arrl~al as 'ecorded In Ne..... Yo,II's
press, "Too small' - Yes. Says L& Co,bu,:>ie,;
Too Narro..... 1o, Frel?, EfllCIl?nt CirculatloJl.
(New Yor* Times Magazine, No~emb&r 3, 1935.)
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So obsessed was le CorbuSler Wlth the ·edermmahng prll'lC'ples" of hIS urbamsm and ,ts
obJect. the massacre of the Irlchans/SkY5C,apers,
that even the ChnSlmas cards he seods from
New York show a grotesque Radiant City on
Manhattan, with no Iraces left of any previOUS

culture/architecture.
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Manhattan's Skyscrapers are Le Corbusier's Indians.
By substituting his anti·Manhattan for the real Manhattan, Le Corbusier
would not only assure himself of an Inexhaustible supply of work, but
destroy in the process all remaining eVidence of his Paranoid-Critical
transformations - wipe out. once and for all, the traces of his conceptual
forgeries; he could finally become Manhattan's Inventor.
The Intransigence of this double motivatIon prepares the ground lor a
reenactment - architectural this time - of the New World's primordial
tragedy, the massacre of the Indians. le Corbusier's urbanism
unleashes "exterminating princIples WhiCh, with constantly augmenting
force, would never cease to act until the whole aboriginal race" - the
Skyscrapers - ~should be extirpated and their memory ... be almost
blotted out from under heaven."
When Le Corbusier ominously condescends to his American audiences
that "you are strong, we have reflected,~28 he warns them in effect that,
once again, ~North American barbarism" will ~give place to European
reflnemene
In his ongoing surgery to separate the Siamese tWinS, Manhattan/
Ville Radieuse, Le Corbusler is now ready for the final solution: to kjll
the firstborn.
REOESIGN 2

Dali's "discovery" of an antimodern Manhattan has been strictly verbal, Its
conquest therefore complete. Without tampering With its physique, he
has recast the Metropolis as an antlfunctional accumulation of ataVistic
monuments engaged in a process of continuous poetic reproduction. Cerebral
as this project IS, it immediately takes its rightful place as one of the
"layers" that constitute Manhattan. Le Corbusler too acts under the Influence
of Manhattan's speculative delirium. "Night or day, at each step in New
York I find pretexts for reflection, for mental construction, for dreams of
extraordinary, cheering tomorrows near at hand ...."29 But his deSign for
New York is literal, architectural and therefore more Implausible than Dali's:
the Grid - "perfect ... In the age of the horse" - is to be scraped off the
surface of the island and replaced by grass and a much wider network of
elevated highways;
Central Park - "too large" - is to be shrunk, "Its verdure distributed and
multiplied throughout Manhattan";
the Skyscrapers - ~too small~ - are to be razed and superseded by about
a hundred identical Cartesian settlers Implanted in grass and framed by
the new highways.
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"The age ot the horse" vs. 'the age of the car"

"A new eltoClent city on Manhattan:
onhabltants •

si~

milhon

TO

aoo

TO a3S

TOMORROW

Prov,s,onal t,metable tor the defon,t,ve CartesLan
settlement,
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So redesigned, Manhattan will be fit for six million inhabitants; Le
Corbusler "will restore an Immense area of ground ... pay for the ruined
properties ... give the city verdure and excellent circulation; all the
ground in parks for pedestrians and cars up in the air, on elevated roads,
a few roads (one way) permlttmg a speed of ninety miles an hour and
going ... simply from one skyscraper to another."JO Le Corbusier's "solution~
drains Manhattan of its lifeblood, congestion.
EFFICIENCY 2

SometImes a tourist returns from foreign lands unrecognizable. This
has happened to the Skyscraper on Its Paranoid,Crltlcal transatlantic
excursion.

It left as hedonistic Instrument of the Culture of Congestion; it returns
from Europe brainwashed, JOstrument of an Implacable PUritanism.
Through a bizarre cross-fertilization of misunderstood rhetonc, American
pragmatism and European idealism have exchanged ethos: the
materialistiC philistines of New York had mvented and built an oneiriC
field devoted to the purSUit of fantasy, synthetic emotion and pleasure,
ItS ultimate configuration both unpredictable and uncontrollable.
To the European humanist/artist thIs creation is only a chaos, an Invita.
tion to problem solvmg: Le Corbusier responds with a majestic flow of
humanist non sequiturs that fails to disguise the sentimentality at the
core of his vision of Modernity.
The European's program for the true Machine Age is the efficiency of
banality: "to be able to open your eyes on a patch of sky, to live near a
tree, beside a lawn," "to go simply from one skyscraper to another."
Everyday life will regain its eternal immutability amid the "essential joys"
of sun, space and vegetation. To be born, to die, with an extended
period of breathing in between: in spite of the optimism of the Machine
Age, the Old World vision remains tragic.
Le Corbusier has patience. As for all paranoiacs, things are going his way.
"Reality, that is the lesson of America.
"It gives your boldest speculation the certainty of imminent birth ... "'J!

EXPOSURE
Meanwhile, throughout the lhlfties, Dali commutes between Europe and
Manhattan. The natural affinity between the Metropolis and Surrealism IS
translated into astronomical fame, astronomical prices, a Time cover story.
But this popularity also leads 10 a proliferation of fake Dalinlan gestures,
Images, poetry.
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Retreat v,a the ,nlenOO' of BonWlt Tellel'"
through the w,ndoW'

272

00'

leap

Ever since the non-event of the french bread, Dali has pondered a visible
Surrealist performance in NJU YORK to act as a "public demonstration of
the difference between the true and the false Oali manner~ and, at the
same time, to celebrate and impose his own poetic redesign of Manhattan. J2
When Sonwlt Teller invites him to dress a dIsplay window on Fifth Avenue,
Oali conceives a "manifesto of elementary surrealist poetry right out in the
street" that ~would inevitably arrest the angUished attention of passersby
With stupor when the morrow, amid so much Surrealist decorativism, lilted
the curtain on an authentiC Oallnlan vision ....~
His theme IS "Day and

Night.~

In ~Day" a manikin "marvelously covered with several years' dust
and cobwebs" steps Into a "hairy bathtub lined with astrakhan ... filled
with water to the edge,"
For "Night" a second figure reclines on a bed "whose canopy was a
buffalo head carrYing a bloody pigeon In its mouth.~ The black satin
sheets are burnt and the "pillow on which the manikin rested her
dreamy head was composed entirely of live coals...."
If Manhattan is an archipelago of Paranoid· Critical Islands Insulated by the

neutralizing lagoon of the Grid, then to spill their hidden contents into the
objective space of the street IS a subverSive action: exposure of the interior
hothouse tiPS the balance between rational and irratIonal domainS.
Manhattanism acts In self·defense to restore the integrity of its formula:
when Dali returns - the morning after its midnight completion - to test
the shock value of his manifesto in broad daylight, the fiery bed has been
removed altogether, the naked manikins covered, the lasciviousness
of the interior hysteria suppressed.
"Everything, but absolutely everything" has been changed by the store
management so that the serenity of the Great Lobotomy is restored.
For once, Salvador Dali turns into a European puritan to defend the rights
of the artist.
From inside the store, he enters the window, attempts to lift and topple
the bath. "Before I could raise one side it slipped right up against the
Window so that at the moment when in a supreme effort I finally succeeded
In turning It over it crashed into the plate glass, shattering it into a
thousand pieces."
A choice: Oali can retreat via the interior of the store or leap "through the
window bristling with the stalactites and stalagmites of my anger."
He jumps. The escapee from the interior prison enters no·man's-Iand.
A violation of Manhattan's formula.
As he walks back to his hotel, gaped at by a silent crowd, "an extremely
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I,
New York WorId"s Fa... 1939.
blrd's'eye view wllh Manhattan skyline
In background: the eJJJed mlellors of
M"n~'Mn's Skyscrapers.

Dal;'s Dream 01 Venus at 1939 World's Fair "The
outside of the bUlld,nll vaguely resembles an
exaggerated shelltlsh and 15 ornamented with
plaster temales. spikes and other oddities All
lh,s is most Interestmg and llmusmg..
(Lde. March 17. 1939)
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"

polite plainclothesman delicately placed his hand on my shoulder and
explamed apologetIcally that he had to arrest me., .."
A Paranold·Critical act has been "booked" in Manhattan.
BLOBS
I,
ttan skyline
Itefiors of

Deep mto the thirties, the Board of Design for the 1939 World's Fair works
on the top floor of the Empire State Building. The object of its considera·
tions

1$

not on, but near Manhattan, in Flushing Meadows, Queens.

But no matter: "A set of telescopes on the roof of the drafting room
brought the grounds mto dear View, and one could check what one was

drawmg against actual sIte conditions....~u
The Fair itself is conceived as an anti· Manhattan: "By way of contrast with
the Skyscrapers of adjacent New York, Fair Buildings consist largely of
windowless, one-story structures artificially illummated and ventilated.
The barren aspect of blank surfaces was overcome through the applica·
tlon of scuJpture, murals and shadows cast by vines and trees ...."34
The pavilions, molluscs without shells, look like the exiled interiors of
Manhattan's Skyscrapers, a collection of archItectural jellyfish beached
before they could reach their distant destination: the needles.

PLASTER

•

Among these jellyfish Dali establishes his first architectural proJect, a
plaster pavilion that contams the Dream of Venus. Unofficially. it is named
~20,OOO

legs Under the Sea."

Essentially, It IS a basin mhablted by representatives of American woman·
hood -lean, athletic, strong. yet feminine and seductive.
Its exterior - a relentless assemblage of the Strange - only demonstrates
Manhattanism's wisdom in isolating the unspeakable behind the facade
of the common.
In trading his claim on the whole of Manhattan through words for the
building of a specific fragment of actual Dalinlan architecture. Dali risks
gOIng from the sublime to the ridIculous.

PERI SPHERE
The central feature of the Fair is the theme exhibit - Trylon and
Perisphere - conceIved by Wallace Harrison. It is a stark reappearance
of the two formal poles that have defined Manhattan's architecture:
Globe and Needle. Unconsciously, the exhIbit marks the end of Manhat·
tanlsm: after 50 years of relative engagement. the forms are now
completely separated.

•
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Revelahon al ,ntenor of the Perl sphere:
DemocraCily. lhe Metropol>s of the Mach,ne Age.
-This c,ly 15 the result of all the research by
urbal1lsts allover the world II consists of a
sll1gle 100 story skyscraper at Its center thai Will
accommodate all the servICes of the fulure clly.
Vast avenues Will oflgll1ate from this cenlral
bUlldll1g toward the gardens. parks and sportmg
fields ... " (F,al'lCe-Sou. Augusl 25. 1938.)
After years of relenlless Modernist propaganda.
orchestraled by the Museum of Modern Art.
Democrac>ty represents tile collapse 01 Manhattanlsm. the ex()ct moment when Manhattan's
arChitects surrender the" own version of the
Skyscraper as sublime mstrument of controlled
irrationality and therewith their own vision of
llle Metropolis as headquarters of a Culture of
Congestion to trade it for a Vision of Towers in
a Park Insp. red moslly by Le Corbusler Only the
fact that the central Skyscraper has 100 floors
betrays a lingenng trace of Manhatfan,sm,

"6

The Needle of the Trylon - a triangular pylon - is empty.
The Globe IS the largest ever built in the history of mankind: its diameter
is 200 feet. exactly the width of a Manhattan block.
The Perisphere is nothing but the pure archetype of Manhattan's Skyscraper: a Globe tall enough to be a Tower. "Eighteen stories high, It IS as
broad as a city block, its interior more than tWice the size of Radio City
Music Hall. ...~
The Perlsphere's location at the Fair, In Flushing Meadows, should be
regarded as provisional, or at least displaced. It should be rolled over to
Manhattan to assume ItS definitive posItion.
Unlike the Globe Tower, the Perisphere is not subdivided into floors. Its
interior IS hollow and contains an elaborate model of the elUSive City of the
Machme Age:

"Democraclty.~

At Its center stands a single 100·story Tower, Implanted not in the Grid but
In

a meadow. It is flanked by rows of subordinate towers - all Idenhcal-

and surrounded by a

~perfectly

Integrated 'garden city of tommorrow.' not a

dream city but a practical suggestion of how we should be living today, a
city of light and air and green space as It would appear from 7,000 feet. ...~~
The center of the cIty accommodates the arts, bUSiness administration,
the higher schools of learning and the amusement and sports centers.
The population lives In satellite lowns connected with the center by
efficient public transport.
"This is not a city of canyons and gasoline fumes, It is one of simple functional buildings - most of them low - all of them surrounded by green
vegetation and dean air... ."
Through intermediaries, Le Corbusier has won. The city in the first and
last Globe Tower is the Radiant City. From his monitoring positIOn in Paris,
he proudly daims credit. "By the way, even American architects realize
that the unguided Skyscraper is a nonsens.
"For those who see far, New York is no longer the city of the Future, but
of the past.
"New York, with its random, unspaced towers without sufficient air, that
New York will, from 1939 onward, enter the middle ages ...

:'36

DENOUEMENT
World War II postpones the denouement.
After the holocaust. the concept of a United Nations revives with a new
urgency. America offers 10 finance 115 home base.
An international deSign committee is set up to advise Wallace Harrison.
who is to build the new headquarters; Le Corbusler represents France.
277

Search that IS no search le CorbuSler
toV'ltStogatmg sUitable Sltes for UN headquarters III Greater New York Metropolltan
RegIOn - the UN to Jersey City?

UN SIte torn oN the map: le Corbusler's
prey III his grasp

I

last crilical totervcnt,on 01 Manhattan's
i1utom<1!,c p,lot: Hugh Fernss' rendering
01 le COrbUSlcr's proposal on East H,ver
slle,
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I

Like a posse, a search party ~ it includes the Swiss - travels across the
USA to find a suitable site. Starting as far away from New York as
possible -In San FrancIsco - it gravitates slowly toward the East Coast.
In September 1946 New York City formally invites the United Nations to
make New York its permanent home.
Now sites in the New York area are considered: Jersey City, Westchester
County, Flushing Meadows.... All this research

IS

pretense: the real target is

Manhattan itself. as it always has been. Like a vulture, le Corbusier swoops
down on his prey. He tears a piece of Manhattan off the map: the Site.
It is promptly donated by the Rockefellers.
For le Cor bUSier this small strip of SIX blocks on the East River is as close
as he will ever get to realizmg his designs on Manhattan.
Follows a period that is traumatic for all parties involved,
Each day the UN design committee meets in Rockefeller Center (its elevators are the only part le Corbusier ever admits liking). Frantic now to
make the UN the delayed beginning of a Radiant Manhattan, Le Corbusier
monopolizes all discussions. Though he IS officially only an adViser, it
is soon apparent that he expects to become the UN's sale architect on
the strength of his urbanlstlc theOries.
He does not know that 10 Manhattan theories are only diverSionary
tactics, mere decorative dressing for the essential founding metaphors.
And le Corbusier's urbanism contains no metaphor. except that of the
Anti-Manhattan, which is, in New York, unseductrve.

In Le Corbusier's UN, the office slab is placed exactly in the middle
of a street. The auditorium, although lower, blocks a second street, one
more reinforced·concrete Ark. The rest of the site is scraped clean like
an old pamtlng too drasllcatly restored, all its layers of real or phantom
architecture removed: the metropolitan surface replaced by a green Band·
Aid of grass.
To le Corbusier, this buildmg is a medicine, bitter perhaps, but ultimately
beneficial. "New York will not after all crush the UN in receiving it. On
the contrary, the UN will bring to a head New York's long expected crisis,
through which New York will fmd the ways and means to resolve Its
urban istic deadlock, thus effecting upon itself a startling metamorphosIs,
though 10 this case It is a provldentlal one. Life has spoken ....")1
That conclUSion -It follows the true paranOiac like celestial lOner music
wherever he goes - IS premature. Hamson, imperturbable in the face
of the French torrent of articulation, IS and remains in control of the UN
project as architecture, not theory.
le Corbusier is not invited to administer Manhattan its final medicine.

"The UN WIll bnng to a head New York's long
e~pe<:ted crlS's

.. :

•

The Master of Darkness tryIng to absorb
Le CorbuSler's ModernIsm In the FerrlSSlan VOId:
"The UN BUIldIng at NIght: "He inSIsted thai
bUIldings float .. ,.
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~bwrb

'eHl,>,>I,1n Void:

l,>rsted that

Before any design is finalized, he goes home, once more disgusted with
the world's ungratefulness-and perhaps also daunted by the "critical"
difficulties posed by his vision.
~I

just couldn't imagine him detailing that curtain wall," Wallace Harrison

remembers, still anxious at the thought 30 years later. 38

INNOCENCE
The design of the UN marks the last significant reappearance of the
Master of Darkness, Hugh Ferriss, who is called in to make quick renderings
of the various alternatives proposed by the advisers. He is now more
than ever a believer in Modern Architecture. But in spite of this conscious
engagement, Fernss' art remains, subconsciously, critical. The dullness
of le Corbusler's urbanism has never been more ruthlessly exposed than
in the modest renderings of Manhattanism's automatic pilot.
At the same time - like the healthy schlzophreOlc the Manhattan architect
has to be - he desperately tries to Imbue the new forms with romantl·
Clsm and even mystery. His ultimate ambition IS to absorb even modern
urbanism in the Ferrissian Void.
He draws le Corbusier's project in the gloom of his perpetual Amencan
night as an enigmatlc quantity of concrete, suspended

In

the air:

"As nearly as I could understand things through the interpreter (I do
not speak French), he inSisted that buildings float. ...~39
Harrison is an admirer and friend of the SWISS architect. Like that of Ferriss,
his attitude is ambiguous: he sincerely considers the merits of Le Corbusier's
proposal, but discovers that what is Intended as explosive fragment of an
anti-Manhattan has no detonation charge. Le Corbusier"s UN is, after all,
nothing but a part of a redesigned Manhattan, laundered of its metaphoric
and irrational contaminants through Le Corbusier's equally irrational inter·
pretations. Harrison restores its innocence. In his elaboration of the UNtransforming it from theory to object - he carefully removes ItS apocalyptic
urgencies - "build me or else!" - and undoes the paranoia.
As Le Corbusier tried to drain Manhattan of congestion, so Harrison now
drains Le CorbuSler's Ville Radieuse of ideology.
In his sensitive and profeSSional hands, its abstract abrasiveness
mellows to the point where the entire complex becomes merely one of
Manhattan's enclaves, a block like the others, one isolated island of
Manhattan's archipelago,
Le Corbusier has after all not swallowed Manhattan.
Manhatlanism has choked on, but finally digested, Le Corbusier.
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City of Light. pavilion for Consolidated Edison
at 1939 New York World's Fair, Intenor
(Wallace K, Hamson, llfcMecl). ·Undel' the spen
of lhe VOICe from the sky and the ever changing
pageant of color, light and sound, thiS mmlature
city, staged on a heroiC scale, suddenly comes to
ble to give you a new picture of New York as
It actually eJlSts _ not/lJSt a mass of I,feless
masonry and sleel- but a liVing, breathing clly
w,th a network of iron and copper arter,es and
veinS under the surface to supply vital heat and
energy- a city With eleclncal nerves to control
,ts movements and transmit ItS thoughts, ...Manhallan,sm concluded With a cllma~ ,n
cardooard,

Postmortem

CLIMAX
Consolidated Edison - Manhattan's electricity generator - has its own
pavilion at the 1939 World's Fair, City of Light. Like the Perisphere, this
contains a miniature Metropolis, but Without the predictive pretensions of
Democracity.

The City of Light is a model of Manhattan - "from skyline to

subway~

that compresses the Metropolis' 24·hour cycle of day and night into 24

minutes. Its ballpark shows only hIghlights of famous games, the weather
changes from sunshine to thunderstorm in seconds, sections through
buildings and the earth reveal the subconSCIOUS of the infrastructure: the
frenzied shuttlmg of elevators between ground and top, the speeding of
trains underground.

But beyond this I,aOO·percent intensification of life in the Metropolis, the
model exhibits an even more disturbing innovation.
Manhattan has been bent.
The spine of the Grid has been forced into a slight curve, so that its
streets converge at a point somewhere in the dense crowd that has
rushed to witness the spectacle. The curved island describes the initial
section of a circle that, if completed, would hold the audience captive.
Among the multiple anxieties of the late thirties, Manhattanism runs
out of time; the definitive Manhattan can only be realized as a model;
Manhattanism can be concluded only with a climax

In

cardboard. This

model is a simulacrum of the Culture of Congestion completed; its
presence at the Fair suggests that Manhattan itself is doomed to remain
an imperfect approximation of Its theoretical model- this exhibit ~ which
presents Manhattan as a clly not of matter but of light, traveling along
the cosmic curve of relativity.
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Cutaway of Trylon and Pensphere. showing Clf
culatlOll and mecharucal apparatus 'Entrance
to the exhibit's through the lobby o/the Trylon,

from which enclosed escalators, Or'le 96 feel
long, the other 120, the longest rno"ng st,,,,·
cases ever built in this country, carry the ~Isitor
to lhe two entrances in the side of the Perisphere ... The.e he steps onto one Of two clrcu·
lar balconies. one above the other, set away from
the walls of the Globe and revolvmg In opposite

Ch,-wIOflS, seemingly unsupported ,n space __
Below hes Demol;:';IC"y
not a dream cily but a
practical suggesllOl1 of how we should be hVlIlg
today. a city 01 hght and air and green s.piItl:'
as It would appear from 7.000 teet.. Durrng
the daylight cycle. the voice of a commentator
describeS the physlc,,1 plan of Democrac,!)'
while a special symphony is synchronozed With
the entire show. . After two minutes ot daylight

,8<

the hghts In the Pensphere slowly dim, stars
appear In the dome above and the clty's lights
go on. Night has tallen,
Far In the distance a
chorus 01 a thousand voices IS heard Singing
tile Theme Song of !lle Fair. From ten eqUidistant
points in the sky come groups of marching per
sons. tarmers. miners. factory workers, educa
tors -wave upon wave of men and women representing the varIOus groups in modern SOCIety.. St...-\Ing as plnpolOls. the ligures attain a
s,ze 01 Iotteen leet, a lovlflg mural In the sky...
Oemocrac.ty may be In morfllng. modalternOOfl
or flight as the spectator steps upon the revolvIng balcony. By the time the six-minute cycle IS
completed and he steps olf. the show w,1I have
come around again to the hour at which he
entered __" (Now YOlK Herald T,ib,mc, World's
Fair Section, Apnl 30, 1939)

HERITAGE
Democracity - a Metropolis of the Future - and City of Light have a single
architect Wallace Hamson.
The fact that one man .s responsible for two such wildly divergent
spectacles - whose incompatible implications deny each other _ illuminates
the acute crisIS of Manhattanlsm like a lake thunderbolt. Trained and
nourished on the purest arChitecture of Manhattan ever since the design
of Rockefeller Center, Harrison, with City of LIght, conceives the apotheosIs
of Manhattanism - be it in cardboard - while with Democracity he seems
to have forgotten all its doctnnes and even started to believe those
rhetorical conversions to Modern Architecture that were merely Intended
as tactical diversions.

It is probably inevitable that a doctrine based on the continual simulation
of pragmatism, on a self-Imposed amnesia that allows the contlnuous
reenactment of the same subconscIous themes in ever new relncarnatlons
and on inarticulateness systematIcally cultivated in order to operate more
effectively can never last longer than a single generatlon. Manhattan's
knowledge was stored in the brainS of architects who made the businessmen foot the bill- ostensibly for their own myths of hyper-effIciency, but
In fact for the creation of a Culture of Congestion, dIstilled by the archi.
tects from the deSires of the population.
As long as its tribal secrets were preserved by a cabal of sophisticated
architects posing as philistines, they were safe, safer than they would have
been as explicit formulas. But such a method of preservation ensures its
own extinction: never revealing their true intentions - not even to them.
selves - Manhattan's architects took them with them to the grave.
They left all their masterpieces with no testament.
Manhattan had become, by the late thirties, an enigmatic heritage that
the next generation could no longer decipher.
That made Manhattan's architecture susceptible to the ravages of Euro.
pean idealism, as the Indians had been to measles; Manhattanlsm had no
defense mechanism against the virulence of any explicit ideology.
HAMLET
Hamson is Manhattan's last genius of the possible. It is his tragedy that
after World War II the possible cOincides no longer with the sublime.
No longer can architects count on the bUSinessmen's phantom calcula.
tlons that make the Impossible ineVItable. The postwar architecture IS the
accountants' revenge on the prewar bUSinessmen's dreams.
The revolutionary formula of Coney Island - technology + cardboard =
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Wallace K. Hamson. Manhattan's Hamlet,
)( CIty (rendenog by Hugh FerrISs), On SIte of
present UN bUlldlllg. two curved slabs straddle
a colossal. luminous "blob" surrounded by
oillce towers. )( Cdy was conceived by Hamson
sImultaneously as the retroactIve realIzation of
the "dream" 01 Rockelelier Center-the "blob"
would finally contain, among other theaters.
aceornmodahon lor the MetropolItan Opera and
the New Yor1< Ph,lharmomc-and as a mod
ernist,c "rev,sion" 01 Rockeleller Cerlter's
urbamslic Ideology. Where RadIO City IS a
serIeS 01 supenmposed prOjects In whICh each
"layer" ennches the others, functIons In X-CIty
are rigorously separated a'ld each gIven its
own spec.lIc locatIon. DiSCIplIne 01 the Grid IS
rerected on favor of free play of Towers
unplanted on a nverslde park BIg apron can
t,le_ered over East RI_er was to be heliport.
When sIte was subsequently conSIdered for
UN headquarters, Hamson "converted"
scheme to accommodate the new program.
Theaters were turned onto the main public
assembly rooms, slabs Into SecretarIat (on the
south) and a hotel (north slab). But lor a body
that wanted to symbolize World Umly, relatIon
ship between the two slabs-and withonthat.
the lIlexp~cable b1lurcahon 01 the nor1h slab
Into two towers-remaoned problematIC.
XClty IS the mlssong hnk between RadIO
C,ty/Rocke'eUer Center and lIncoln Center. an
In between stage In Ihe gradual loss 01 Man
hattan's denSity, On the same site, Harrison
would later reahl!e a tragment'of hIS proposalthe two-tower slab, now unbent- ..... th hIS
Umted NatIons Apartments on the exact loca
tion of Le Corbusier's unrcahzed second slab,
Lincoln Center .s a partial realu:allon of the
'blob~ In the sequence RadIO CIty - XCltyLincoln Center, the coUilpse of a Culture 01
Congestion stands most starkly revealed.
X-CIty "converted" for the Umted Nahons, plan
(Hamson. assIsted by George Dudley),
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reality- has returned to haunt Manhattan. The result is not "peeling white
D

paint but the disintegrating curtam walls of the cheap Skyscraper: that is,
unfortunately, the last contradiction in terms Manhattan resolves.
Harrison's career is marked by this waning of Manhattanism. He becomes
Manhattan's Hamlet: sometimes he acts as if he still knows the inner
secrets, at other times as if he has lost them or never even heard of them.
In the name of Modernity, Harrison

~

'ike a reluctant liquidator - seems to

strip Manhattan, step by step, of its architectural assets; but at the same
time - in the name of Manhattanlsm - he preserves always some of Its
essence and resuscitates Its most persistent echoes.

CURVE
Hamson's trajectory from Rockefeller Center via the Pensphere and the
City of Light to (after the war) X·City, the UN, the Alcoa and Cornmg
buildings, La Guardia Airport and Lincoln Center describes the tangible
stages of his ambivalence.
At first SIght X-City (1946);s a straightforward version of Le Corbusier's
Ville Radleuse, a collection of Towers in a park on the East River site of the
later UN. But its centerpiece, as revealed once again in Ferriss renderings,
IS an impossible coupling of elements that any European would surely have
kept separate: an idiosyncratic composition of two slabs - curved in planstraddling an auditorium that IS curved in both plan and section.
Those curves - since City of light the secret symbols of a bent, definitive
Manhattan - become Harrison's trademark.
After X-City they recur obsessively in the UN; not only IS the roof of the
auditorium curved, but inSide there IS a dizzying collection of curved bal·
conies that stun the vISitor With the impact of their unexpected sensuality.
The park around the slabs is landscaped on a single theme: the curve.
The Ime of flagpoles flying all the nations' flags along First Avenue inflects
suddenly in the middle toward the main slab to form Harrison's longest
curve in Manhattan.
The most spectacular curve IS described by the plan of La Guardia
Airport. The building's guiding concept is a curve that runs its full length.
Its suspense (where does it end?) IS reinforced by blockmg out the
airplane traffIC behind plates of frosted glass, so that even through the
"Modern" curtam wall, Manhattan IS perpetually shrouded in mist.
The same curve returns in his Alcoa Buildmg (the entrances are formed as
if the curtain wall IS lifted like a veil to form a curve) and the Cornmg
Glass Building (where the mtenor

~escapes6

from the malO volume in the

form of a curved extension of the mirrored lobby ceiling).
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"A secret and perhaps even agonizeddialectic between the rectangle and the kidney
shape" on,llal concept for Lincoln Center was a
clfcular court that would connect all component
theaters and faCIlities through a system of
curv,lInear lobboes, a bent ve~ion ollhe "RadiO
Forum" once planned for Rockefeller Center

(HUSh Ferross. worksheet. December 5. 1955).

Loncoln Center

lI$

',sland"' slopong plaza

replaced by steps; elevatlOf\5 echo Corbett's
pergolas.
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zed the kIdney
;enter was a
component
stem of
the -RadIO
,r Center
r 5. 1955),

Harrison's oeuvre is a secret - and perhaps even agonized _ dialectic
between the rectangle and the kidney shape, between rigidity and
freedom. His first architectural impulse, derived from the Modernism of,
for instance, Calder, Leger, Arp - all his friends - is always to propose
some curvilinear antithesis to the rigidity of Manhattan - the most glon.
ous example being of course the Perisphere, But then that liberating
impulse surrenders to the implacable logic of the Grid; the free form is
forced back uncomfortably to the conformity of the rectangle.
Only his curve remainS as a fossil of the freer language.
That curve is Hamson's theme, the discreet signature of his loyalties
divided between the old and the new. Always juxtaposed against the
inhumanity of the Grid, he posits his own limp curve of humanism.
ISLAND

plaza

belt'S

The pathos of Hamson's ambiguity is most touchingly evident In his
Lincoln Center project.
At f.rst sight .t is a tnumph of monumental Modernism. But on close
inspection it can also be understood as the resurfacing and retroactive
realization of one of the original designs for Rockefeller Center's ground
floor, that Nthree block ocean of red velvet chairs, acres of stage and back.
W

stage that shrank 10 the end to the size of Radio City Music Hall.

But the genius of Rockefeller Center is that it is at least five projects at
the same time. In postwar Manhattan, Lincoln Center is doomed to be
one project only. It has no Beaux·Arts basement, no parks on the tenth
floor - no tenth floor - and miSSing most of all are the commercial
superstructures of the Skyscrapers.
The munificence of its culture·loving patrons has finally made possible the
subsidized existence of an opera only. a theater only, a philharmonic only.
Culture lovers have paid for the dissolution of Manhattanism's poetic
density. Through its amnesia, Manhattan no longer supports an infinite
number of superimposed and unpredictable activities on a single site;
it has regressed back to the clarity and predictability of univalence _ to
the known.
That is a development Harrison cannot resist. But even in Lincoln Center
the remnants of his old faith are apparent.
Lincoln Center's raised podium - echo of Corbett's "Venetian~ version of
Rockefeller Center ~ IS nothing but that elUSive "island~ that none of
Harrison's earlier colleagues managed 10 build.
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ALPHABET
The X, Y and Z buildings of Rockefeller Center are Wallace Harrison's last
contribution to Manhattan.
The Skyscraper has come full circle; once again, it is a simple extrusion

of the site that stops somewhere arbitrarily. Hamson has finally
unlearned Manhattanism; X. Y and Z are the last letters of the alphabet.
But on the other hand, after the Z follows A agam. The implosion of
these universes is like that of the original lOO·story bUilding and perhaps
merely the beginning of a new alphabet.

GLOBE
World's Fair, 1964.

W,

Theme exhibit: the Unisphere.

11

The Globe again, but ghostlike and transparent. with no contents.
Like charred pork chops, the continents cling desperately to the carcass
of Manhattanism.
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'"
"

'~

X. '( and Z blliiding~ ~ postwar addition 10
Rocketeller Cerller. Manhallanlsm unlearned.

World's F,lIr, 1964 Ihe Urllsphere. "The Globe IS
120 teel m dIameter wllh arl operl grid 01
latitudes and longItudes Supporting the land
masses, ... It dramatizes the mterrelation of the
peoples In the world and theIr yeaming for
'peace through urlderstandmg:"

2"

Appendix:
A Fictional Conclusion

The Metropolis strives to reach a mythical POint where the world is com·
pletely fabricated by man, so that it absolutely coincides with his desires.
The Metropolis is an addictive machine, from which there is no escape,
unless it offers that, too ....
Through this pervasiveness, its existence has become like the Nature It
has replaced: taken for granted, almost 1n\lIsible, certainly indescribable.
This book was wntten to show that Manhattan had generated its own
metropolitan Urbanism - a Culture of Congestion.
More obliquely, It contains a hidden second argument: that the Metropolis
needs/deserves its own specialized architecture, one that can vindicate
the original promise of the metropolitan condition and develop the fresh
traditions of the Culture of Congestion further.
Manhattan's architects performed their miracles luxuriating in a self·
imposed unconsciousness; it is the arduous task of the final part of this
century to deal with the extravagant and megalomamac claims, ambitions and possibilities of the Metropolis openly.
After the chronicle in "Postmortem" of the shriveling of Manhattanismas If It had been too suddenly exposed to daylight - the Appendix should
be regarded as a fictional conclusion, an interpretation of the same
material, not through words, but in a series of architectural projects.
These proposals are the provisional product of Manhaltanism as a conscious doctrine whose pertinence is no longer limited to the Island
of Its Invention.
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The City of the Captive Globe (1972)
The City of the Captive Globe is devoted to the artificial conception and
accelerated birth of theories, interpretations, mental constructions,
proposals and their Infliction on the World. It is the capital of Ego, where
science, art, poetry and forms of madness compete under ideal condi·
tions to invent, destroy and restore the world of phenomenal Reality.
Each Science or Mania has its own plot. On each plot stands an identical
base, built from heavy polished stone. To facilitate and provoke
speculative activIty, these bases - ideological laboratories - are equipped
to suspend unwelcome laws, undeniable truths, to create nonexistent,

physical conditions. From these solid blocks of granite, each philosophy
has the right to expand indefinitely toward heaven. Some of these blocks
present limbs of complete certainty and serenity; others display soft
structures of tentative conjectures and hypnotic suggestions.
The changes in this ideological skyline will be rapid and continuous: a rich
spectacle of ethical joy, moral fever or intellectual masturbation. The
collapse of one of the towers can mean two things: failure. giving up, or a
visual Eureka, a speculative ejaculation:
A theory that works.
A mania that sticks.
A lie that has become a truth.
A dream from which there is no waking up.
At these moments the purpose of the Captive Globe, suspended
at the center of the City, becomes apparent: all these Institutes together
form an enormous incubator of the World Itself; they are breeding on
the Globe.
Through our fevensh thinking in the Towers, the Globe gains weight. Its
temperature rises slowly. In spite of the most humiliating setbacks, Its
ageless pregnancy survives.
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The Crty ollhe CaptIve Globe.
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The City of the Captive Globe was a first. intuitive exploration of
Manhattan's architecture. drawn before research would substantiate
its conjectures.
If the essence of metropolitan culture is change-a state of perpetual
animation - and the essence of the concept ~city"

IS

a legible sequence

of various permanences, then only the three fundamental axioms on
which the City of the Captive Globe is based - Grid, lobotomy and schismcan regain the terrain of the Metropolis for architecture.
The Grid - or any other subdivision of the metropolitan territory Into
maximum increments of control- describes an archipelago of
within

Cities.~

~Cities

The more each wisland" celebrates different values, the

more the unity of the archipelago as system is reinforced. Because
"change" is contained on the component "islands," such a system will
never have to be reVised.
In the metropolitan archipelago each Skyscraper - in the absence of real
history - develops Its own instantaneous

"folklore.~

Through the double

disconnection of lobotomy and schism - by separating exterior and interior
architecture and developing the latter in small autonomous installmentssuch structures can devote their exteriors only to formalism and their
interiors only to functionalism.
In this way, they not only resolve forever the conflict between form
and function, but create a city where permanent monoliths celebrate
metropolitan instability.
Alone In this century, the three axioms have allowed Manhattan's
buildings to be both architecture and hyper·efficient machines, both
modern and eternal.
The projects that follow are interpretations and modifications of
these axioms.
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Hotel Sphinx (1975-76)
Hotel Sphinx straddles two blocks at the intersection of Broadway and
Seventh Avenue, a site condition of Manhattan that (with few exceptions)
has failed to generate its own typology of urban form.

It sits facing Times Square, its claws on the southern block, its twin tails
to the north and its wings spreading across 48th Street, which dissects it.
The Sphinx is a luxury hotel as a model for mass housmg.
The ground and mezzanine floors contain functions that are extenSions
and additions of the questionable facilities that give the Times Square
area its character. They are designed to accommodate the luxuriant
demand of sidewalk activities along Broadway and Seventh Avenue.
The Holel's main entrance lobby on 47th Street, facing Times Square
(and the Times Building) contains an international information center.
This lobby also connects with the existing Infrastructural facilities.
A new subway station - complicated as a spider's web - will link all the
subway stations that now serve the Times Square area. The legs of the
Sphinx contain escalators ascending to a large foyer serving theaters,
auditoriums, ballrooms, conference and banquet rooms. Over this
zone, a restaurant forms the wings of the Sphinx. On one side it enjoys
the view of a typical midtown street, on the other side of Nature, or
at least New Jersey.
The roof of this restaurant is an outdoor playground and garden for the
surrounding reSidential accommodation in the flanks of the structure.
This accommodation consists 01 a collection of any imaginable number
of units: hotel bedrooms and serviced suites for tranSient population
alternate with apartments and culminate 10 villas with private gardens on
the terraced steps that descend In opposite directions to avoid the overshadowing that would result from the narrowness of the site, and to
achieve better east-west views. The tWin towers that form the tail of the
Sphinx contain north· facing double· height studio apartments, while the
connecting middle section is an office block for the residents.
The neck of the Sphinx facing Times Square contains the reSidents' clubs
and social facilities: this is the section over the entrance lobby and main
auditorium, and below the circular head of the Sphinx. This section is
divided by the number of clubs that occupy it. These are headquarters
for the various trades and professions to which the residents belong,
each displaying its identity and proclaiming its messages by means of
the ideological billboard construction that clads the face of the tower,
competing with the existing signs and symbols of Times Square.
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Hotel Sph,m; lacing onto Times Square.

'98

The head of the Sphinx is dedicated to physical culture and relaxation.
Its main feature is the swimming pool. A glazed screen divides the pool
into two parts: Indoor and outdoor. Swimmers can dive under the screen
from one part to the other. The indoor section is surrounded by four
slories of locker rooms and showers. A glass· brick wall separates these
from the pool space. A spectacular view of the city can be enjoyed
from the small open-air beach. Waves made in the outdoor part of the
pool crash directly onto the pavement. The ceiling over the pool is a
planetarium with suspended galleries for the audience and a semi·
Circular bar that forms the crown of the Sphinx; its patrons can influence
the planetarium's programming, improvising new trajectories for the
heavenly bodies.
Below the pool is a fJoor for games and gymnastics. A staircase and
ladders connect the diVIng Island In the poot to this floor and continue to
the floor below, which contaIns steam baths, saunas and massage parlor.
In the beauty parlor and hairdresser (the lowest floor of the head of the
Sphinx), residents relax. The chaIrs face the perimeter wall, which is clad
In mirror glass. Below the part reflecting the face from a sitting position,
a small porthole affords a view out toward the city below.
Finally a lounge, indoor/outdoor restaurant and garden form the section
that separates the head of the Sphinx from the clubs. This is the location
of the jacking and twisting mechanisms of the head of Hotel Sphinx: in
response to certain important events, the face of the Sphinx can be
directed to "stare" at various points in the city. In response to the level
of nervous energy in the Metropolis as a whole, the whole head can be
jacked up or down.
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New Welfare Island (1975-76)
Welfare (now Roosevelt) Island

IS

a long (about three kilometers), narrow

(200 meters on average) Island in the East River, more or less parallel to
Manhattan. Originally the Island was the site of hospitals and asylumsgenerally a storehouse for

~undeslrables.N

Since 1965, it has been undergOIng a half.hearted

~urbanlzation." The

question is: is It to be a true part of New York - with all the agonies that
implies ~ or is It to be a civilized escape zone, a kind of resort that offers,
from a safe distance, the spectacle of Manhattan burning?

The island's planners have so far chosen the latter alternativealthough no more than 150 meters from Manhattan. it is now connected
to the mother island merely by a cable car (colored in a cheerful
"holiday" purple) whose service could easily be suspended in case of
urban emergencies.
For over a century, Welfare Island's dominant architectural incident had
been the crossing of the monumental Queensboro Bridge that connects
Manhattan to Queens (without an exit to the smaller island) and casually
cuts Welfare Island into two parts. The area north of the bridge has
now been developed by the Urban Development Corporation, a New York
State agency, with a senes of blocks that terrace down with equal
enthusiasm to both Manhattan and Queens (why?), and which are arranged
on both sides of a picturesquely kinked Main Street. New Welfare Island,
on the contrary, IS a metropolitan settlement on the sector south of
Queensboro Bridge. a stretch that coincides with the area between 50th
and 59th streets in Manhattan.
The project is Intended as a resuscitation of some of the features that
made Manhattan's architecture unique: its ability to fuse the popular
with the metaphysical, the commercial with the sublime, the refrned
with the primitive-which together explain Manhattan's former capacity
to seduce a mass audience for itself. It also revives Manhattan's tradition of "testing" certain themes and intentions on smaller, experi·
mental "laboratory" islands (such as Coney Island at the beginning of
the century).
For this demonstration, the Manhattan Grid is extended across the East
River to create eight new blocks on the island. These sites will be used
as a

~parklng lot~

for formally, programmatically and Ideologically

competing architectures - whIch would confront each other from their
Identical parking spaces.
All the blocks are connected by an elevated travelator (moving pavement)
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that runs from the bridge southward down the center of the island: an
accelerated architectural promenade. At the tip of the island it becomes
amphibious, leaving the land 10 lurn into a trottoir on Ihe river, connecting
floaling attractions too ephemeral to establish themselves on land.
Those blocks that are not occupied are left vacant for future generations
of builders.
From norlh 10 south, New Welfare Island so far accommodates the
following slructures:
1. Built around Queensboro Bridge without actually touching II is the

Entrance Convention Center - a formal entrance porch to Manhattan thai
is, al the same time, a colossal

~roadblock"

separating the southern

half of the island from the northern. An auditOrium for mass meetings

IS

slotted underneath the bridge; two marble slabs contain cellular office
accommodation. Between them, above the bridge, they support a
suspended glass object - whose steps reflect the curve of the bridgethat contains a stacked sports and entertainment center for the
Conventioneers.
2. Buildings that were once proposed for New York, but for whatever
reason aborted, will be built "retroactively" and parked on the blocks to
complete the history of Manhatlanlsm. One such building is a Suprematist Architecton stuck by Malevich on a postcard of the Manhattan skyline sometime

In

the early twenties

In

Moscow - but never received.

Due to an unspecified sCientific process that would be able to suspend
gravity, the involvement of Malevich's Architectons with the surface of
the earth was tenuous: they could assume, at any moment, the status
of artifiCial planets visiting the earth only occasionally ~ if at ali. The
Architectons had no program: "Built without purpose, [they] may be used
by man for his own purposes.,. ," They were supposed to be "conquered"
programmatically by a future civilization that deserved them. Without
function, Architectons simply exist, built from "opaque glass, concrete,
tarred felt, heated by electricity, a planet without pipes .... The planet is as
simple as a tiny speck, everywhere accessible to the man living inside it
who, in fine weather, may sit on its surface ...."
3. In the middle of the New Welfare Island development is the harbor,
carved out of the rock to receive floating structures such as boats - in
this case Norman Bel Geddes' "special streamlined yacht" (1932).
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New Welfare Island. axonomelnc. Manhaltan IS
on the left, Queens on the right, New Wel1are
Island In the middle. From top to bottom:
Entrance Corwentlon Center penetrated by
QueensborO Bridge: Suprematrst Ar<;hllecton:
harbor WIth streamlined yacht: ·Chinese" SWim,
ming pool: Welfare Palace Hotel WIth raft. plaz.a;
river 1Iolloi,. Opposite the UN BUIlding on
Manhattan Island is the Counter UN standing on
a small island. On Manhattan Ilsell can be seen
the ·seP<'ration" of Holel Sphinx and the RCA
BUIlding. In Queens is "desperation park" With
its modern hOUSing: the suburb: the "cpsi·Cola
sign; the Power Station. Approaching
tile
river is the floating pool.

Ir'
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4. South of the harbor is a park with a "Chinese" sWimming pool

In

the form of a square, part of which is carved out of the island, while the
complementary part is built out on the river. The original coastline has
become three·dimensJonal- an aluminum Chinese bridge that follows in
plan the line of the natural coastline. Two revolving doors at either end
lead to locker rooms inside the two halves of the bridge (one for men,
the other for women). Undressed, the sexes emerge from the middle of
the bridge, from where they can swim to the recessed beach.
5. The tiP of the island is occupied by Welfare Palace Hotel and a
semicircular plaza.
6. The travelator continues on the water to a point just south of 42nd
Street. Along its way, it passes a small Island opPOsite the United Nations
BUilding, to which the Counter·UN has been attached: a slab that repeats
the silhouette of the ongmal, with an attached auditorium. The open
space of this small island serves the recreational needs of the office
workers of this Counter· UN.
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Welfare Palace Hotel (1976)
The Welfare Palace Hotel- a "City within a City" - occupies the block
near the tip of the island. It accommodates 10,000 guests, and each day
as many visitors again. It

IS

a composition of seven towers and two slabs.

I

The ten-story slabs are placed on the edges of the block to define the
"field" of the Hotel. Since the island tapers toward the tip, the block of the
Hotel is incomplete, but the two slabs still run the full width of the island
into the water so that the shore runs through the Hotel as a geological
fault. On the field between the slabs, six towers are arranged in a V formation, pOinting at Manhattan. A seventh tower on the Queens side does not
"fit" on the Island; it has become a hOrizontal water-scraper with a roof-

garden on its former facade.
The towers increase in height as they move away from Manhattan; the
tops are so designed that they

"stare~

at Manhattan, especially at the

RCA Building, which steps down toward the Hotel.
The Hotel has four facades, designed individually to respond to the
different formal and symbolic demands of their respective situations.
The southern facade, along the semicircular plaza, is the dominant
elevation. Three·dimensional fragments have dissociated themselves from
the main slab to lead their own lives. The fragments have a double
function: together, they form a decorative relief with an explicit figurative
message-a city collapsing; separately, they provide differentiation of the
Hotel's accommodation - small palatial skyscrapers that can be reserved
for private functions. The materials of the fragments are as diverse
as possible - marble, steel, plastic, glass - providing the Hotel With the
history it would otherwise lack.
The ground floor of the Hotel is subdivided into a series of independent
zones, each with its own particular function:
The first zone - the sector closest to Manhattan - is a theater and night·
c1ub·restaurant on the twin themes of shipwreck and uninhabited island. It
holds 2,000 people-only a small percentage of the Hotel's visitors. Its
floor is Inundated. A stage is carved out of the steel hull of an overturned,
sinking ship. Columns are disguised as lighthouses, frantically piercing the
darkness with their beams. Guests can Sit, eat and watch performances on
the terraces along the water or they may board the hfeboats -luxuriously
equipped With velvet benches and marble tabletops - that emerge from a
hole in the Sinking ship to move slowly through the interior on submerged
tracks. Opposite the sinking ship is a sandy island, symboliZing Manhattan
in its virgin state. It can be used for dancing. Outside the Hotel, exactly

'"

•

Welfare Palace Hofel. Cutaway aKonometnc
shoW'>. consecutively on the ground 1I00r:
Inundated theater/restaurant/nightclub (with
unlnhabded Island, overturned ship. lighthouse
columns. dining terraces. lifeboats): ,sland·as
found·plaza with shopping; reception area or
Hotel; access to the hOrizontal water·scraper
(concealed between the rear four skyscrapers
with park on top).
On each side of the Hotel's transverse aXIS IS
a long low Slab - one overlooks the "Chinese"
pool. the other the semicircular plaza. The
facade of this lalter Slab 11as been fragmented
into a three·dimensional mural which functions
as IUKury accommodat,on.
In V formation are six skyscrapers-each With
its own club (whose respect,ve themes are
related to the mythology established on the
ground floor of each tower).
Tower I: locker rooms, square beach surrounded
by circumferential pool; tower 2: ship's bridge
as bar: tower 3: ExpreSSlon,st club as climax of
the mural: tower 4: vacant; tower 5: waterfall/
restaurant; tower 6: Freud Unhm,ted Club.
The light blue In front of the Hotel,s an art,ficial
skating rink; to the left of the Hotel IS a park
With the "Chinese" sWlmm,ng pool; in front of
the Hotel is a glganh: three·d,mens,onal R<l1t of
the Medusa executed in plastiC (WIth a small
area eqUipped for dancing).
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between Manhattan and Welfare Island, floats a gigantic reproduction of
Gericault's Raft of the Medusa; it is a symbol of Manhattan's metropolitan
agonies - proving both the need and the impossibility of "escape." It is an
equivalent of 19th·century public sculpture. When the weather permits it,
the lifeboats leave the Interior of the Hotel to go out on the river. They
circle around the raft, compare the monumental suffering of its occupants
to their own petty anxieties, watch the moonlit sky and even board the
sculpture. A section is equipped as dance floor, relaYing the music that is
produced inside the Hotel through hidden microphones.
The second zone of the Hotel- open to the air - represents the island
as found. and is lined With shops.

The third zone-where the course of the travelator is interrupted-is the
reception area of the Hotel.
Beyond that is the fourth zone -the horizontal water·scraper with a park
on top and conference facilities inside.
There IS a different club at the top of each skyscraper. Their glass visors
can retract to expose the club's activities to sunlight.
The themes of the clubs relate to the themes established directly below
them on the ground floor. so that elevators shuttle between two inter·
pretations of the same "story."
The first tower-above the uninhabited island on the ground f1oorhas a square beach and a circumferential sWimming pool. A glass plate
separates locker rooms for men and women.
The second tower - the only office building - is eqUipped, With the
"displaced" bridge of the Sinking ship. Guests feel like captains here,
drinking their cocktails

In

the euphoria of apparent control, oblivious

to the disaster that occurs 30 floors below them.
The third tower is an Expressionistic environment, concluding the
agitation of the south facade in a paroxysm of decorative arbitrariness.
The top of the fourth tower is vacant and awaits future, unspecified
occupancies.
The top of the fifth tower, which stands in water, is a waterfall whose
unpredictable reflections will be VISible from the city.
The top of the Sixth tower, the one furthest removed from Manhattan, is
terminated by a three·dimensional allegorical interior that extrapolates
and

~predicts"

the real destinies of the RCA, Chrysler and Empire State

bUildings, of whose tortured relationships the Hotel is the

~postponed"

offspring.
That part of the semicircular plaza in front of the Hotel which is not on the
island is turned IOta ice. North of the Hotel is the "Chinese" swimming pool.
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The Story of the Pool (1977)
MOSCOW, 1923

At school one day, a student designed a floating swimming pool. Nobody
remembered who It was. The idea had been in the air. Others were
designing flying cities, spherical theaters, whole artifiCial planets. Someone
had to invent the floating SWimming pool. The floating pool- an enclave of

punty in contaminated surroundings - seemed a first step, modest yet

radical, in a gradual program of improving the world through architecture.
To prove the strength of the idea, the architecture students decided to bUild
a prototype in their spare time. The pool was a long rectangle of metal
sheets bolted onto a steel frame. Two seemingly endless linear locker

rooms formed its long sides - one for men, the other for women. At either
end was a glass lobby wIth two transparent walls; one wall exposed the
healthy, sometrmes exciting underwater activIties in the pool, and the other,
fIsh agonizing in polluted water. It was thus a truly dialectical room, used
for physical exercise, artificial sunbathing and socializing between the
almost naked swimmers.
The prototype became the most popular structure in the history of Modern
Architecture. Due to the chroniC SovIet labor shortage, the architects/
builders were also the lifeguards. One day they discovered that if they swam
in unison - in regular synchronized laps from one end of the pool to
the other - the pool would begin to move slowly in the opposite direction.
They were amazed at thiS involuntary locomotion; actually, it was
explained by a Simple law of physics: action = reaction.
In the early thirties, the political situation. which had once stimulated
projects such as the pool. became rigid, even ominous. A few years later
still (the pool was quite rusty now, but popular as ever), the ideology it
represented became suspect. An idea such as the pool, its shiftiness. its
almost invisible physical presence, the iceberg-like quality of its submerged social activity. all these became suddenly subversive.
In a secret meeting, the architects/lifeguards decided to use the pool as
a vehicle for their escape to freedom. Through the by now well.rehearsed
method of auto-propulsion, they could go anywhere

In

the world where

there was water. It was only logical that they wanted to go to America,
especially New York. In a way, the pool was a Manhattan block realized in
Moscow. which would now reach its logical destination.
Early one morning in the Stalinist thirties, the architects directed the
pool away from Moscow by swimming their relentless laps in the direction
of the golden onions of the Kremlin.
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NEW YORK, 1976

A rotating schedule gave each lifeguard/architect a turn at the command
of the

~ship~

(an opportunity rejected by some hard-core anarchists,

who preferred the anonymous integrity of continuous swimming to such
responsibilities).
After four decades of crossing the Atlantic. their sWimsuits (front and
back panels were exactly the same, a standardization following a 1922
edict to simplify and accelerate production) had almost disintegrated.
Over the years, they had converted some sectors of the locker room/
corndor into

"rooms~

with improvised hammocks, elc. It was amazing how,

after 40 years at sea, relationships between the men had not stabilized
but continued to display a volatility familiar from Russian novels; Just
before arriving in the New World, there had been

a

flare-up of hysteria

which the architects/swimmers had been unable to explain, except as
a delayed reaction to their collective middle age.
They cooked on a primitive stove, living on supplies of preserved cabbage
and tomatoes, and on the fish they found each daybreak washed into
the pool by the Atlantic's waves. (Although captive, these fish were hard
to catch due to the pool's Immensity.)
When they finally arrived, they hardly noticed it-they had to swim away
from where they wanted to go, toward what they wanted to get away from.
It was strange how famlhar Manhattan was to them. They had always

dreamed of stainless·steel Chryslers and flying Empire States. At school,
they had even had much bolder visions, of which, Ironically, the pool
(almost invisible - practically submerged In the pollution of the East River)
was proof: with the clouds reflected in its surface, It was more than a
Skyscraper - it was a patch of heaven here on earth.
Only the Zeppelins they had seen crossing the Atlantic with infuriating
velocity 40 years before were missing. They had expected them to hover
over the Metropolis like a dense cloud drift of weightless whales.
When the pool docked near Wall Street, the architects!swimmers!
lifeguards were shocked at the uniformity (dress, behaVior) of their visitors,
who swamped the craft in a brute rush through the lockers and showers.
completely ignoring the Instructions of the superintendents.

Had Communism reached America while they were crossmg the Atlantic?
they wondered in horror. ThiS was exactly what they had swum all
thiS time to avoid, this crudeness, lack of indiViduality, which did not
even disappear when all the bUSinessmen stepped out of their Brooks
Brothers suits. (Their unexpected circumcisions contributed to this
impression In the eyes of the provincial Russians.)
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•

•Arrival of the Floating Pool: aller 40 years 01
crossing the AtlantIC. lhe arch'tects/hleguards
reach theIr destInation. But they hardly notIce
It: due to the parhcular form of locomOhon of
the pool-Its reachon to their own dIsplace.
ment In the water - they have to SWIm toward

what they want to gel away from and away
from where they want to go.
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They took off again in shock, directing the pool further upstream: a rusty
salmon, ready- finally - to spawn?
3 MONTHS LATER
The architects of New York were uneasy about the sudden influx. of
Constructivists (some quite famous, others long thought to have been

exiled to Siberia - If not executed - after Frank Lloyd Wright visited
the USSR in 1937 and betrayed his Modern colleagues in the name of
Architecture).
The New Yorkers did not hesitate to criticize the design of the pool.
They were all against Modernism now; ignoring the spectacular decline of
their profession. their own increasingly pathetic Irrelevance, their desper·
ate production of flaccid country manSions, the Itmp suspense of their
trite compleXIties, the dry taste of their fabricated poetry, the agonies of
their Irrelevant sophistication, they complained that the pool was so bland,
so rectilinear, so unadventurous, so boring: there were no historical allu·
sions: there was no decoration; there was no ... shear, no tenSion, no

wit - only straight lines, right angles and the drab color of rust.
(In Its ruthless simplicity, the pool threatened them -like a thermometer
that might be inserted in their projects to take the temperature of their
decadence.)
Still, to have Constructivism over with, the New Yorkers deCided to give their
so·called colleagues a collective medal at a discreet waterside ceremony.
Against the background of the skyline, the dapper spokesman of New
York's architects gave a gracious speech. The medal had an old Inscription
from the thirties, he reminded the sWimmers. It was by now irrelevant,
he said, but none of Manhattan's present architects had been able to think
of a new motto....
The Russians read It. It said, "THERE IS NO EASY WAY FROM THE EARTH
TO THE STARS." Looking at the starry sky reflected in the narrow rec·
tangle of their pool, one architect/lifeguard, still dripping wet from the last
lap, answered for all of them: "We just went from Moscow to New York .. , ,n
Then they dove into the water to assume their familiar formation.
5 MINUTES LATER

In front of Welfare Palace Hotel, the raft of the Constructivists collides
with the raft of the Medusa: optimism 'Is. pessimism,
The steel of the pool slices through the plastic of the sculpture like a
knife through butter.
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First tentative landings ot
pool: Wall Street. A mov·
Ing -block" joins the
blocks of Manhatlan·s
Gnd.

live landIngs of

Street. A mav-

r joins the
~nhattan'S
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